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BOOK I.





THE

DAYS OF MY LIFE.

THE FIRST DAY.

I was going home from the village, and it

was an autumn evening, just after sunset, when

every crop was cut and housed in our level

country, and when the fields of stubble and

browned grass had nothing on them, except,

here and there, a tree. They say our bare flats,

in Cambridgeshire, are neither picturesque nor

beautiful. I cannot say for that—but I know

no landscape has ever caught my eye like the

long line of sunburnt, wiry grass, and the great,

wide arch above, with all its shades of beautiful

colour. There were no hedgerows to skirt the

VOL. I. B



2 THE DAYS

path on which I was, and I saw nothing

between me and the sky, save a solitary figure

stalking along the highway, and in the other

direction the clump of trees which surrounded

Cottiswoode ; the sky, in the west, was still full

of the colours of the sunset, and from the hori

zon it rose upward in a multitude of tints and

shades, the orange and red melting into a rosy

flush which contrasted, for a while, and then

fell into the sweet calm, peaceful tone of the

full blue. In the time of the year, and the look

of the night, there was alike that indescribable

composure and satisfaction which are in the

sunny evenings after harvest. The work was

done, the day was fading, everything was

going home ; the rooks sailed over the sky, and

the labourer trudged across the moor. Labour

was over and provision made, and the evening

and the night, peace and refreshment, and rest

were coming for every man. I do not suppose

I noticed this at the time, but I have the

strongest impression of it all in my remem

brance now.
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And I was passing along, as I always did,

quickly, and, perhaps, with a firmer and a

steadier step than was usual to girls of my

years, swinging in my hand a bit of briony,

which, for the sake of its beautiful berries, I was

carrying home, but which stood a good chance

of being destroyed before we got there—not

taking leisure to look much about me, thinking

of nothing particular, with a little air of the

superior, the lady of the manor, in my indepen

dent carriage—a little pride of proprietorship in

my firm footstep.

I was going home—when there suddenly ap

peared two figures before me, advancing on my

way. I say two figures, because in our country

everything stands out so clear upon the great

universal background of sky, and I could not so

truly say it was a man and a boy, as two dark

outlines clearly marked and separated from the

low, broad level of the country, and the arch of

heaven, which now approached upon me. I

cannot help an unconscious estimate of charac

ter from the tricks of gesture and carriage,

B 2



4 THE DAYS

which, perhaps, could not have been so visible

anywhere else as here, upon this flat, unbroken

road. One of these figures was a stooping and

pliant one, with a sort of sinuous twisting

motion, noiseless and sidelong, as if his habit

was to twist and glide through ways too narrow

to admit the passage of a man ; the other form

was that of a boy—a slight figure, which to my

perfect health and girlish courage, looked timid

and hesitating;—the brightness of the sky

behind cast the faces of the strangers into

shadow—but my eye was caught by the unfa

miliar outlines ; they were strangers, that was

sure.

We gradually approached nearer, for I was

walking quickly, though their pace was slow ;

but before we met, my thoughts had wandered

off from them, and I was greatly astonished by

the sudden address which brought me to an

abrupt pause before them. " Young lady," the

man said, with an awkward bow, " what is your

name ?"

I was a country girl, and utterly beyond the
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reach of fear from impertinence. I was my

father's daughter, moreover, and loftily per

suaded that nothing disrespectful could ap

proach me. 1 answered immediately with a

little scorn of the question—for to be unknown

in my own country was a new sensation—" I

am Hester Southcote, of Cottiswoode," and

having said so, was about to pass on.

" Ah, indeed ! it is just as I thought, then !"

said the stranger, wheeling his young compa

nion round, so as to place him side by side with

me. " We are going back to Cottiswoode—

we will have the pleasure of your company. I

am quite happy we have met."

But my girlish disdain did not annihilate the

bold intruder ; it only brought a disagreeable

smile to his mouth which made him look still

more like some dangerous unknown animal to

me. I was not very well versed in society, nor

much acquainted with the world, but I knew by

intuition that this person, though quite as well

dressed as any one I had ever seen, was not a

gentleman ; he was one of those nondescripts
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whom you could not respect either for wealth

or poverty—one of those few people you could

be disrespectful to, without blushing for your

self.

" Do you want anything at Cottiswoode ?" I

asked accordingly, not at all endeavouring to

conceal that I thought my new companion a

very unsuitable visitor at my father's house.

" Yes ! we want a great deal at Cottiswoode,"

said the stranger, significantly ; and as I raised

my head in wonder and indignation, I could

not but observe how the boy lagged behind,

and how his companion constantly attempted to

drag him forward close to me.

Wfth an impatient impulse, I gathered up the

folds of my dress in my hand, and drew ano

ther step apart. I was the only child of a

haughty gentleman. I did not know what it was

to be addressed in the tone of a superior, and

I was fully more annoyed than angry—but with

a young girl's grand and innocent assumption,

I held my head higher. " You are not aware

whom you are speaking to," I said, proudly ; but
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I was very much confused and disconcerted when

the stranger answered me by a laugh ; and

the laugh was still less pleasant than the smile,

for there was irritation mingled with its sneer.

" 1 am perfectly aware whom I am speaking

to, Miss," he said, rather more coarsely than he

had yet spoken ; " better aware than the young

lady is who tells me so, or than my lord him

self among the trees yonder," and he pointed

at Cottiswoode to which we were drawing near.

" But you'll find it best to be friends," he con

tinued, after a moment, in a tone intended to

be light and easy, " look what I have brought

you—here's this pretty young gentleman is

your cousin."

" My cousin !" I said with great astonish

ment, " I have no cousin."

" Oh, no ! I dare say !" said the man with

such a sneer of insinuation, that in my childish

passion I could have struck him, almost. " I'd

disown him, out and out, if I were you."

" What do you mean, Sir ?" I said, stopping

short and turning round upon him; then
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my eye caught the face of the boy, which was

naturally pale, but now greatly flushed with

shame and anger, as I thought; he looked

shrinking and timid and weak, with his delicate

blue veined temples, his long, fair hair, and

refined mild face. I felt myself so strong, so sun

burnt, so ruddy, and with such a strength and

wealth of life, in presence of this delicate and

hesitating boy. " What does he mean," I

repeated, addressing him, " does he mean that

I say what is not true ?"

" I will tell you what I mean, my dear

young lady," said the man suddenly changing

his tone, " I mean what I have just been to

tell your amiable father; though, of course,

both yourself and the good gentleman have

your own reasons for doubting me—I mean

that this is your cousin, Mr. Edgar South-

cote, the son of your father's elder brother,

Brian Southcote, who died in India ten years

ago—that's what I mean !"

The man had his eyes fixed upon me with

a broad full gaze, as if he expected a contra
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diction ; but, of course, after hearing this, I

did not care in the least how the man looked,

or what he had to do with it. I turned very

eagerly to look at the boy.

" Are you really my cousin ?" said I,

"have you just come from India? why did

we never know before? and your name is

Edgar ? a great many of the Southcotes

have been called Edgar. How old are you?

I never knew I had a cousin, or any near

friends, and neither did papa; but I have

heard every body talk of uncle Brian. Poor

boy ! you have no father—you are not so

happy as I—"

But to my great amazement, and just at

the moment I was holding out my hand

to him, and was about to say that my father

would love him as he did me—my new

cousin, a boy, a man—he ought to have had

more spirit !—suddenly burst into a great fit

of tears, and in the strangest passionate man

ner, cried out to the man, " I cannot bear

it, Saville—Saville, take me away !"
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I had no longer any curiosity or care

about the man; but I was very much surprised

at this, and could not understand it—and I

was a little ashamed and indignant, besides,

to see a boy cry.

" What is the matter ?" I asked again,

with some of my natural imperiousness,

" why do you cry—is anything wrong ? is

your name Edgar Southcote, and yet you cry

like a child ? do you not know we are called

the proudest house in the country ; and what

is this man doing, or what does he want

here ? why should he take you away ? you

ought to be at Cottiswoode if you are Edgar

Southcote—what do you mean ? "

" Cheer up Master Edgar—your cousin is

quite right, you ought to be at Cottiswoode,

and no where else, my boy," said the man,

giving him such a blow on the shoulders,

in encouragement, that the delicate boy trem

bled under it. " Why, where is your spirit !

come, come, since the young lady's owned

you, we'll go straight to the old gentleman
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again ; and you'll see what papa will say

to you, Miss, when he sees what you bring

him home."

I did not answer, but turned away my

head from this person who filled me with dis

gust and annoyance ; then their slow pace roused

me to impatience. I was always a few steps

before them, for Saville's gliding pace was

uniformly slow, and the pale boy, who was

called my cousin, lingered still more than

his companion. He never answered me—

not a word, though I put so many questions

to him, and he seemed so downcast and sad,

so unlike a boy going home—so very, very

unlike me, that I could not understand him.

I was so very eager to return to tell my

father, and to ask him if this was truly an

Edgar Southcote, that our slow progress

chafed me the more.

We were now drawing very near to Cottis-

woode; every dark leaf of the trees was en

graved on the flush of many colours which still

showed in the sky the road where the sun had
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gone down—and among them rose my father's

house, the home of our race, with its turrets

rising gray upon the sky like an old chateau

of France or Scotland, without a hill in sight

to harmonize that picturesque architecture :

nothing but the elm trees and the olive

shade of the great walnut, with the flat

moors and sunburnt grass, running away

in vast level lines into the sky. Cottiswoode,

the house of all our ancestors, where every

room was a chapter in the history of our

name, and every Southcote of renown still

lived upon the ancient walls—I could not

fancy one of us approaching, without a flush

and tremor, the family dwelling place. But

Edgar Southcote's pale cheek was not warmed

by the faintest colour—I thought he looked as

if he must faint or die—he no longer glanced

at me or at his companion ; and when I

turned to him, 1 saw only the pale eyelids

with their long lashes, the drooping head, and

foot that faltered now at every step—a strange

boy ! could he be of our blood after all ?
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The front of Cottiswoode was somewhat

gloomy, for there was only a carriage-road

sweeping through the trees, and a small

shrubbery thickly planted with evergreens

before the great door. When we were near

enough, I saw my father pacing up and down

hurriedly through the avenue of elms which

reaches up to the shrubbery. When I saw

him, I became still more perplexed than

before—my father was reserved, and never

betrayed himself or his emotions to the

common eye; I could not comprehend why

he was here, showing an evident agita

tion and disturbed entirely out of his usual

calm.

And as quickly as I did, the stranger noticed

him. This man fixed his eye upon my father

with a sneer, which roused once more, to the

utmost, my girlish passion. I could not tell

what it meant, but there was an insinuation in

it, which stung me beyond bearing, especially

when I saw the trouble on my father's face,

which was generally so calm. I hurried forward
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anxious to be first, yet involuntarily waiting for

my strange companions. The man, too, quick

ened his pace a little, but the boy lagged behind

so drearily, and drooped his head with such

a pertinacious sadness—though the very elm

trees of Cottiswoode were rustling their leaves

above him—that in my heat, and haste, and

eagerness, I knew not what to do.

" Papa !" I said anxiously ; my father heard

me, and turned round with a sudden eager

start, as though he was glad of my coming;

but when he met my glance, and saw how

I was accompanied, I cannot describe the

flash of resentment, of haughty inquiry, and

bitterness that shone from my father's eye—I

saw it, but was too much excited to ask for an

explanation. " Papa !" I cried again springing

forward upon his arm, " this is Edgar South-

cote, my cousin—did they tell you ? I am sorry

he does not seem to care for coming home, but

he has been all his life in India, I suppose—

Uncle Brian's son, papa—and his name is

Edgar ! did you send him to meet me ? tell him
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you are glad that he has come home ; look at

Cottiswoode, Edgar—dear Cottiswoode, where

all the Southcotes lived and died. What ails

him ? I believe he will faint. Papa—papa, let

the boy know he is welcome home I"

" Hester !" said my father in an ominous cold

tone, " restrain your feelings—I have no reason

to believe there is an Edgar Southcote in

existence. I do not believe my brother

Brian left a son—I cannot receive this boy

as Edgar Southcote—he may be this man's son

for aught I know."

The boy's wan face woke up at these

words; he shook his long hair slightly back

upon the faint wind, and raised his eyes full

of sudden light and courage. I understood

nothing of my father's reluctance to acknow

ledge the stranger. I pleaded his cause with

all my heart.

" He is not this man's son," I exclaimed

eagerly, " papa, he is a gentleman ! look, he has

been so sad and downcast till now, but he

wakes when you accuse him—he is an orphan,
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poor boy, poor boy! say he is welcome

home."

" You had best," said Saville, and the con

trast between my own voice of excitement, and

these significant tones, with their constant sneer

and insinuation of evil, struck me very strangely,

" the young lady is wise—it is your best policy,

I can tell you, to receive him well in his own

house."

My father's haughty face flushed with an

intolerable sense of insult, and I saw Edgar

shrink as if something had stung him.

" Hester, my love, leave me !" said my father,

" I will deal with this fellow alone. Go, keep

your kind heart for your friends. I tell you

these pretensions are false—do you hear .me,

child?"

I never doubted my father before; when I

looked from his face which was full of passion, yet

clouded with an indescribable shadow of doubt,

to the insolent mocking of the man beside him,

I grew bewildered and uncertain ; did my father

believe himself? Yet I neither could nor would
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put faith in the elder stranger. I had been so

constantly with my father, and had so much

licence given me, that I could not obey him;

and I did what I have always done—I suddenly

obeyed my own sudden impulse, and turned to

the boy.

" I do not believe what he will say," I

said rapidly, " but I will trust you ; are you

Edgar Southcote ? are you my cousin ? you will

not tell a lie."

The boy paused, hesitated ; but he had raised

his eyes to mine, and he did not withdraw them.

His face crimsoned over with a delicate yet deep

flush like a girl's—then he grew pale—and then

he said slowly—

" I cannot tell a lie—my father's name was

Brian Southcote, I am Edgar ; I will not deny

my name."

I cried out triumphantly, " Now, papa !" but

my father made an impatient gesture command

ing me away ; it was so distinctly a command

now, that I was awed and dared not disobey

him. I turned away very slowly through the

vol. i. c
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thick evergreens, looking back and lingering as

I went. I was just about to turn round by the

great Portugal laurel, which would have hid

from me these three figures standing together

among the elm trees and against the sky, when

my father called me to him again. I returned

towards him gladly, for I had been very reluc

tant to go away.

" Hester, these gentlemen will accompany

you," he said, with a contemptuous emphasis,

" shew them to my library, and I will come to

you."

I cannot tell to what a pitch my anxiety and

excitement had risen—it was so high, at least,

that without question or remark, only very

quickly and silently, I conducted my compa

nions to the house, and introduced them to my

father's favourite room, the library. It was a

very long, large room, rather gloomy in the

greater part of it, but with one recessed and

windowed corner as bright as day. My life

had known no studies and few pleasures, that

were not associated with this un-bright corner,
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with its cushioned window-seat and beautiful

oriel. When we entered, it was almost twi

light by my father's writing-table, behind which

was the great window with the fragrant walnut

foliage overshadowing it like a miniature forest

—but a clear, pale light, the evening blessing—

light, as sweet and calm as heaven itself, shone

in upon my little vase of faint, sweet roses—

roses gathered from a tree that blossomed all

the year through, but all the year through was

sad and faint, and never came to the flush of

June. Edgar Southcote sank wearily into a

chair almost by the door of the library, but

Saville, whom I almost began to hate, bustled

about at once from one window to another

looking at everything.

" Fine old room—I'd make two of it," said

this fellow ; " have down a modern architect, my

boy, and make the place something like. Eh,

Edgar ! what, tired ? you had better pluck up a

spirit, or how am I to manage this worthy, dis

interested uncle of yours ?"

I could not let the man think I had heard

c 2
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him, but left the room to seek my father—what

could he mean ? I met my father at the door

and with a slight wave of his hand bidding me

follow him, he went on before me to the dining-

parlour, the only other room we used ; my ex

citement had deepened into painful anxiety—

something was wrong—it was a new thought

and a new emotion to me.

" What is the matter, papa ?" I said,

anxiously, "what is wrong? what has hap

pened ? do you think this is not my cousin, or

are you angry that he has come ? Father, you

loved my uncle Brian, do you not love his son ?"

" Hester !" said my father, turning away his

troubled face from my gaze and the light, " I

will not believe that this boy is my brother

Brian's son."

" But he says he is, papa," I answered, with

eagerness ; I did not believe in lying, and Edgar

Southcote's pale face was beyond the possibility

of untruth.

" It is worth his while to say it," my father

exclaimed hurriedly ; then a strange spasm of
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agitation crossed his face—he turned to me

again as if with an irrestrainable impulse to

confide his trouble to me. " Hester ! Brian was

my elder brother," he said in a low, quick

whisper, and almost stealthily. I did not com

prehend him. I was only a child—the real

cause of his distress never occurred to me.

" I know it would be very hard to take him

home to Cottiswoode for a Southcote, and then

to find out he was not Uncle Brian's son," I

said, looking up anxiously at my father, " and

you know better than 1, and remember my

uncle ; but papa—I believe him—see ! I knew

it—he is like that picture there !"

My father turned to the picture with a start

of terror ; it was an Edgar Southcote I was

pointing to—a philosopher ; one of the few of

our house, who loved wisdom better than

houses or lands, one who had died early after a

sad short life. My father's face burned as he

looked at the picture ; the refined visionary head

drooping over a book, and the large delicate

eye-lids with their long lashes were so like, so
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very like !—it struck him in a moment. " Papa,

I believe him," I repeated very earnestly. My

father started from me, and paced about the

room in angry agitation.

" I have trained you to be mistress of Cottis-

woode, Hester," he said, when he returned to

me. " I have taught you from your cradle to

esteem above all things your name and your

race—and now, and now, child, do you not

understand me? if this boy is Brian's son,

Cottiswoode is his !"

It was like a flash of sudden lightning in

the dark, revealing for an instant every thing

around, so terribly clear and visible—I could not

speak at first. I felt as if the withering light

had struck me, and I shivered and put forth all

my strength to stand erect and still; then I

felt my face burn as if my veins were bursting.

" This was what he meant !"

"What who meant? Who?" cried my

father.

" You believe he is Edgar Southcote, papa ?"

said I, " you believe him as I do ; I see it in
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your face—and the man sneers at you—you,

father ! because it is your interest to deny the

boy. Let us go away and leave him Cottiswoode

if it is his ; you would not do him wrong, you

would not deny him his right—father, father,

come away !"

And I saw him, a man whose calm was never

broken by the usual excitements of life, a man

so haughty and reserved that he never showed

his emotions even to me—I saw him dash his

clenched hand into the air with a fury and

agony terrible to see. 1 could not move nor

speak, I only stood and gazed at him, fol

lowing his rapid movements as he went and

came in his passion of excitement, pacing about

the room ; the every day good order and

arrangement of every thing around us; the

calm light of evening, which began to darken ;

the quiet house where there was no sound of

disturbance, but only the softened hum of tran

quil life—the trees rustling without, the grass

growing, and night coming softly down out of

the skies; nothing sympathized with his fiery
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passion, except his daughter who stood gazing

at him, half a woman, half a child—and nothing

at all in all the world sympathized with me.

Very gradually he calmed, and the paroxysm

was over ; then my father came to me, and put

his hands on my shoulders, and looked into my

strained eyes ; I could not bear his gaze, though

I had been gazing at him so long, and thick and

heavy, my tears began to fall ; then he stooped

over me and kissed my brow. " My disinherited

child !" that was all he said—and as he left me

and went away.

Then I sat down on the carpet by the low

window, and cried—cried " as if my heart were

breaking," but hearts do not break that get

relief in such a flood of child's tears. I felt

something in my hand as I put it up to my wet

eyes. It was the bit of briony which I had carried

unwittingly a long, long way, through all my

first shock of trouble. Yes ! there were the

beautiful tinted berries in their clusters uninjured

even by my hand—but the stem was crushed

and broken, and could support them no longer ;
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the sight of it roused me out of my vague but

bitter distress—I spread it out upon my hand

listlessly, and thought of the low hedge from

which I had pulled it, a bank of flowers the

whole summer through. It was our own land

—our own land—was it ours no longer now ?

In a very short time, I was disturbed by

steps and voices, and my father came into the

room with Edgar and his disagreeable compa

nion ; then came Whitehead, bringing in the

urn and tea-tray, and I had to make tea for them.

I did not speak at all, neither did my new

cousin ; and my father was polite, but very

lofty and reserved, and behaved to Saville with

such a grand courtesy, as a prince might have

shown to a peasant ; the man was overpowered

and silenced by it, I saw, and could no longer

be insolent, though he tried. My father took

his cup of tea very slowly and deliberately, and

then he rose and said, " I am quite at your

service," and Saville followed him out of

the room.

We two were left together ; my new cousin
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was about my own age I thought—though

indeed he was older—but while I had the

courage of health and high spirits, of an unre-

proved and almost uncontrolled childhood, the

boy was timid as a weak frame, a susceptible

temper, and a lonely orphanhood could make

him. We sat far apart from each other, in the

large dark room, and did not speak a word; a

strange sudden bitterness and resentment

against this intruder had come to my heart. I

looked with contempt and dislike at his slight

form and pallid face. I raised my own head

with a double pride and haughtiness—this was

the heir of Cottiswoode and of the Southcotes,

this lad whose eye never kindled at sight of the

old house—and I was disinherited !

It grew gradually dark, but I sat brooding in

my bitterness and anger, and never thought of

getting lights. The trees were stirring without,

in the faint night wind which sighed about

Cottiswoode, and I could see the pensive stars

coming out one by one on the vast breadth of

sky—but nothing stirred within. Edgar was at
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one end of the room, I at the other—he

did not disturb me, and I never spoke to him,

but involuntarily all this time, I was watching

him—he could not raise his hand to his head

but I saw it ; he could not move upon his chair

without my instant observation ; for all so dark

as the room was, and so absorbed in my own

thoughts as was I.

At length my heart beat to see him rise and

approach towards me. I was tempted to

spring up, to denounce and defy the intruder,

and leave him so—but I did not—I only rose

and waited for him, leaning against the window.

He came up with his soft step stealing through

the darkness. " Cousin," he said, in a low

voice, which sounded very youthful, yet had a

ring of manhood in it, too, " cousin, it is not

Edgar Southcote who has come to Cottiswoode,

but a great misfortune—what am I to do ?—

you took part with me, you believed me,

Hester : tell me what I am to do to make

myself something else than a calamity to my

Uncle and to you ?"
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He spoke very earnestly, but his voice did

not touch my heart, it only quickened my re

sentment. " Do nothing except justice," said

I, in my girlish, passionate way. " We are

Southcotes, do you think we cannot bear a

misfortune ? but you do not know your race,

nor what it is. If you are the heir of Cottis-

woode do you think anything you could do,

would make my father keep what is not his ?

No, you can do nothing except justice. My

father is not a man to be pitied."

" Nor do I mean to pity him," said the boy,

gently, "I respect my father's brother, though

my father's brother doubts me. Will you

throw me off then ? you judge of me, perhaps,

by my companion. Ah ! that would be just ; I

do not care for justice, cousin Hester ; I want

that which you reject so bitterly—pity, compas

sion, love !"

" Pity is a cheat," said I, quoting words

which my father had often said, " and when you

have justice you will not need pity."

He stood looking at me for a moment, and
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though my pride would not give way, my heart

relented. " When I have justice—is that when

I have my father's inheritance ?" said Edgar,

slowly, " that will not give me a father, or a

mother, or a friend. I will need pity more, and

not less, than now."

He did not speak again, and I could not

answer him ; no, I could not answer his gentle

words, nor open my heart to him again. A

stranger, an unknown boy ; and he was to take

from my father his ancestral house, his lands,

his very rank and degree ! I clasped my hands

and hardened my heart ; let him have justice, I

said within myself—justice—we would await it

proudly, and obey it without a murmur ; but we

rejected the sympathy of our supplanter; let

him, as we did, stand alone.

But I could not help a wistful look after him

as Edgar went away with his most unsuitable com

panion along the level, dark, long road to the

village inn. My father stood with me at the

door gazing after them, with a strange, fasci

nated eye, and when they passed into the dis
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tance out of our sight, he drew a long breath of

relief, and, in a faint voice, bade me come in.

I followed him to the library where lights were

burning. The large, dim room looked chill

and desolate as we entered it, and I saw a chair

thrust aside from the table, where Saville had

been sitting opposite my father. I stood beside

him now, for he held my hand and would not

let me go. He had been quite dignified and

self-possessed when we parted with the stran

gers, but now his face relaxed into a strange

ease and weariness. We were alone in the

world, my father and I, but his thoughts were

not often such as could be told to a girl like

me ; and I think I had never felt such a thrill

of affectionate delight as now, when I saw him

yield before me to his new trouble—when he

took his child into his confidence, and suffered

no veil of appearance to interpose between us.

" Hester," he said, holding my hand lightly

in his own ; " I have heard all this story ; the

man is a relation, he tells me, of Brian's wife ;

and though I cannot understand how my
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brother should so have demeaned himself, yet

the story, I cannot dispute, has much appear

ance of truth. I like to be prepared for the

worst—Hester ! I wish you to think of it. Do

you understand at all what will happen to us if

this be true ?"

" Scarcely, papa," said I.

" Cottiswoode will be ours no longer ; the

rank and consideration we have been accustomed

to, will be ours no longer," said my father, with a

slight shudder, " Hester, do you hear what I say?"

" Yes, I am thinking, papa," said I, " poverty,

want—I know the words ; but I do not know

what they mean."

" We shall not have poverty or want to

undergo," said my father quickly, with a little

impatience, " we will have to endure downfall,

Hester—overthrow, exile and banishment—

worse things than want or poverty. We shall

have to endure—child, child, go to your child's

rest, and close those bright, questioning eyes of

yours ! You do not understand what this

grievous calamity is to me !"
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I withdrew from him a little, pained and cast

down, while he rose once more, and paced the

room with measured steps. I watched his lofty

figure retiring into the darkness, and returning

to the light with reverence and awe. He was

not a country gentleman dispossessed of his

property to my overstrained imagination, but a

king compelled to abdicate, a sovereign prince

banished from his dominions; and his own

feelings were as romantic, as exalted, I might

say as exaggerated as mine.

After a little while he returned to me, re

stored to his usual composure.

" It is time to go to rest, Hester—good-night.

In the morning I will know better what this is ;

and to-morrow—to-morrow," he drew a long

breath as he stooped over me, " to-morrow we

will gird ourselves for our overthrow. Good

night !"

And this was now the night-fall on the first

day which I can detach and separate from all

the childhood and youthful years before it—the

beginning of the days of my life.
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THE SECOND DAY.

It was late in October, and winter was

coming fast ;—in all the paths about Cottis-

woode the fallen leaves lay thick, and every

breath of air brought them down in showers.

But though these breezes were so melancholy

at night when they moaned about the house,

as if in lamentation for us, who were going

away, in the morning when the sun was out

the" chilled gale was only bracing and full

of a wild pleasure, as it blew full over the

level of our moors, with nothing to break

its force for. miles. My own pale monthly rose

had its few faint blossoms always ; but I do

VOL. I. D
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not like the flowers of autumn, those ragged

dull chrysanthemums and grand dahlias which

are more like shrubs than flowers. The jessa

mine that waved into my window was always

wet, and constantly dropping a little dark

melancholy leaflet upon the window-ledge—and

darker then ever were the evergreens—those

gloomy lifeless trees which have no sympathy

with nature. Before this, every change of the

seasons brought only a varied interest to me;

but this year, I could see nothing but melan

choly and discouragement in the waning

autumn, the lengthening nights and the chilled

days. I still took long rambles on the flat

high roads, and through the dry stubble fields

and sun-burnt moors—but I was restless and

disconsolate ; this morning I returned from a

long walk, tired, as it is so unnatural to feel in

the morning—impatient at the wind that caught

my dress, and at the leaves that dropped down up

on me as I came up the avenue—wondering

where all the light and colour had gone which

used to flush with such a splendid animation the
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great world of sky, where everything now was

cold blue and watery white—looking up at

Cottiswoode, where all the upper windows

were open, admitting a damp unfriendly

breeze. Cottiswoode itself, for the first time,

looked deserted and dreary; oh, these opened

windows ! how comfortless they looked, and

how well I could perceive the air of weary

exitement about the whole house—for we

were to leave it to-day.

The table was spread for breakfast in the

dining-parlour ; but already a few things were

away, an old fashioned cabinet which had

been my mother's, and the little book-case

where were all the books in their faded pretty

bindings which had been given to her when she

was a young lady and a bride—these were mine,

and had always been called mine, and the

wall looked very blank where they had stood ;

and my chair, with the embroidered cover

of my mother's own working; I missed it

whenever I came into the room. There

were other things gone too, everything which

D 2
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was my father's own, and did not belong to

Cottiswoode, and everybody knows how deso

late a room looks which has nothing but

the barely necessary furniture—the table and

the chairs. To make it a little less miserable, a

fire had been lighted ; but it was only raw,

and half kindled, and, I think, if possible, made

this bare room look even less like home. My

tears almost choked me when I came into

it ; but I was very haughty and proud in

my downfall and would not cry, though I

longed to do it. My father was still in

the library, and I went to seek him there.

He was sitting by his own table doing nothing,

though he had writing materials by him, and

a book at his hand. He was leaning

his head upon both his hands, and looking

full before him into the vacant air, with the

fixed gaze of thought—I saw, that from his

still and composed countenance, his proud

will had banished every trace of emotion—

yet I saw, nevertheless, how underneath this

calm exterior, his heart was running over
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with the troubles and remembrances of his

subdued and passionate life.

For I knew my father was passionate in

everything, despite his habitual restraint and

quietness—passionate in his few deep-seated

and unchanging loves—and passionate in the

strong, but always suppressed resentment which

he kept under as a Christian, but never sub

dued as a man. I stood back as I looked

in reverence for the suffering it must have cost

him to retrace, as I saw he was doing, all his life

at Cottiswoode; but he heard the rustle of

my dress, and, starting with an impatient

exclamation, called me to him. " Breakfast,

papa," said I hesitating, and with humility—

a strange smile broke on his face.

" Surely, Hester, let us go to breakfast," he

said rising slowly, as if his very movements

required deliberation to preserve their poise

and balance—and then he took me by the

hand, as he had done when I was a child,

and we went from the one room to the other,

and sat down at a corner of the long dining
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table—for our pleasant round table at which

we usually breakfasted, had, like the other

things, been taken away.

My father made a poor pretence to eat—

and kept up a wavering conversation with me

about books and study. I tried to answer

him as well as I was able ; but it was strange

to be talking of indifferent things the day

we were to leave Cottiswoode, and my heart

seemed to flutter at my throat and choked

me, when I ventured a glance round the room.

More than a month had passed since that

visit of misfortune that brought a new claimant

upon our undisturbed possession, and Edgar

Southcote's rights had been very clearly

made out, and this was why we were to

leave to-day.

We were still sitting at the breakfast- table,

when the letters were brought in. My father

opened one of them, glanced over it, and then

tossed it to me. It was a letter from my cousin,

such a one as he had several times received

before, entreating him with the most urgent
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supplications to remain in Cottiswoode. It

was a very simple boyish letter, but earnest

and sincere enough to have merited better

treatment at our hands—I have it still, and

had almost cried over it, when I saw it the

last time—though I read it with resentment

this morning, and lifted my head haughtily,

and exclaimed at the boy's presumption : " I

suppose he would like to give us permission

to stay in Cottiswoode," I said bitterly, and

my father smiled at me as he rose and went

back to the library—I knew him better than

to disturb him again, so I hurried out of the

room which was so miserable to look at, and

went to my own chamber up-stairs.

My pretty room with its bright chintz

hangings, and its muslin draperies which I

did not care for, and yet loved ! for I was

not a young lady at this time, but only a

courageous independent girl, brought up by

a man, and more accustomed to a library than a

boudoir; and feminine tastes were scarcely

awakened in me. I was more a copy of my
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father than anything else; but still with a

natural love of the beautiful, I liked my pretty

curtains, and snowy festoons of muslin—I

liked the delicacy and grace they gave—I liked

the inferred reverence for my youth and

womanhood which claimed these innocent

adornments ; and more than all I loved Alice,

who provided them for me. Alice was my

own attendant, my friend and guide and coun

sellor ; she was a servant, yet she was the

only woman whom I held in perfect respect,

and trusted with all my heart. After my

father, I loved Alice best of all the world ; but,

with a very different love. In my intercourse

with my father, he was the actor and I the

looker-on, proud when he permitted me to

sympathize with him, doubly proud when

he opened his mind, and showed me what

he felt and thought. To bring my little

troubles and annoyances, my girlish outbreaks

of indignation or of pleasure to disturb his

calm, would have been desecration—but I poured

them all in the fullest detail into the ear of
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Alice, and with every one of the constant

claims I made upon her sympathy, I think

Alice loved me better. When I was ill, I

would rather have leaned upon her kind

shoulder than on any pillow, and nothing

ever happened to me or in my presence, but

I was restless till Alice knew of it. I think,

even, her inferior position gave a greater

charm to our intercourse—I think an

old attached and respected servant is the

most delightful of confidants to a child ; but,

however, that may be, Alice was my audience,

my chorus, everything to me.

Alice was about forty at this time, I suppose ;

she had been my mother's maid, and my

nurse, always an important person in the

house ; she was tall, with rather a large face,

and a sweet bright complexion, which always

looked fresh and clear like a summer morning ;

she was not very remarkable for her taste

in dress—her caps were always snow-white,

her large white aprons so soft and spotless,

that I liked to lay my cheek on them, and

go to sleep there, as I did when I was a
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child ; but, the gown she usually wore was

of dark green stuff, very cold and gloomy

like the evergreens, and the little printed

cashmere shawl on her shoulders would have

been almost dingy, but, for the white, white

muslin kerchief that pressed out of it at the

throat and breast. She had large hands,

brown and wrinkled, but, with such a soft

silken touch of kindness;—and this was my

Alice as she stood folding up the pretty

chintz curtains in my dismantled room.

" Oh Alice ! isn't it miserable !" I cried

while I stood by her side, looking round

upon the gradual destruction—I did not want

to cry ; but it cost me a great effort to keep

down the gathering tears.

"Sad enough, Miss Hester," said Alice,

" but, do you know, if you had been brought

up in a town, you would not have minded

a removal ; and you shall soon see such a pretty

room in Cambridge that you will not think of

Cottiswoode—"

" No place in the world can ever be like Cottis

woode to me," said I with a little indignation
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that my great self-control should be so little

appreciated. " Of course, I should not wish

to stay here when it is not ours," I went

on, rubbing my eyes to get the tears away,

" but I will always think Cottiswoode home—

no other place will ever be home to me."

" You are very young, my dear," said Alice

quietly. I was almost angry with Alice, and

it provoked me so much to hear her treating

my first grief so composedly, that the tears

which I had restrained, came fast and thick

with anger and petulance in them.

" Indeed, it is very cruel of you, Alice !"

I said as well as I was able, " do you think I

do not mean it ?—do you think I do not know

what I say ?"

" I only think you are very young, poor

dear !" said Alice, looking down upon me

under her arm, as she stretched up her

hands to unfasten the last bit of curtain, " and

I am an old woman, Miss Hester. I saw your

poor mamma come away from her home, to

find a new one here ; it was a great change
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to her, for all so much as her child likes

Cottiswoode—she liked her own home very

dearly, Miss Hester, and did not think this

great house was to be compared to it—

but she came away here of her own will after

all—"

" But that was because she was married,

Alice," said I hastily.

" Yes ! it was because she was married, and

because it is the common way of life," said

Alice; "but, the like of me, Miss Hester,

that has parted with many a one dear to

me, never to see them again, thinks little,

darling, of parting with dead walls."

" Alice, have you had a great deal of grief,"

said I reverently; my attention was already

diverted from the main subjects of my

morning's thoughts—for I was very young,

as she said, and had a mind open to every

interest, that grand privilege of youth.

" I have lost husband and children, father

and mother, Miss Hester," said Alice quietly ;

she had her back turned to me, but it was
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not to hide her weeping, for Alice had borne

her griefs with her for many many years. I

knew very well that it was as she had said,

for she had often told me of them all, and

of her babies whom she never could be quite

calm about—but she very seldom alluded to

them in this way, and never dwelt upon her

loss, but always upon themselves. I did not

say anything, but I felt ashamed of my passion

of grief for Cottiswoode. If I should lose

Alice—or still more frightful misfortune, lose

my father, what would Cottiswoode be

to me.

" But, my dear young lady was pity her

self," said Alice, after a short pause, " I think

I can see her now, when I could not cry

myself, how she cried for me—and I parted

with her too, Miss Hester. I think she

had the sweetest heart in the world ; she could

not see trouble, but she pitied it, and did her

best to help."

"Alice," said I hastily, connecting these

things by a sudden and involuntary con
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viction, " why is it that papa says : ' pity is a

cheat.' "

" It is a hard saying, Miss Hester," said

Alice pausing to look at me ; and then she

went on with her work, as if this was all she

had to say.

" He must have reason for it," said I, " and

when I think of that Edgar Southcote pre

suming to pity us, I confess it makes me very

angry—I cannot bear to be pitied, Alice !"

But Alice went on with her work, and

answered nothing ; I was left to myself, and

received no sympathy in my haughty dislike

of anything which acknowledged the superiority

of another. I was piqued for the moment.

I would a great deal rather that Alice had

said, " no one can pity you,"—but Alice said

nothing of the kind, and after a very little

interval, my youthful curiosity conquered my

pride.

" You have not answered me, but I am sure

you know," said I " Alice, what does papa

mean ?"
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Alice looked at me earnestly for a moment,

" I am only a servant," she said as if she

consulted with herself, " I have no right to

meddle in their secrets—but I care for nothing

in the world but them, and I have served her

all her days. Yes, Miss Hester, I will tell you,"

she concluded suddenly, " because you'll be a

woman soon, and should know what evil spirits

there are in this weary, weary life."

But though she said this, she was slow to

begin an explanation—she put away the curtains

first, carefully smoothed down and folded into

a great chest which stood open beside us, and

then she began to lift up my few books, and

the simple furniture of my toilette-table, and

packed them away for the removal. It was

while she was thus engaged, softly coming and

going, and wiping off specks of dust in a

noiseless deliberate way, that she told me

the story of my father and mother.

"My young lady was an only child, like

you, Miss Hester," said Alice, " but, her father's

land was all entailed, and it has passed to a
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distant cousin now, as you know. I think she

was only about eighteen when the two young

gentlemen from Cottiswoode began to visit

at our house. Mr. Brian came as often as

your father—they were always together, and

I remember very well how I used to wonder

if both of the brothers were in love with Miss

Helen, or if the one only came for the other's

sake. Mr. Brian was a very different man

from your papa, my dear—there was not such

a charitable man in the whole country, and he

never seemed to care for himself—but somehow,

just because he was so good, he never seemed

in earnest about anything he wished—you

could not believe he cared for anything so

much, but he would give it up if another

asked it from him. It's a very fine thing

to be kind and generous, Miss Hester, but

that was carrying it too far, you know. If I

had been a lady I never would have married

Mr. Brian Southcote, for 1 think he never

would have loved me half so much as he

would have loved the pleasure of giving me away.
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" But you know how different your papa was ;

I used to think it would be a pleasure to trust

anything to Mr. Howard, because whatever he

had and cared for, he held as fast as life ;

and my young lady thought so too, Miss

Hester. They were both in love with Miss

Helen, and very glad her papa would have

been had she chosen Mr. Brian, who was

the heir of all. It used to be a strange sight

to see them all, poor Mr. Brian so pleasant

to everybody, and Mr. Howard so dark and

passionate and miserable, and my sweet young

lady terrified and unhappy—glad to be good

friends with Mr. Brian, because she did not

care for him ; and so anxious about Mr. Howard,

though she scarcely dared to be kind to him,

because she thought so much of him in her

heart. Your papa was very jealous, Miss

Hester ! it is his temper, and I am not sure,

my dear, that it is" not yours ; and he knew

Mr. Brian was pleasanter spoken than he

was, and that everybody liked him—so, to be

sure, he thought his brother was certain to be

VOL. I. E
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more favoured than he—which only showed

how little your papa knows, for all so learned

a man as he is," said Alice, shifting her

position, and turning her face to me to place

a parcel of books in the great chest : " for

Mr. Brian was a man to like, and not to

love."

She was blaming my father, and, perhaps,

she had more blame to say ; but her blame

inferred more than praise, I thought, and I

listened eagerly. Yes ! my father was a man

to love and not to like.

"They say courting time is a happy time,"

said Alice with a sigh, " it was not so then, Miss

Hester. However they all came to an explana

tion at last. I cannot tell you how it came

about, but we heard one day that Mr. Brian

was going abroad, and that Mr. Howard was

betrothed to Miss Helen. / knew it before

any one else, for my young lady trusted me ;

and when I saw your papa the next day, his

face was glorious to behold, Miss Hester. I think

he must have had as much joy in that day
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as most men have in all their lives, for I

don't think I ever saw him look quite happy

again."

" Alice I"

" My dear, it is quite true," said Alice quietly,

and with another sigh ; " I could not tell for a

long time what it was that made him so over

cast and moody, and neither could my young

lady. It could not be Mr. Brian, for Mr. Brian

gave her up in the kindest and quietest way—

you could not have believed how glad he was to

sacrifice himself to his brother—and went away

to the West Indies where your grandmamma had

an estate, to look after the poor people there ;

so then the marriage was over very soon, and

your grandpapa Southcote took the young

people home to live with him at Cottiswoode,

and any one that knew how fond he was of Miss

Helen, would have thought Mr. Howard had

got all the desire of his heart. But he had not,

Miss Hester ! The heart of man is never satis

fied, the Bible says—and I have often seen your

papa's face look as black and miserable after he

E 2
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was married, as when he used to sit watching

Mr. Brian and my poor dear young lady. Your

mamma did not know what to think of it, but

she always huDg about him with loving ways

and was patient, and drooped, and pined away

till my heart was broken to look at her. Then

she revived all at once, and there was more life

in the house for a little while—she had found

out what ailed him ; but oh 1 Miss Hester, a

poor woman may set her life on the stake to

change a perverse fancy, and never shake it till

she dies. Your papa had got it into his head

that my young lady had married him out of

pity ; and all her pretty ways, and her love, and

kindnesses, he thought them all an imposition,

my dear—and that is the reason why he says

that hard, cruel saying ' Pity is a cheat !' "

" And then, Alice ?" said I, eagerly.

" And then ? there was very little more, Miss

Hester—she was hurried out of this world when

you were born ; she had never time to say a

word to him, and went away with that bitterness

in her heart, that the man she had left father
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and mother for, never understood her. Death

tries faith, my dear, though you know nothing

of it ! think how I stood looking at her white

face in her last rest ! Thinking of her life and her

youth, and that this was the end of all; so

carefully as she had been trained and guarded

from a child, and all her education and her books,

and such hopes there were of what she would

be when she grew up a woman ; but soon 1 saw

that she grew up only to die—God never

changes, Miss Hester—he tries a poor woman

like me very like the way he tried Abraham—

and that was what I call a fiery passage for

faith!"

" And my mother, Alice ? and poor, poor

papa ! oh ! how did he ever live after it ?" cried

I, through my tears.

" He lived because it was the will of God—

as we all do," said Alice, " a sad man, and a

lonely he is to this day : and will never get

comfort in his heart for the wrong he did my

dear young lady—never till he meets her in

heaven."
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At that moment Alice was called and went

away. Poor, poor papa ! he was wrong ; but

how my heart entered into his sufferings. I did

not think of the bitterness of love disbelieved

and disturbed, of my mother's silent martyrdom

—I thought only of my father, my first of men !

He loved her, and he thought she pitied him.

I started from my seat at the touch of this in

tolerable thought. I realized in the most over

whelming fullness, what he meant when he said,

" Pity is a cheat !" Pity ! it was dreadful to

think of it—though it was but a mistake, a

fancy—what a terrible cloud it was !

I will not say that this story filled my mind

so much, that I do not recollect the other events

of that day ; on the contrary, 1 recollect them

perfectly, downto the most minute detail; but they

are all connected in my mind with my grief for

my father—with the strange, powerful compas

sion I had for him, and some involuntary presci

ence of my own fate. For it was him I

thought of, and never my mother, whom I

had never seen, and whose gentle, patient tern
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per was not so attractive to my disposition.

No — I never thought he was to blame ! I

never paused to consider if it was himself who

had brought this abiding shadow over his life. I

only echoed his words in my heart, and clung to

him, in secret, with a profound and passionate

sympathy. Pity ! I shuddered at the word. I no

longer wondered at his haughty rejection of the

slightest approach to it—for did not I myself

share—exaggerate this very pride.

This mournful tedious day went on, and its

dreary business was accomplished : all our be

longings were taken away from Cottiswoode,

and Alice and another servant accompanied

them to set our new house in order before we

came. Just before she went away, at noon,

when the autumn day was at its brightest, I

found Alice cutting the roses from my favourite

tree. I stood looking at her, as she took the

pale faint flowers one by one, but neither of us

spoke at first : at last I asked her, " why do you

take them, Alice," and I spoke so low, and felt

so reverential that I think I must have antici

pated her reply.
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I had to bend forward to her, to hear what

she said. " They were your mother's," said

Alice, " I decked her bride chamber with them,

and her last bed. They are like what she was

when trouble came."

She had only left one rose upon the tree, a

half blown rose, with dew still lying under its

folded leaves, and she went away, leaving me

looking at it. I felt reproved, I know not why,

as if my young mother was crying to me for

sympathy, and I would not give it. No ! I

went back hastily to the dreary half-emptied

library where my father sat. My place was by

him—this solitary man, who all his life had felt

it rankling in his heart, that he was pitied where

he should have been loved.

In the evening, just before sunset, I heard

wheels approaching, and on looking out, saw

the post-chaise which was to take us to Cam

bridge coming down the avenue. My father

saw it also ; we neither of us said anything, but

I went away at once to put on my bonnet. It

was dreadful to go into these desolate rooms,

which were all the more desolate because they
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were not entirely dismantled, but still had

pieces of very old furniture here and there

looking like remains of a wreck. After I had

left my own room—a vague dusty wilderness

now, with the damp air sighing in at the open

lattice, and the loose jessamine bough beating

against it, and dropping its dreary little leaves—

I stole into the dining-parlour for a moment to

look at that picture, which was like Edgar

Southcote. I looked up at it with my warm

human feelings, my young, young exaggerated

emotions, full of resentful dislike and prejudice ;

it looked down on me, calm, beautiful, melan

choly, like a face out of the skies. Pity, pity,

yes ! I hurried away stung by the thought.

Edgar Southcote had the presumption to pity

my father and me.

With a last compunctious recollection of my

poor young mother, I went to the garden and

tenderly brought away that last rose. I

could cry over it, without feeling that I wept

because Cottiswoode was my cousin's and not

mine. " I will always keep it !" I said to my
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self as I wrapped some of the fragrant olive-

coloured leaves of the walnut round its stalk ;

and then I went in to my father to say I was

ready. He had left the library, and was walking

through the house—I could hear his slow heavy

footsteps above me as I listened breathlessly in

the hall. Whitehead, and the other servants,

had collected there to say good-bye. White

head, who was an old man, was to remain in

charge of the house ; but all the others, except

his niece Amy, were to go away this very night.

While I stood trying to speak to them, and

trying very hard not to break down again, my

father came down stairs, went into the dining-

parlour, and passed through the window into

the garden. I thought he wished to escape the

farewell of the servants, so I said good-bye

hurriedly and followed him ; but he was only

walking up and down, looking at the house.

He took my hand mechanically, as I came up

to him, and led me along the walk in silence ;

then I was very much startled to find that he

took hold of my arm, and leaned on it as if he
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wanted a support. I looked up at him wist

fully when he paused at last—he was looking

up at a window above ; but he must have felt

how anxiously my eyes sought his face, for he

said slowly as if he were answering a question.

" Hester, I have lived here." I did not dare to

say anything, but I held very close to my heart

my mother's rose; he was thinking of her then,

he was not thinking of pity nor of any bitter

ness.

In a few minutes he was quite himself once

more, and drew my hand upon his arm, and

went in with me to say farewell to the servants ;

he did so with grace and dignity like an old

knight of romance—for he was never haughty

to his inferiors, and they all loved him. They

were crying and sobbing, every one of them—

even old Whitehead—and I cried too, I could

not help it ; but my father was quite unmoved.

He put me into the chaise, took his seat beside

me, waved his hand out of the window, smiling

as he did so—and then he closed the blinds

rapidly on that side, and the carriage drove
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away. It was all over like a dream. I dared

not, and could not, look back upon the home

which had been the centre of my thoughts all

my life ; and with the cold night wind blowing

in our faces, we were hurrying to a new life,

altogether severed from our old existence, and

from Cottiswoode.

Yes ! the wind was in our faces, fresh and

cold—and I never feel it so now without an

instant recollection of that long silent drive to

Cambridge, through the darkening October

night. The long dark levels of the fields rushed

past us so swiftly, and with such a desolate

quietness ; and the long luminous line of the

horizon, and the dull clouds of night kept us

company with such a ghost-like constancy,

travelling at as quick a pace as ours. I was

soon tired of weeping under my veil, for I had

all the restlessness of my years ; and I can see

now how the darkness brooded upon the flat

meadows, how there seemed no human divisions

of fence or hedge upon them, but only one

blank line of grass from which the night had
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taken all colour, and of ploughed land stretching

back its lessening furrows over many acres,

which the eye ached to see. Sometimes miles

away, a pollard willow bristled up upon the sky,

showing its every twig with a strange ex

aggeration as it stood guarding some dreary

point of road—and the solitary haystack which

belonged to some one of those poor stray

cottages belated among the fields, threw up its

bulk like a goblin against that clear universal

background—that pale line of sky which brought

out every outline with such a ghostly distinction.

Distance, space, the wild idea of an unending

and unreposing journey, are the very spirit and

sentiment of this country—I think sometimes

its dull unfeatured outline is half sublime ; there

are no mountain heights to attain to, no sweet

valleys charming you to rest ; only the long

lines converging into the infinite sky—the fresh

breeze in your face—and the rushing of your

own footsteps through the silence, crying—on

—on!

There was not a word exchanged between us
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all the way—my father sat quite still, looking

out from one window, engaged I know not

how, while I looked from the other, feeling a

strange enjoyment in the mere motion and

progress, and in the silence and dreamy dreari

ness of all those fiat unvarying lines, that glided

past us in the twilight and the night.

There were neither moon nor stars, yet it was

not very dark, even when we reached Cam

bridge—I had been in the town before, but I

knew little of it, and I had no knowledge of

where we were, when we stopped beside the old

church of St. Benet, and my father assisted me

to alight. I was surprised, for there were only

some mean houses and a shop before us—but

he drew my hand within his arm, and led me

along a paved and narrow lane, on one side of

which was the churchyard. The light seemed

quite shut out here—it was like descending a

well to go boldly into that darkness ; but we

went on, past the little new houses on the one

hand, and the old conventual buildings, which

loomed on us so strangely from the other, till
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we paused at a door where some one stood with

a lantern. As the man raised his lantern and

the light flashed up, I saw that we were to

enter under this arched doorway, which had a

coat of arms in the keystone. There were

two or three steps to descend, and then the

door was closed, and we went along a narrow

path, where there was a blank wall covered with

ivy on one side, and the house on the other.

The light of the lantern gleamed in those dark

glistening ivy leaves, and in the square projecting

windows of this new home of ours. I was glad

to see how different from the massy glories of

Cottiswoode, was this strange house, with its two

projections, one supported on dark oaken beams,

and the other built up from the ground. The

building was only wood, and lath and plaster,

except the heavy and unlighted ground story,

which was grey and aged stone ; and the broad

square windows on the upper floor which filled

the whole front of each projecting part, were

formed of small diamond panes. But I

saw no mode of entrance, nothing but tall
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ungainly rose-bushes, and withered creepers nest

ling up against the walls, till we turned the

corner and came to a door in the end of the

house, where Alice was standing to receive us.

We had to make our way in here, through a

ragged regiment of tall straggling hollyhocks—I

have hated them ever since that night.

But my father had not once addressed me

yet, and my own mind was so full, that I had

never observed his silence. He spoke now

when we were on the threshold, and I started

at the sound of his voice. He only said,

" Hester, this is your new home !" but I think

there was the most wonderful mixture of

emotions in his voice that I had ever heard—

determined composure, and yet highly excited

feeling—disdain of this poor place he brought

me to, yet a fixed resolution to show content

in it, and stronger and greater pride than ever.

My heart echoed the resolution and the pride,

as I sprang in—but my heart was young and

full of the pleased excitement of novelty and

change. I know nothing of what he felt as he
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followed me with his slow and stately step—

nothing, for I was impatient to see all these

rooms that we were to live in, and to make

acquaintance with my new home.

So I ran on, leaving him to follow me—I

could not have done better, had I been labour

ing to find something which would comfort and

cheer him. My eagerness gave a certain in

terest to the poor house. I remember that he

held me back for a moment, and looked into

my face with a slow smile gradually breaking

upon his own. Mine, I know, was full of light

and animation—I remember how my cheeks

glowed from the wind, and how the warmth

and the lights had brought water into my eyes ;

and, I suppose, I looked quite as bright and

eager as if I had never known the girlish heroical

despair for leaving Cottiswoode which possessed

me an hour ago. I ran from one apartment to

another, exclaiming at everything,sometimes with

pleasure, sometimes with astonishment. The

two broad windows which I had seen outside,

represented two large apartments, occupying

VOL I. F
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the whole breadth of the house, and each with

a window at the other end, looking out upon a

great dim silent garden, fenced in by other

gardens, and on one side by a dark mass of

building, along which a light twinkled here and

there. These rooms were not fully furnished,

but they were already in a habitable state,

and in one of them a bright fire blazed

pleasantly, sparkling in the old silver kettle and

tea-pot, and antique china, which we always

used at home—at home ! The words meant

these strange rooms, and had no other reference

now for my father and me.

But when I went to lay aside my bonnet, I

found a room prepared for me, prettier, if that

were possible, than the pretty chamber at

Cottiswoode, where Alice had tended me all my

life. The white draperies were so white, and

full, and soft—the pretty chintz hangings were

so fresh with their new bands of ribbons, and

there was so much care and tenderness in the

hands which had restored my old room perfect

and unbroken, yet made it brighter than ever,
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that I clung to Alice with an April face where

the tears had somehow lost their bitterness, and

the smile its pride. Now and then in my life,

I have found out suddenly, in a moment, of

how little importance external things were to me.

The conviction came upon my mind at this

instant, like a sunbeam. What did it matter

to me standing here in my triumphant youth-

fulness, with my father to be loved and cared

for, and Alice, to love and care for me—what

did it matter who lost or who won such out

side and external matters as houses and lands ?

I threw off my mantle upon the kind arm of

Alice, and danced away to make tea for my

father. In proportion to the depth of my

sadness at leaving Cottiswoode, was the height

of my exhilaration now to find another home.

We had expected this to be a very dreary

evening—instead of that I had seldom been so

happy, so vivacious, so daring, in my girl's talk ;

and there sat my father, his facebrightening in the

firelight, smiling at my boldness, my enthusiasms,

my denunciations, my girlish superlative emotion.

f 2
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When tea was over, he fell into a fit of musing,

and was not to be disturbed, I knew—and then

I examined the room with its wainscot pannels,

its carved mantelshelf, and its pannel pictures,

hard flat portraits, which had no pretension to

the roundness or the breath of life, but were as

level as the Cambridgeshire flats, and almost as

much like each other. And then I went to the

further window, and coiled myself up upon the

bench within the curtains, to solace myself with

my own thoughts. The garden lay dark

beneath, with shadowy bare trees here and

there, lifting up their branches to the sky, and

some fantastic little green-house, or summer-

house, half way down, showing a dull glimmer

of glass under the boughs. But insensibly my

eyes turned from the garden and the darkness,

to count the scattered lights in the windows of

this dark building, which marked its embrasures

upon the sky at my right hand. A light in a

window is a strange lure to imagination—I

watched them with interest and pleasure—they

were unknown, yet they were neighbours—and
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it was pleasant from hearing the wind without,

and seeing the dark, to turn upon the glimmer

ing tapers with a certain friendly warmth and

satisfaction, as though some one had said good

night.

And so we were settled to our new beginning,

and our new home.
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THE THIRD DAY.

1 was in the garden, where I almost lived in the

sweet summer days in those times of my youth ;

it was June, and I did not fear the windows of

Corpus, which looked out upon the trees with

their numberless leaves, the trees which were

quite shelter enough for me. If I had begun

to have visions of the universal romance of

youth, my thoughts were much too exalted to

think of vulgar fallings in love, and though I

constantly hailed as neighbours these kindly

lights in the windows of the collegiate buildings,

I was troubled by no thought of the young

gownsmen, the possible possessors of the same ;
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and so it came about that I went as freely to

the garden of our quaint old house, overlooked

by the windows of Corpus Christi College as I

had been used to go in the garden of Cottis-

woode, which was not overlooked by anything

within a dozen miles, save the fruit trees in the

orchard, and the great walnut by the house.

This was now the second summer since we

came to Cambridge, and this garden was no

longer the wilderness which it was when I saw

it first. My father had a peculiar fancy in gar

dening—everything in this sunny strip of land

was enclosed in a soft frame of greensward—

where a path was indispensable, it was a hard,

yellow sandy path that glistened in the sun, and

threw off the moisture ; but instead of geome

trical divisions and cross-roads through our

garden, you could scarcely see either gravel or

soil for the velvet turf that pressed over the

roots of the trees, and round the flower-beds ;

and for the thick and close luxuriance of the

flowers that grew within. The one or two

Cambridge ladies who came to see me some-
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times, shook their heads at our grassy garden,

and hoped I took care never to go out when the

turf was damp ; but, indeed, I took no such

care, and was very proud of our full and ver

dant enclosure in comparison with other people's

flower-beds, where nothing grew so well as ours,

though everything had more room to grow.

On this day of which I am now speaking, the

sweet greensward was warm with sunshine in

every corner. It was afternoon, and the streets

were sultry, the wayfarers flushed and weary,

the fields parched and dry ; but the sun was

playing in the leaves above me, and making

playful figures with his light and shadow on the

grass under my feet—figures which changed and

varied with sweet caprice as the wind swayed

the leaves about, and as the sun stole by in

visible degrees towards the west—and every

thing was fresh and sweet and full of fragrance

in this charmed country of mine. I was within

the little fanciful greenhouse which was no less

a bower for me, than a shelter for the rarer

flowers, and I was busy about some of my

v
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favourites, which I used to care for with great

devotion by fits, making up for it by such

negligence at other times, that this pretty place

would soon have been a very woeful one had it

been left to me. Just on the threshold of this

green-house door, was the stool on which I had

been sitting, with a piece of embroidery at

which I had been working thrown down upon

it, and beyond that, on the grass, was a book

which I had not been reading ; for it was not in

my girlish, impatient nature to dally with anything

readable-^I either devoured it, or I let it alone.

I was busy among the plants, and so enclosed

by them that I was not visible from the garden—

but at this moment, I was not aware of that.

I did not hear their footsteps upon the soft

grass, but I heard the voices of my father and

his friend, Mr. Osborne, a fellow of Corpus,

who visited us constantly, and always seemed in

my father's confidence. They came to the

green-house door and lingered there, and Mr.

Osborne stood before the door, with his gown

streaming and rustling behind him, effectually
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concealing me if I had not been concealed

already. I had no reason to suppose that their

talk concerned me ; nor was I much interested

to listen to it. I went on with my occupation,

plunging some slips of favourite plants into

little pots of rich vegetable mould, and singing

to myself half under my breath. I was quite

unsuspicious, and so were they.

" No," said my father, " Hester does not

know of it. Hester is a girl, Osborne—I have

no desire to make a woman of her before her

time."

" Yet girls find out for themselves what in

terest they have in these matters," said Mr.

Osborne, in his quiet, half sarcastic tone, " and

have speculations in those quiet eyes of theirs,

whether we will or no, my friend."

" There are few girls like Hester," said my

father, proudly ; " pardon me, Osborne, but you

have no child—I want to preserve her as she is

—why should I bring a disturbing element into

our peaceful life."

" Why ? do you think your little girl is safely
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through her probation, when she has had the

measels and the hooping-cough," said Mr. Os

borne, laughing. " Nonsense, man—d'ye think

you save her from the epidemic of youth by

shutting her up in this garden here ? take my

word for it, these obnoxious things that you call

the world and society, are much better preven

tives than this leisure and solitude. Why look

at these windows, and be a sensible man, South-

cote ? d'ye think nobody in Corpus, but an old

fellow like me has seen your Proserpine among

the flowers. How old is the child ? tell me that,

and I will tell you how soon there will be moon

light meditations, and breaking hearts, disturb

ing your peaceful life for you. Hester is a very

good girl—of course, she is—but what is that

to the question, I should be glad to know ?"

I was very indignant by this time. I had

very nearly caught his streaming gown, and

shaken it with vehement displeasure, but, withal,

I was very curious to know what was the origin

ofthis conversation, and I subsided into a perfect

guilty silence, and listened with all my might.
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" You do not understand Hester, Osborne,"

said my father

" Granted," said his friend, quickly, " and,

perhaps, the young lady is not quite an orthodox

subject of study, I allow you ; but pray what do

you intend to do with her ? is she to live in this

garden for ever, like that fantastic boy's lady of

Shalott ?"

My father paused, and I listened eagerly. It

was some time before he answered, and there

was hesitation in his usually firm tones,

" Life has deluded me," he said, slowly, " I

am at a loss to know how to guard Hester, that

that it may not delude her also."

" Southcote !" said his companion, earnestly,

" listen to me a moment. Life deludes no man.

You are a self-devourer. You have deluded

yourself; nay, take offence, and, of course, I have

done at once. I do not know the innocent

mind of a young girl, very true ; but I know

that imagination is the very breath of youth—

it must look forward, and it must dream—what

is Hester to dream about, think you ? not of
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the triumph of an examination, I suppose, nor

of going in for honours ; you have not even

tried to kill the woman in her, and make her

a scholar. The child is shamefully ignorant,

Southcote. Why here's this feminine rubbish

lying under my very feet—look here ?" and he

pulled up my mangled embroidery. " I should

not be surprised now if it pleased your fancy, to

see her bending her pretty head over this stuff

—what's she thinking of all this time, my

friend ? Nothing, eh ? or only how to arrange

the stitches, and make one little turn the same

as another? I'll trust Hester for that."

There was another pause, and there he stood

turning over my work, and I not able to rush

forward and snatch it out of his hand. My

cheeks burned with shame and anger—how dared

any man discuss my thoughts and fancies so.

" Well, here is the real matter," said my

father, slowly ; " Edgar Southcote, it appears, is

eighteen—two years older than my Hester, and

old enough, he thinks, as he tells me, to decide

upon the most important event of his life for
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himself—so he sends me a formal proposal for

the hand of his cousin. My difficulty is not

whether to accept the proposal—you understand

that, Osborne — but whether, before giving it a

peremptory and decided negative, I ought to

make it known to Hester?"

" I understand. Well now, waiving that

principal difficulty, might one ask why this

young man's very reasonable proposal should

have such a peremptory negative ?" said Mr.

Osborne ; " for my own part, I do not see that

this is at all a necessary conclusion."

" I am afraid it must suffice that I think it

so," said my father, in his firmest and coldest

tone.

" On your high horse again, Southcote ?

Patience a little, now. Your brother Brian was

not a strong-minded man—but a verygood fellow

for all that. What's your objection now to his

son ?"

I almost trembled for this cool scrutinizing

of my father's motives and opinions, which he

never revealed to any one—yet, I too listened
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with interest for the answer. No answer came.

My father spoke hurriedly and with irritation ;

but he did not reply.

" I presume you will permit us some little

exercise of our own will as to the person whom

we admit into our family," he said ; " but

enough of this. Do you advise me to tell

Hester, or to dispose of the affair on my own

responsibility ?"

Mr. Osborne seemed bent upon provoking

my father's slumbering resentment.

" Well," he said with a pause of much

consideration, " had the boy proposed to you,

the answer would have lain with you of course—

but, I think it quite possible that some time

or other in her life, Hester, might remember

that her old home and all its revenues, and, I

have no doubt, a very worthy and generous

youth along with them, had been laid at her

feet, and her father on his own responsi

bility threw them away."

" Osborne !" cried my father—I almost

expected he would command him away,
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and bid him never more enter our house.

I am sure I felt that I never could address

him with ordinary civility again—but instead

of that, after a moment's pause, my father

resumed, in vehement tones certainly, but not

in tones of anger at the speaker. " Generous !

and you think I would give my daughter to

one who sought her from a generous impulse ;

you forget my life and you forget me."

How my heart throbbed and resounded in

its quick and painful beating !—I cannot tell

how strangely I felt the possibility that I

myself might one day or other realize in my

own person the misfortune of my father's

life. Yes, Mr. Osborne was right thus far,

I had not been thinking of nothing while I

sat in the sunshine working at my embroidery.

I had already seen dimly through the golden

mists the hero, the prince, the red cross knight.

I had already seen myself worshipped with

the pure devotedness of chivalry. I had already,

like a true girl and woman, imagined all manner

of glories and honours won for me by my
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true knight, and prized because they made

him nobler, and not because they exalted

me. Yes ! I had been dreaming, innocent,

beautiful, unworldly dreams—when lo ! there

fell upon me a vision of my cousin Edgar,

and his generous impulse. I clenched my

hands upon my little plant in a passion of

indignation. The words stung me to the

heart.

" Well— I am not astonished that you

regard it in this light," said Mr. Osborne,

"but you must confess, at the same time,

Southcote, that there is a more common sense

way of looking at it. The boy is a good boy,

and feels that he has been the means of injuring

his cousin—what more natural than that the

two branches of the family should unite their

claims in this most satisfactory way—what

is your objection to it ? A punctilio ? Come,

don't talk of it to Hester yet—let's have a fight

old friend. I flatter myself you were none

the worse in the old days of arguing out

the matter with Frank Osborne. Now then

VOL. I. G
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for your arguments. Hiegho ! Howard my

boy, do you recollect the last time ?"

There was so long a pause that I could

not help stealing forward to look what was

the reason. My father's face was as black

as night, and he stood opposite his friend

in a rigid fixed attitude, vacantly looking at

him—then he turned suddenly on his heel,

" Excuse me—I am faint—I will return to

you instantly," he said as he hurried in.

Mr. Osborne shrugged his shoulders, gazed

after him, shrugged again, began to whistle,

and then suddenly turning round found himself

face to face with me.

For the first moment, I think I was the

least disconcerted—for I was very angry and

indignant beyond measure ; but, as his face

gradually brightened into its usual expression

of shrewdness and good-humoured sarcasm,

my own courage fell. I had been eaves

dropping, finding out my father's secrets

without his knowledge—playing a very shabby

part—I who piqued myself upon my sense

of honour.
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" So !" said Mr. Osborne, " your father is

right, young lady. I see, I did not understand

Hester ; pray what may you be doing here ?"

And I who had intended to denounce his

paltry views, and to pour out the full tide

of my indignation upon him for thwarting and

chafing my father—1 was ready to cry with

vexation and mortified pride. " I did not

intend to listen—I was only here by chance—

and, at first, I thought you knew I was

here," said I, making a pause between each

sentence, swallowing down my ire and my

humiliation. After all I had heard, to have to

excuse myself to him !

" Well, your father's run away," said Mr.

Osborne ; " suppose we finish the argument,

Hester. It is your concern after all ; but I

suppose such a thing as a sweetheart, or the

dim possibility of being wooed and married

never entered your guileless thoughts at

all?"

I did not answer him—my girlish pride was

on fire, and my cheeks burnt, but I could find

G 2
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nothing sufficiently annihilating to reply to Mr.

Osborne.

We heard the noise of an opened door just

then, and of a footstep in the passage which led

to the garden. Mr. Osborne glanced hastily

round him, and then bent forward to me.

" Hester, attend to me. You are very young,

and have had a wild education ; try, if you can

think before you permit your father to decide

on this. Do you mark me ? I know this

boy—he is a better boy than you are, and

he has a fantastic fancy for you, as great as

you could desire. Hester, here's your father.

I'll keep your secret, and do you think of what

I say."

My father joined us immediately. If it sur

prised him to find me there, he took no notice of it,

and I was glad to pick up my embroidery and

hurry away. I was impressed with an uncom

fortable necessity for thinking about it, from

what Mr. Osborne had said, and I went to my

own room to recollect myself. I could not deny

either that I was a little excited and agitated
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about this new appearance of Edgar Southcote.

It did not soften my heart to him, but it awoke

my curiosity, and it made a step in my life.

I said to myself with a beating heart—a heart

disturbed with wonder, with anger, with sur

prise, and something like affright, that I was

no longer a girl, but a woman now, standing

upon the threshold of my life. I was sixteen.

I thought I was rapidly maturing and growing

old—for in this old house of ours, so quiet and

withdrawn from common company, the days

were peopled with fancies and imaginary scenes,

and I did not know how very, very young and

girlish were my secret conceptions of life and

of the world.

Life ! here was my father, a man in whom I

could see no blemish—what was his existence ?

Such as it was, he lived it in his library, among

his books ; talking with me now and then, and

coming forth to take a long silent solitary walk,

or a stroll in the garden in the evening, once

or twice a week. Was this all ? yes ! and I

said within myself in reverent explanation of it,
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that his life had been blighted and cast down

by one wrong that always gnawed at his heart ;

he had married for love ; but my mother had

married him for pity. Was not this enough to

account for the sombre shade in which he lived

and walked. I said yes, yes ! in eager youthful

enthusiasm—yes, this was surely enough to

decide for good or evil the whole tenor of a life.

And then there was Alice ! Nothing in this

house or about it, not even the sunshine, cheered

my heart like the smile of Alice ; yet she was

not merry, and had little to be merry for. Alice

was like one who had come out of a desert,

leaving all her loves and treasures there behind

her—she had lost everything, everything but

her life—what had she to live for ? I shuddered

while I said so, for without Alice how dreary

would my days be ; and then I paused to recol

lect that on the borders of this grand and

momentous existence, where my father had

failed in his own enterprise for happiness, and

in which Alice had lost all she loved, my own

feet were standing now.
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This was what I thought on the subject

which Mr. Osborne recommended to my con

sideration ; when I thought again of Edgar, it

was with a renewed flush of anger and mortifi

cation. My cousin pitied me, who dreamed

of inspiring some true knight with the loftiest

ambitions, and rewarding him sufficiently with a

smile. I was to be subjected to the humiliating

proposals which Edgar Southcote's " generous

impulse " suggested to him ! These were

unfortunate words—how often they have

clamoured in my ear, and haunted me since

then.

I did not go into the garden again that day ;

not even when it was twilight, and the dews

were calling out the odours, and the murmur of

hushed sounds and distant voices from the quiet

town charmed the dim air into an enchanted

calm. In my new born consciousness, 1 walked

up and down the dim close, at the other side of

house, where there were no windows overlook

ing the high walls and its glistening ivy. I

would be no Proserpine among the flowers, to
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any foolish boy who dared spy upon my retire

ment from the college windows. Proserpine !

if Mr. Osborne had known I heard him, he

never would have called me by that name, nor

supposed that any gownsman of Corpus could

ever interest me ! I had a great contempt for

my next neighbours in my girlish loftiness and

maturity. I could not have been more insulted

than by such an insinuation as this.

And then I went to the drawing-room, and

stationed myself at my usual place in the win

dow; the long room was nearly dark, though

the pale half-light streamed through it from

window to window, and it was strange to look

across the whole length of the room to the ivy

leaves faintly quivering on the wall at the other

side. My father and Mr. Osborne, who had

dined with us, were walking in the garden,

talking earnestly, and with some indignation

I watched them, wondering if they still talked

of me. Then there came out, one by one, these

lights in the windows, some of them looking

faint and steady like true student's lamps, some
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suspiciously bright as though there was merry

making within. It pleased me to watch them,

as window after window brightened on the

night. I scorned the inmates ; but I did not

scorn these neighbourly and kindly lights.

My father came in very soon, and Mr.

Osborne called me to say good night ; I went

down to him where he stood at the door, and

he held my hand a moment, and looked into

my face. " Now, Hester, good night—think of

what I said," he repeated. These words in

duced me to return very quickly upstairs, where

my father had gone, following Alice with the

lamp. When she had placed it on the table

and left the room, I went to my father and

stood beside him, till he lifted his eyes from the

book. He looked at me with a kind loving

look, as if he had pleasure in seeing me—a look

not very usual to my father—and took my hand

as he always used to do, when I stood at his

knee, to ask anything of him as a child, and

said, " Well, Hester ?" I was full of excitement

and resolution, and came to my subject at once,
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without remembering that I might be blamed

for what I had to say first. " I was in the

green-house, papa, when you were talking there

with Mr. Osborne to-day," I said, firmly—and

then I paused with a sudden recollection that

this was not quite consistent either with my

father's code of honour or my own.

" I did not intend to listen—it was very

wrong—but I could not conceal it from you,

now it is done," I proceeded hurriedly, " and I

have come to say, papa, that I heard what you

told Mr. Osborne about Edgar Southcote. I

wonder how he dares presume upon us so ; I

think a true gentleman would be sorry to let

us see that he was able to be generous to us ;

and I hope you will write to him at once, papa,

and if it is necessary to say anything from me,

let it be that I hope there never will be any

communication between us, nor any need for

me to tell him what I think in plain words."

My father continued to smile upon me,

holding my hand, but without speaking—then

he said, still with a smile—"This is a very
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enigmatical message, Hester—I am afraid I

must make it plainer ; for this young man, your

cousin, has not dared nor presumed so much as

you seem to think, my love : I am to tell him

that we cannot entertain any proposal for an

alliance between the rival branches of the house

of Southcote, that we beg his overtures may not

be repeated, and though sensible of the great

honour he does us, we must beg to decline any

further correspondence on the subject—is that

what you mean, Hester ? I think that is about

as much as we are entitled to say."

I was scarcely pleased at the playful manner

in which my father now treated a matter which he

evidently had not looked on in a playful light a

few hours ago ; but, at the same time, his tone

made me ashamed of my own vehemence, and I

assented hastily. He still held my hand, and

his face became quite grave—he seemed to see

that I was surprised, and wanted explanation of

what he had said.

" I am afraid we are thinking of this young

man with a little bitterness, Hester," said my
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father, raising his lofty head, " which is not

very creditable to us, I fear, my love ;—that he

has claimed and won what is justly his own,

can be no wrong or offence to us. It is rather

my part to thank him that he has set me right,

than to imply that he has injured me. This

last is by no means a dignified assumption,

Hester, and it is more or less implied in every

harsh judgment we give against your cousin—

whereas he is simply indifferent to us, and in

rejecting this proposal, I do it with civility, you

perceive, just as I would any proposal which

was distasteful, from whomsoever it came."

This speech of my father's impressed me

very greatly ; I left him holding my head erect,

yet feeling humbled. Yes, I had been very

bitter in my heart against Edgar Southcote—I

had felt resentment against him, strong and

violent, as the supplanter of my father ; but it

was mean to dislike him on such a ground—it

was what Alice called " a poor pride ;" yet I

confess, it was somewhat difficult to rise, in

anything but words, to the altitude of the other
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pride, and say " he is quite indifferent to me—

he has done me no wrong—it is not possible

that I can have any grudge against my cousin."

It was thus that I returned to my window-

seat; when I placed myself in my favourite

corner, I looped up the curtain, so that I could

look in as well as out. The room was dim

with that summer dimness which only the

evening firelight drives away, and the mild light

of the lamp shone softly in the middle of the

silent apartment, throwing every piece of fur

niture near in shadows on the carpet, and

leaving all the corners in a faint half-shade of

darkness. The point of light in the room was

my father's high white forehead, looking like

marble with that illumination on it, and con

trasting so strangely with his black hair. I

looked at him as I might have looked at a

picture. On one of his thin white fingers he

had a ring, a very fine diamond in a slender

circle of gold, which flashed and shone in the

light as he raised his hand, now and then, to

turn a leaf—behind him and around him there
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was shadow and darkness, but the light had

gathered on his face, and shone there like a star

to me, as I lay within the curtain looking out

into the stillness ; and on my other hand was

the soft gloom of a summer night lying close

with its downy plumes upon the trees, and the

soft pale skies with a faint star in them here and

there, and the lights in the college windows

glowing upon youth and untried strength like

mine. Rest and calm, and the mild oblivion

of the night enclosed us like the arms of angels,

but did not silence the swell of the rising tide in

my heart.
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THE FOURTH DAY.

It was winter again, a gloomy November

day, ungenial and cold. The rain was beating on

the dark buildings of the college, and saturating

the dreary greensward in our garden, till it sunk

under the foot like a treacherous bog. There

was not a leaf left on the trees, and the ivy on

the high wall of the close at the other side,

glistened and fluttered under the rain. There

was nothing very cheerful to be seen out of

doors. I was alone in our drawing-room,

and it was still early, and nothing had occurred

to break the morning torpor of this un-

brightened day. I was sitting at the table
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working with great assiduity, with scraps of my

materials lying round me on every side. My

occupation was not a very serious one, though I

pursued it with devotion. I was only dressing a

doll for a little girl, who was niece to Alice, and

named after me ; but as it did not consist with

my ambitious desires to have a doll of my

dressing arrayed like a doll which could be

bought by any one, I was attiring this one in

elaborate historical costume, like a lady of the

age of Elizabeth, or even—so stiff and so grand

was she—like that grim and glorious sovereign

herself.

The fire burned with a deep red glow, so full

that it warmed and reddened the very colour of

the room ; and though it was a very subdued

and gloomy light which came through the rain,

from those heavy leaden skies, there was a

warmth and comfort in the stillness here, which

was rather increased than diminished by the

dreary prospect without. It was very still—

the great old clock ticking on the stair, the rain

pattering upon the gravel, and on the broad
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flag stones at the kitchen door below, the

faint rustle of the ivy leaves upon the wall, and

sometimes the footstep of Alice, or of Mary, as

they went up and down about their household

work, were all the sounds I could hear ; and as

the excitement of my enterprise subsided, and

my occupation itself was almost done, I began

to be restless in the extreme quietness. It is

true, I was very well used to it, and made up to

myself largely by dreams and by visions ; but

I am not sure that I was much of a dreamer

by nature. I had a strong spirit of action, and

adventure stirring within me. I was moved

by the swiftest and most uncontrollable im

pulses, and had such a yearning upon me to do

something now and then, that there was about

the house a score of things begun, which it was

impossible I could ever finish, and which, indeed,

I never tried to finish, except under a mo

mentary inspiration. If any one had tried to

direct me, I might have applied to better pur

pose my superfluous energy—but no one did—

so I wasted it in wild fancies, and turbulent

vol. I. H
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attempts at doing something, and sometimes got

so restless with the pressure of my own active

thoughts and unemployed faculties, that I

could rest nowhere, but wandered about as

perverse and unreasonable as it was possible for

a lonely girl to be, and generally ended by

quarrelling with Alice, and finding myself to

be in the wrong, and miserable to my heart's

content.

This stillness ! it began to get intolerable

now—to sit and look at these ivy leaves, and at

the rain soaking into the spongy grass—to feel

the warm full glow of the fire actually make

me sleepy in the vacancy of my life—I started

up in high disdain, and threw down the doll

which caricatured Queen Elizabeth. I wanted

something to do—something to do—I was

sixteen and a half, high-spirited, warm-tempered,

a Southcote ! and I had nothing better to do

with my youth and my strength, than to fall

asleep over the fire, before it was noon in the

day ! I rushed down stairs immediately, with

one of my sudden impulses, to make some
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sort of attack on Alice. I would have been

glad to think that it was somebody's fault that

ray life was of so little use ; and I ran along

the passage leading to the kitchen with an im

patient step ; on the same floor was my father's

study, and a little odd parlour where we now

and then sat ; but I did not disturb my father

with my perverse thoughts.

The kitchen was not very large, but looked

so cheerful, that it always reminded me of Alice.

The walls of the ground floor of the house,

were founded on some tiers of massy stone

work, and I suppose that gave it a look of

warmth and stability—and in the side of the

room, which was of this same old masonry

almost to the roof, there was a little high

window with an arched top, which threw a

strange stream of sunlight into the room,

and constantly annoyed Alice, in the summer,

by putting out her fire. There was no sun to

put out anybody's fire to-day, but the rain beat

against the panes instead, and the high

straggling head of a withered holyhock, nodded

H 2
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at the window-sill, with the dreariest imper

tinence. In the breadth of the kitchen, how

ever, looking out on the garden, was a broad

low lattice, quite uncurtained, which gave the

fullest light of which the day was capable to

this cheerful apartment ; and at the great table

which stood by it, Alice was standing making

some delicate cakes, in the manufacture ot

which she excelled. I came up to her hastily,

and threw myself upon the wooden chair beside

her. I was full of those endless metaphysical

inquiries which youth—and especially youth that

has nothing to do, abounds in—what was life

for—what was it—what was the good of me,

my particular self, and for what purpose did I

come into the world ? Before now, I had poured

my questionings into the ears of Alice, but

Alice was very little moved by them, I am con

strained to say.

" Have you done, Miss Hester ?" said Alice,

for I had taken her into my counsels to dis

cuss the momentous question of the doll's

costume, and of what period it was to be.
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" Oh, yes ! I am done," said I ; " only think

Alice, nothing better to do all this morning

than dress a doll ; and now I have nothing at

all to do."

" Dear Miss Hester, you never can want

plenty of things to amuse you," said Alice;

" don't speak to me so—it's unkind to your

papa."

" I don't want things to amuse me," said I,

" I want something to do, Alice. What is the

use of me—it is very well for you—you are

always busy—but I want to know what's the

good of me !"

" You must not say that, dear ! don't now,"

said Alice, "you're but a child—you're only

coming to your life—"

" I don't think life is much better, Alice,"

said I. " Mr. Osborne and my father dispute

for hours about passages in Greek books ; are

books life ? I don't think there's any satisfaction

in them, more than in dressing a doll."

" You did not think so on Tuesday night, my

dear," said Alice quietly, "when the light
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was in your window half through the night,

and I know you were sitting up reading one."

" Ah ! but that was a novel," I cried, starting

up, " that is the very thing ! May I send

Mary to the library ? I will have one to-

day."

So I ran up stairs to make a list of certain

desirable volumes, and sent off Mary forthwith ;

then 1 returned to the table, where Alice made

her cakes, and to my wooden chair.

" No, there is no satisfaction in them," said

I, " even a novel has an end, Alice ; but do you

think that reading pages of printed paper is all

that people need to care for—do you think that

is life?"

" Life is not one thing, but a many things,

Miss Hester," said Alice. " Dear, you're a com

ing to it now."

" What am I coming to—only to breakfast

and dinner and supper over and over again,

Alice," said I. " I don't think it was so at

Cottiswoode, but it is so here, I know—then

you have to work all day to cook for us, and
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we have to eat what you cook—and that is our

life."

" Don't speak so, Miss Hester," entreated

Alice once more, " it is not a poor woman like

me that can tell you what life is ; there were ten

years or more in my life that were full of great

things happening to me ; but little happened to

me before or after—you would think it was not

worth my while living after these years."

I confessed to my thought. " Yes, Alice !

I am afraid I did think so ; though I would be

a very desolate girl, I am sure, without you."

It seemed to move her a little, this that I

said. Her cheeks reddened, and she paused in

her work.

" If you were older, you would know better,"

said Alice, " after the last of them were gone, it

was a dreary, dreary time. I rose to do my

work, Miss Hester, and laid me down to sleep

and forget what a lonesome woman I was.

What was it you said this morning about the

new day cheering you, and the fresh spirit you

had when you woke, howsoever you had been
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at night ? I know what that is—but after my

troubles, when I opened my eyes, and saw the

daylight, it made me sick—I used to turn my

face to the wall, and wish and wish that I

might sleep on, and never wake to think about

what had befallen me ; but still I lived, and still I

lived, and the breakfast and the dinner and the

common ways were what God had appointed me.

If I said life was trouble and sorrow, would you

like it better than when its only comfort was

quiet, and reading books as it is with you ?"

" But it was not all trouble and sorrow,

Alice, in these ten years ?"

Her face changed again a little. I knew I

was urging her to a painful subject, yet I did

not pause; and I do not think my questions

grieved her, even though they revived her grief.

" When joy turns to sorrow, its the sorest

grief of all, Miss Hester," said Alice, " no, I

was happy beyond the common lot of women,

but one by one everything I rejoiced in was

taken away. Yes, that was life—1 had babies

in my arms, and plans for them in my heart ;
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I was working and contriving for their schooling

and their clothing, and laying by for them and

considering in my mind how to train them

up. We were walking together, striving for

them, using all our strength, my husband and

me ; ay, that was life !"

I was a little awed by the words and said

nothing. All this had ceased for Alice—abso

lutely ceased—yet left a far sorer blank than

if it had never been. As I looked at her,

going on very hurriedly with her work, some

thing I had been reading came to my mind. I

said it aloud, watching her, and wondering if

it was true—

" I hold it true whate'er befall,

I feel it when I sorrow most ;

'Tis better to have loved and lost

Than never to have loved at all."

Alice turned round to me eagerly with a tear

shining in her eye.

" Don't you think I'd rather have been with

out them, Miss Hester—don't you think it

now ! it's hard to lose, but it's blessed to have ;
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that's true—that's true ! I would not have been

without one, though they're all gone: I have

read in books many a time, good books, books

that were written on purpose to comfort the

sorrowful," said Alice, sinking to her usual

quietness of tone, " that God did but lend our

treasures to us, to take them back at His plea

sure. No, Miss Hester, no !—as sure as they

are His, my darling, His first and His always, so

sure do I know that He's keeping them for me."

I was silenced again, and had nothing to say,

for the name of God then was nothing but a

sound of awe to me. I held it in the deepest

reverence, this wonderful great name—but Him,

the august and gracious Person to whom my

poor Alice lived, her bereaved and pious life, was

unknown to me.

And Alice, I believe, had reproached herseli

already, for bringing her real griefs, or the

shadow of them, to eclipse my cherished dis

content. She returned to me with her face

lighting up again in its cheerful kind humility.

*• Ay, Miss Hester, that's life to a woman,"
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said Alice, " and, my dear, in a year or two, you

will find it waiting for you."

But this did not at all chime in with the

current of my thoughts.

" Do you think, Alice, that a woman is fit

for nothing but to be married?" I exclaimed,

fiercely. Poor Alice was taken by surprise : she

had not expected such a flush of sudden dis

pleasure—she paused in her work, and looked at

my crimsoned face with a glance of real appre

hension. Alice was old-fashioned and held by

many primitive notions—she did not understand

what I could mean.

" Miss Hester, if it's the nuns you're thinking

of, I'll break my heart/' said Alice.

" I am not thinking of the nuns," cried I,

indignantly, " why should a lady be married any

more than Mr. Osborne ? do you mean, I could

not be as well by myself as he is ? I do not

think you can have any woman-pride when you

speak so, Alice."

Alice smiled with her eyes when I made this

speech, but kept her gravity otherwise. "To
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be like Mr. Osborne is nothing much to wish for,

my dear," said Alice, quietly, " but I can tell you,

Miss Hester, it is not Mr. Osborne's fault that

he is living lone in his rooms, a college gentle

man, instead of having his own house, and a happy

family round him—if it had pleased God. Ah !

if Mr. Osborne had been the man !"

" What do you mean ?" said I, quickly ; I

had an instinctive suspicion as she spoke.

" Long days ago, before ever your papa knew

my dear young lady, Mr. Osborne came

a-courting to her," said Alice, " and if you'd

have told that merry young gentleman what he

was to come to, he'd have laughed in your face

then ; he did not choose for himself in those

days to be living all by himself as he does now."

" Mamma again," said I under my breath,

with wonder and curiosity, " did she break his

heart too ?"

" To tell the truth I do not think she did,

Miss Hester," said Alice, with a smile, " it's

only a heart here and there, my dear, that

breaks when its crossed in love."
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" Alice I" cried I, horror-stricken at her want

of feeling—for I had a very poor opinion of any

heart which would not break instantly for such a

weighty reason.

" She did not break his heart, dear ; she only

disappointed him," said Alice, " and I never

heard how it was that he took so much to

learning and settled down here ; but he never

had any grudge at Miss Helen, though I can

see he likes you the better for it, that you

sometimes have a look like her sweet face."

" She was my mother," said I doubtfully,

" but it was cruel of her to marry papa, Alice.

Why was it, I wonder, that so many people

cared for her ?"

" It was because she deserved better love than

she ever got in this world," said Alice, with a

start, " why was it cruel of her to marry your

papa, Miss Hester? It was cruel of him—she

never gave him cause to doubt her, she waited

on his will as if he had been a king ; oh ! my

dear, your papa was hard upon my young lady,

and all for a fancy of his own."
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" It has blighted his life, Alice," said I.

"Your papa is my master, Miss Hester,"

said Alice, with some pride, " and you and I

can only speak of him as his servant and his

daughter should—but I would have you think up

on your mamma sometimes—your dear, sweet,

innocent young mother ; she never did harm to

any living creature ; she was always a delight to

look upon till—"

"Till what, Alice?"

" My dear, till her heart broke."

Alice moved away without saying another

word ; this was a perplexing new light upon my

meditations, but I was very reluctant to receive

it. If it should happen that my mother had

been misconceived and misinterpreted—that

she, after all, was the wronged person, and

that my father was to blame, it might have

made a great difference in the influences which

just then were moulding my mind and life ; but

I rejected this unwelcome conclusion—I would

not permit myself to be convinced of it. I

clung over again to my father, and made my
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stand by him, and so went on, unconsciously

determining and ripening for my fate.

" Don't take it ill of me, Miss Hester," said

Alice, coming back, and I thought her voice

trembled slightly, " but never distrust one that

cares for you, dear—don't do it—you can't tell

what ill comes of it in a house ; and when any

one speaks to you of a blighted life, be you sure

it's his own doing, more or less, and not

another's. Take heed to your way, darling,

there's not a speck on your life yet ; but the

cloud rises like a man's hand, Miss Hester.

Pray that it may never come to you."

" Alice, how can it come to me ?" cried I,

trying to smile at her earnestness, yet I was angry

for her implied blame of my father, and at the

moment Edgar Southcote's rejected overtures

flashed upon my mind. Yes ! if by any chance

these had been accepted, the curse of my

father's life would have come to me. 1 was

silent, oppressed by a vague discomfort ; it was

foolish, but I could not overcome it, and Alice

did not answer my question, but returned to

her work once more.
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When Mary came back with the novel I

wanted, I confess that I ran up-stairs with it,

and that there ensued an immediate dispersion ot

my thoughts—nor did I recall them much

till the evening when I had galloped through

the three volumes, and was left sitting by the

fire in the sudden reaction of excitement, to

cogitate upon the disagreeable necessity common

to stories, of coming to an end. My father

who from habit and punctilio, never returned to

the library in the evening, sat at the table, as

usual with his book, and after a little pause of

impatience at the conclusion of my tale, I

resumed the thread of my previous meditations.

I had been a little startled and shaken to-day

in my thoughts. To say that I was inclined to

scoff at the youthful notion of a life deter

mined once and for ever by the misfortune

which Alice mentioned as being "crossed in

love," would be to say what was not true—for

my ideal belief in this extraordinary and all-

powerful unknown influence was as devout as

that of any girl or boy of my years, and I had

an equal admiration for that melancholy con-

\
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stant faithful lover, doomed to be unrequited,

and never to overcome his disappointment, of

whose existence many a romance had made me

aware. But I was misanthropical to-night

from the abrupt ending of my novel— and

there was still the greater part of the evening

left vacant with no new story to begin—so I

speculated with a more sceptical mind than

usual upon my great problem. Was it my

mother, so many years ago—twenty years or

more, a fabulous and unappreciable period,

before I was born—whose rejection of him had

fixed Mr. Osborne in his rooms at Corpus, and

made the records of his life little better than a

library catalogue ? Was it my mother and his

disappointment in her, which had cast my

father into his existence of aimless and sombre

dignity ? Was all this the single work of a

young girl who died nearly seventeen years ago,

and who was not much more than twenty when

she died ? I was much perplexed to answer this

question ; though it flattered my pride as a

woman shortly to enter upon the field myself,

VOL. I. I
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and perhaps make decisions of equally momen

tous result to somebody, it sadly bewildered my

perceptions of right and wrong. I felt

humbled rather than exalted in my own self-

opinion by the idea, that anything I said or did

could produce such consequences ; and I could

not understand about Mr. Osborne. He with,

his shrewd merry eyes, his regard for all his

own comforts and luxuries, his want of sentiment

and melancholy—that he should be the disap

pointed lover, almost exceeded my powers of

belief. I was glad to think that he must have

" got over it," but I was greatly puzzled to

make the conclusion whether it could be this

that decided the manner of his life.

My . father was extremely absorbed in his

book to-night—more than usually so I thought ;

and I am afraid that circumstance made me

still more disposed to question him, unoccupied

and idle as I was. I had disturbed him two

or three times already by stirring the fire, and

moving my seat, and had perceived his quick

upward glance of impatience, but I was not

deterred from beginning my investigations.
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" Papa, have you known Mr. Osborne a very

long time," said I, looking at his face in the

lamplight, and at the ray of reflection which

came from the diamond on his finger. He

looked up sharply as if not quite compre

hending.

" Known Mr. Osborne ?—yes a long time,

Hester—since I was a boy."

" And do you know why he lives here—why

he is not married, papa ?" I continued quietly.

My father looked up with a smile. " He

is not married because he did not choose it, I

suppose ; and because he is a Fellow, and has

his income on that condition. Osborne is a

scholar, and not a family man."

" I wonder now what is the good of being a

scholar," said I. " Is Mr. Osborne poor ?

does he do it for the sake of his income?

Yes ! I know all these colleges are for making

scholars—but, then, what is the good of it,

papa ?"

" Hester, you speak like a child," said my

father with a little anger; "you might say in

I 2
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the same foolish words what is the good of

anything—what is the good of life ?"

" And so I do," said I with a little terror, and

in an undertone.

" So ! I have a young misanthrope on my

hands—have I?" said my father; "we will

not enter on that question, but return to Mr.

Osborne, if you please, for I am busy. Are you

very sorry for Mr. Osborne, Hester ?"

" No, papa," said I.

" I am glad to hear it—there is no such

prolific source of evil in the world," said my

father gradually becoming vehement, " as false

and injudicious pity—take care you never let

that fictitious principle sway your conduct,

Hester. Justice—let every man have justice—

and he who is not content with that deserves

no more."

He ceased abruptly, and returned to his

book with a stern face. This was enough for

me ; all my questionings disappeared at once,

in the greatness of my sympathy for my father.

I thought again upon Edgar Southcote and
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upon his " generous impulse." I unconsciously

associated myself with my father, and took his

place, and tried to fancy the intolerable misery

with which I should feel the substitution of

pity and generosity in my own case, for that

unknown love, that wonderful visionary influence

which was in my favourite stories, and in my gir

lish dreams—and my heart returned to its former

confidence in my father, and passionate feeling

of his great wrong. His life had been blighted—

who could deny it ! he who was so well worthy

of the loftiest affection, he had found nothing

better than pity in its place.

It is not my wish to trace all we did hour by

hour in our solitary house, or I might record

many a day like this. This was not a day of

very vital moment in my life—but it was one

which confirmed into singular strength and

obstinacy, the influences which have guided

and led me through many a more momentous

day.
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THE FIFTH DAY.

All this day, with a degree of expectation and

excitement, of which I felt somewhat ashamed,

I had been preparing for a party to which,

at the instance of Mr. Osborne, I was to go

in the evening. It was a ridiculous thing for

a girl of nineteen—that was my age now—

to think so much of a party which was by

no means a great party, nor had anything

remarkable about it; but, though I was so

old, I had never been out anywhere before,

and much as I denied it to myself this was

really an event for me. Our days were all

so like each other, of such a uniform colour
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and complexion, that it was something to be

roused even to anxiety for a becoming dress :

We were not precisely poor—this old house

in which we lived was my father's property,

and though I did not know what was the

amount of the income which he inherited, along

with this house, from his mother, I knew it was

enough to maintain us in comfort, and that

nothing in the household was ever straitened.

But, I had never gone out in the evening

before, and I did not very well know what

to wear. Alice and I had a great many

consultations on the subject. For my own

part, I thought white muslin was only suitable

for girls, and very young people, and at

nineteen I no longer thought myself very

young ; and I had no patience for the pink

and blue in which dolls were dressed as well

as young ladies—it was very hard to please

me—and the question remained still undecided,

even to the afternoon of this very day.

When I went up to my room and summoned

Alice for our last deliberation, I found a white
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muslin dress elaborately propped up on a chair,

waiting my inspection at one side of my dressing-

table ; and at the other : yes, I was no stoic, I

confess to a throb of pleasure which I can still

recollect and feel—at the other rich full folds

of silk, of what I thought, for a moment, the

most beautiful colour in the world, a soft

creamy amber crossed with white, attracted

my delighted eye. Alice stood behind me,

watching the effect it would have, and Alice,

I am sure, had no reason to be disappointed ;

but when I cried eagerly " where did you get it,

Alice ?" the smile faded from her kind face.

" My dear, it was given to your mamma

just before you were born," said Alice, " and

she would not permit it to be made, for I

don't doubt, Miss Hester, she had a thought

how it was to happen with her—and from

that day to this, I have kept it safe, and

nobody has ever known of it but me ; and

I thought I would take upon me to have

it made, Miss Hester. Dear ! you have very few

things that were your mamma's."
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I expressed no more delight after that. I

almost think she thought me angry, her

explanation silenced me so suddenly ; but, she

said no more, and neither did I. There were

other little things arranged for me on my

table which I turned to with measured satis

faction. I think poor Alice was disappointed

now, for I saw her casting furtive glances at

me as she smoothed down the silk with a

tender hand, trying as I thought to draw

my attention to it ; and I would gladly have

spoken, if I could, to please her ; but I was

strangely moved by this occurrence, and could

not speak.

And when I came up again to dress, and

Alice began to brush out my hair, I saw her

face in the glass, and that it was troubled and

tears were in her eyes. She did not think

I saw her, while she stood behind me busy

with my hair, and when she looked up and

saw that my eyes were fixed upon her in

the glass, she started and reddened, and was

painfully confused for a moment. I knew
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what she was thinking—she was pained in her

good heart for what she thought the hardness

of mine.

When I was dressed and looked in the

mirror again, I scarcely knew myself in my

unusual splendour. Yet I was not very

splendid—I had not a single ornament, not

so much as a ring or bracelet—and I am not

sure that the colour of my dress was the best

in the world for my brown hair ; but, I had

a very fair complexion, Alice said, and some

colour in my cheeks, though I was not ruddy ;

and my uncovered arms, with their very short

sleeves and rich frill of lace, and the unusual

elaboration of my hair, and the beautiful

material of my dress, made me look a very

different person from the plain everyday girl

who had entered the room an hour before.

" There is one thing I would like to have,"

said I, as 1 contemplated my own appearance,

and saw with how much proud, yet tremulous

satisfaction, Alice stood behind, arranging the

folds of my dress, and regulating, with anxious
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touches, the beautiful trimmings of lace, and

the braids of my hair.

" What is that, dear V cried Alice eagerly.

" One of the roses that you brought from

Cottiswoode—one from that tree—to put here

at my breast," said I, " Alice, I will think all

to-night, that this dress is from mamma."

Alice kissed me suddenly before I had

finished speaking.

" Lord bless my darling !" she said in a low

voice, turning her face away from me ; I knew

she did so that I might not see how very near

crying she was.

When I went to show myself to my father—

he was not going—but a lady, a friend of Mr.

Osborne's was to come for me—he looked at

me with some surprise.

" What fairy princess gave you your gown,

Hester ?" he said, with a smile. I could not

help hesitating and looking embarrassed, when

I answered almost under my breath,

" Alice had it, papa."

He became grave immediately, and the colour
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flushed to his cheek. Then he opened a

cabinet which always stood in his library, both

here and at Cottiswoode, and took out a box.

"These are yours, Hester—it is time they

were given to you," he said, almost with cold

ness, " you will use your own discretion in

wearing them, only I beg you will not show

them to me to-night. Good-night, my love,

take what pleasure you can, and be ready when

your friend calls for you—good-night !"

I carried the box away mechanically, and

returned to the drawing-room to wait for Mrs.

Boulder. I was surprised, but still sufficiently

curious to open the box at once. It contained

a number of smaller morocco jewel cases, which

I examined eagerly ; I was as ignorant as my

father of the ancient fashion of these orna

ments, but I think an uncultivated and savage

taste such as mine was, is generally disappointed

with the appearance of precious stones. I was

extremely interested, but I did not admire them,

and that I should wear them did not occur

to me at the first moment. But there was one
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little spot of quivering living light which

changed my opinion ; it was a small diamond

pendant attached to a very little chain, which

puzzled me into a deliberation whether it was

intended for the neck or the arm. I tried it on,

however, and settled the question in the most

satisfactory manner possible; and then there

was a bracelet of pearls, and then—but Mrs.

Boulder's carriage came up to the door with a

great rush and din, and I hurried away my

store of treasures, and suffered myself to be

wrapped up, and went away to make my

first entrance into the world.

The world ! had I been a boy I would have

been an adventurer, and sought my fortune in

toils, and fights, and travel : but it was strange

to look round upon this Cambridge drawing-

room, and think of it and of its well-dressed,

common-place company as representing the

great stormy universe, of which I had my

grand thoughts like every other inexperienced

spirit. There was a large company, I thought,

being unused to evening parties. Mr. Osborne
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and a few more of his rank and standing, scholars

who looked shorn and diminished for want of

their habitual cap and gown, some young under

graduates, and a background of county people

made up the number—and a stray lion from

London, who had been caught in the neigh

bourhood, was reported to be somewhere in the

room. My chaperone, Mrs. Boulder, was a

professor's wife, and herself a scientific person,

who seldom condescended to talk of anything but

literature, geology, and the gossip of the col

leges ; she was very much interested about this

unknown author. From the sofa where she

had established herself, and where her profes

sional black satin swept its ample folds over my

pretty dress, she was constantly thrusting her

head into the groups of people who gathered

before her, searching with her spectacles for

somebody who might be the distinguished

visitor.

" That must be he, talking to the Master,"

she exclaimed, " no, there is another stranger, I

declare, a very remarkable looking person, be-

"N
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side Mr. Selwyn. I wonder why nobody brings

him to me. Mr. Osborne—Mr. Osborne !

Professor ! I cannot make any of them hear

me ; my love, would you mind stepping to Mr.

Osborne. There he is talking to that very old

Fellow. Call him to me."

I rose with considerable trepidation to obey

—an old Fellow, it must be understood, is by

no means a contemptuous expression in a Uni

versity town ; and this was a very old white-

haired man with whom Mr. Osborne was

engaged. He held out his hand when I came

up to him, and looked at me with a glance of

pleased satisfaction, almost as if he were proud

of me, which warmed my heart in spite of my

self. I told my message, but he made no haste

to obey it. He only nodded his head, with a

smile, in answer to Mrs. Boulder's urgent

beckoning.

" Should you like to see him, Hester ?" said

Mr. Osborne, " there he is, that young dandy

there, among all the young ladies—he prefers

worshippers to critics, like a sensible man.
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Should you like to hear the great lion roar,

Hester f

" I am very glad to have seen him," said I,

" but he has enough of worshippers. No, thank

you : but Mrs. Boulder wants to see him, Mr.

Osborne."

" Presently," he said, once more nodding at

that tantalized and impatient lady, " pre

sently—and how do you like the party,

Hester?"

" I like very well to look at it," said I,

glancing round the handsome well-proportioned,

well-lighted room, " it is a picture ; but I do

not know any one here."

" We will remedy that by and by," said Mr.

Osborne, " see there is something to look at

in the meantime ; and I will bring Mrs. Boul

der to you here."

As he spoke, he wheeled in a chair for me,

close to a table, covered with plates and drawings.

I could not help being pleased at the kindness of

his manner and tone, and at the pride he seemed

to have in me, as if he wished other people to
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see that I belonged to him. A young man was

standing at the table, minutely examining some

of the prints—at least, I supposed so, they

occupied him so long ; and the old gentleman

who had been speaking to Mr. Osborne, re

mained by me when he went to Mrs. Boulder,

and said a word now and then, to encourage me,

and set me at my ease I thought—for I was

shy and embarrassed and not very comfortable

at being left alone. The young man on the

other side of the table—how very long he held

that print ! it made me impatient to watch his

examination of it, and ashamed of myself for

finding so little in the others to detain me.

When he laid it down at last—it was one of

those street landscapes of the old quaint Flemish

towns—the old gentleman made some remark

upon it, and the young one replied. They had

both been there. I have no doubt that was the

reason why he looked at it so long.

" These Low Countries—you have not seen

them, Miss Southcote ?" said Mr Osborne's

friend, " they are about as dull and unimpres-

VOL. I. K
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sive as our own Cambridgeshire." I had a

great deal of local pride and was piqued at this

—it restored me to my self-possession better

than his kindness had done. " Do you think

Cambridgeshire is unimpressive ?" I asked

quickly, looking up at him.

" Why, yes, I confess I think so," said the

old fellow. " I have forgotten my native fells

a little, after living here nearly fifty years ; but

T have never learned yet to find any beauty in

the country here. Pray what are its impressive

features, Miss Southcote ?"

I paused a moment that I might not be

angry. " There is the sky," said I.

The youth, on the other side of the table,

bent towards me to listen ; the old gentleman

laughed a polite little critical laugh. " The

sky is scarcely a part of the Cambridgeshire

scenery, I am afraid," he said.

As I paused, not quite knowing what to

answer, the young man came to my aid. " I

am not sure of that, Sir," he said, with a look

of eagerness, which struck me with some
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wonder. " The sky is as much a portion of the

Cambridgeshire scenery as Michael Angelo's

roof is a part of the Sistine chapel. Where

else have you such an extent of cloud and

firmament ? You must yield us the sky."

"The sky belongs equally to every county

in England, and to every country in the world,"

said our white-haired critic. " I will yield you

no such thing—there is but one Sistine chapel

in the world, and one roof belonging to it. You

must find a better argument."

" You can see so far—you are bounded by

nothing but heaven," said I.

" Yes," said my new supporter, " there is the

true sense of infinitude in that wonderful vast

blank of horizon ; you never find the same

thing in a hilly country, and it is perfect of its

kind."

"My young assailants," said the old gen

tleman smiling, " if you mean to maintain that

your county has no features at all, I have no

controversy with you ; that is exactly my own

opinion."

K 2
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It happened that as we both glanced up

indignantly, and both paused, hesitating what

next to say to such an obdurate infidel, our eyes

met. He looked at me earnestly, almost sadly,

and with a rising colour—I felt my cheeks burn,

yet could not help returning his gaze for an

instant. It was a contemplative face, with fine

and regular features, and large dark blue eyes ;

the oval outline of the cheeks was quite

smooth, and the complexion dusky and almost

colourless ; but I was surprised to find myself

wondering over this stranger's features, as if

they were familiar to me. Where was it possible

I could have seen them before ? but, indeed, if

he was a Cambridgeshire man, as his words

implied, it was easy to account for having seen

him.

For the moment, looking at each other, we

forgot the cause we were defending, and our

antagonist stood contemplating us with a plea

sant smile ; he did not say anything, but when

I looked up and caught his eye, I withdrew my

own in confusion. I did not know why, and
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there was, indeed, no cause, but though I could

not explain, I felt a strange embarrassment,

and hastened to speak to shake it off.

" I know what I mean, though I may not be

able to say it," said I, " I think in our country

you are never master of the landscape—you can

never see it all, as you could if it was shut in

with hills ; it is always greater than you—and it

is because our eyes are not able, and not because

there is any obstacle in nature, that we cannot

see twice as far—to the end of the world."

" It is quite true," said the young man,

hurriedly, " these flat fields are boundless like

the sky—or like a man's desires which are

limited by nothing but heaven."

" My dear boy, a man's desires are limited

by very trifles, sometimes," said our old friend,

" happy are they whose wishes reach like your

Cambridge fields as far as the horizon. If you

come to that," he continued, going on with a

smile, " and give a figurative significance to

these dreary levels, I will not quarrel with you.

In my north country, which, by the way, I have
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quite lost acquaintance with—the extent of our

ambition is, to have our hills recognized as

mountains, and get to the top of them ; but your

land, I confess, Miss Southcote, gets to the sky

as soon as we do ; there is no dispute about that."

I was obliged to be content with this,

satirical as it was, and began to occupy myself

immediately with the prints on the table. The

old gentleman fell back a step, and began

conversing with some one else. The youth

still stood opposite, holding an engraving in his

hands and going over it minutely. It was very

strange—I cannot tell how it came about—but

in this crowded room, and among all these

echoes of conversation, I felt myself in some

extraordinary way alone with this young stran

ger. I never lifted my eyes from the picture

before me, yet I was aware of every motion

he made—and though he did not once look

up, I felt his eye upon me. We did not

exchange a single word, but we remained

opposite each other perfectly still, watching each

other with a sort of fascination. I do not know
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how the time went for those few moments—I

know it looked like an hour to me before Mrs.

Boulder came back ; yet when she did come

back, she exclaimed at having lost sight of me

for full ten minutes, and began to overpower me

with an account of the unknown lion, and the

clever things he said—and to pull about and turn

over the prints which had been passing so

slowly and so unwittingly through my hands.

Mrs. Boulder had not been seated by our table

for five minutes when she had a ring of potent

people round her, whom she had called out of

the crowd. I sat by her timidly on a stool,

which some one brought me when I gave

up my easy chair to the great lady—and bent

my head, half with awkwardness and half to

find breathing room, oppressed as I was by the

bulky figure of the Professor leaning over me

in earnest discussion with another pillar of

learning. Mr. Osborne was not far off; but

though this might be pleasant enough for Mrs.

Boulder, who was the centre of the group, it was

very much the reverse for me, stifled and over
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whelmed by half a dozen people pressing over

me to pay their court to the eminent woman,

who had taken charge of a bewildered and shy

girl to her own inconvenience, and who, if she

ever thought of me at all, thought no doubt

that I was only too greatly privileged, had I

been entirely, instead of only half, stifled with

the pressure of this learned crowd. But the

young stranger whom I followed, not with

my eyes, but with my attention, remained

still very near us, and still I felt strongly

that though our eyes had only met once, we

had been observing each other all the time.

I saw Mr. Osborne speak to him, as to a

familiar acquaintance—I saw him honoured with

a nod from Mrs. Boulder—and I wondered

greatly who he was. He was certainly not

older than myself, and of a slight youthful

figure, which made him look even younger, I

thought—was he a Cambridge man ? a traveller,

though so young, and a scholar too, of course,

or he would not be here. I was very curious

about this young man ; would he speak to me
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again? what could we have to do with each

other which could account for this strange

mutual attraction ? for I felt sure that he was

wondering and inquiring in his own mind about

me, as I was about him.

After a little while, he drew nearer to us, and

joined our little circle, and turning round to

answer some question for Mr. Osborne, I was

surprised to find him by my side. Then, still

under cover of the prints, he spoke to me. I

would have gladly spoken to any one else, but

I was uncomfortably embarrassed, I could not

tell why, in speaking to him. He began to tell

me of those Dutch towns, and then we returned

to talk of our own country, and insensibly grew

into a kind of acquaintance. Then when

the greater people dispersed, Mrs. Boulder per

ceived him, and entered into a condescending

conversation with him, touching, in a profes

sional tone, on the progress of his studies, and

putting hard questions to him, which puzzled

and somewhat irritated me. He answered them

quietly and with a smile, and was evidently in
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great favour with her ; and still I sat by watch

ing him, and still he stood at my side observing

me.

" How well he gets on !" said Mrs. Boulder,

in a loud whisper to Mr. Osborne, behind

her chair. Mrs. Boulder did not think it

necessary to conceal her favourable judgment

from the happy object of it.

"Who? oh! Harry Edgar," said Mr.

Osborne, glancing at him ; " that will be a

distinguished man !"

I had nothing to do with it, yet it pleased

me, and set me on a new train of questions—

how would he distinguish himself? not after the

fashion of my heroes—not like Columbus or

Buonaparte—in books then, I supposed. Now

I had few literary tastes, though I read novels

with devotion ; yet I paused to marvel what

kind of books they could be, which should dis

tinguish this youth ; but without finding any

answer to my secret question. More than ever

now was I anxious about him. I wondered what

he was thinking now—what he would think to
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morrow. I felt a great desire to see into the

mind of my new acquaintance, not by any

means to see how he thought, or if he thought

at all, of me ; it was simply himself whom I

wanted to understand. Harry Edgar—I did

not think it was a Cambridgeshire name—it

sounded hard to me, like a north country one ;

but it did not throw the least light upon who

he was.

When Mr. Osborne put me into Mrs. Boul

der's carriage at the door, I saw Mr. Edgar's

face again turned towards us for a moment. He,

too, was going away—and when Mr. Osborne

asked me how I liked the party, it was with

difficulty I restrained the words on my lips : " I

wonder who he is ?" I had no doubt he was

thinking the same of me ; yet I am sure we were

not attracted by each other, as people might

suppose, who heard what I say. For my part,

it was a species of fascination. I did not either

like or dislike this stranger ; but somehow I

wanted to penetrate his thoughts, and to know

what manner of man he was.
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Alice, of course, was waiting for me, and a

fire was burning in my room, to make it more

cheerful. When Alice loosed off the great shawl

I was wrapped in, I could not comprehend, for

a moment, what caused her sudden exclamation

of pleasure, and the heavy sigh with which it

was followed. It was the little diamond orna

ment which I wore round my neck. I had

forgotten it. Yes, this had been my mother's

too ; but I was tired and sleepy, and not com

municative. Had I liked the party ? Yes, I

thought I had—pretty well—quite as much as

I expected ; sometimes it was very pretty, that

was taking it in the picture point of view—for

I did not think it necessary to tell Alice how I

had been interested by the stranger. What a

pity, I thought, that he was a young man ! for

people would laugh at me, if I expressed any

interest in him.

So I lay down to rest in the firelight, to

watch the ruddy shadows dancing on the walls,

and wakefully and long to consider this evening

and all its novelties. It was all novel to me.
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My dress and my jewels were enough to have

woke me for a little out of the usual torpor of

my life ; but this party which I had been rather

ashamed of desiring to go to, I felt I should

never forget it now. Why ? I could not tell

why—but I went to sleep wondering which was

Harry Edgar's college, and what he might be

thinking of. I even looked into the future with

a little eagerness, marvelling what sort of career

his was to be, and if I should ever know more

of him. It was very strange—for certainly his

thoughts, and the subjects they might be occu

pied with, were nothing to me.
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THE SIXTH DAY.

I was out upon a household errand to order

something for Alice. My father and Alice

conspired to keep me still as free of cares and

almost of duties, as a child. Alice attended to

everything ; she was a good, careful housekeeper,

long accustomed to our house and ways, and

needed no help in the administration of our

domestic economy ; though, perhaps, it would

have been better for me, if I had been led to

these homely occupations, and found some

thing tangible to employ my mind and

thoughts. It was Spring, one of those fresh,

sunny, showery, boisterous days, which are so
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pleasant to youth. I liked my quiet walk

along the narrow, old-fashioned streets—I liked

the wind which blew my hair loose from my

bonnet, and swept the clouds along the blue,

blue sky, rushing past the turrets and pinnacles

of the collegiate buildings. I was young, and

my heart rose with the vague and causeless ex

hilaration of youth. I scarcely cared to think,

but went on with a pure delight in the motion

and life which I had within me. 1 was pleased

to feel the shawl escaping from my hand, and

my hair curling upon the breeze ; and if my

step was not quite so bold as its girlish freedom

permitted five years ago, it was as firm a tread

as it had been among our own fields, or in the

lanes that led to Cottiswoode.

I had done my errand and was going home ;

but I was scarcely contented to return so soon,

and would have walked a mile or two with

pleasure. When I came to the paved alley,

by St. Benet's, which was the nearest way to

our house, I paused a moment in uncertainty,

thinking where I should go—but just as I was
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about to turn in the opposite direction, I started

to hear Mr. Osborne's voice behind me.

" Running away, Hester ?—nay, I want you at

home to-day ; come back and tell me how your

father is."

I turned round—Mr. Osborne was not alone

—standing a little apart from him, out of

regard to his meeting with me, was the young

man who had so strangely interested me at the

party. I glanced at him involuntarily, and so

did he at me ; but we had no warrant for

knowing each other, and I drew apart as he

did, as if by instinct. Mr. Osborne was not

paying the least attention to his companion, and

seemed quite careless of him, whether he stayed

or went away, and the wind at that moment was

playing very strange pranks with the elder gen

tleman's gown, so that, what with keeping it

in order, and addressing me, Mr. Osborne had

quite enough to do.

" My father is very well," I said. " He is

at home, of course ; are you going to see

him ?"
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" I am going to tell him how his daughter

behaved on her entrance into the world," said

Mr. Osborne, with mock importance. " Were

you very much impressed by your first expe

riences, Hester ? There now, that is a little

better. We are, at least, out of the road of that

vagabond breeze."

We had turned into the alley, and I had

been waiting for Mr. Osborne's young acquaint

ance to leave us ; but he walked on steadily at

the other side, and showed no disposition to go

away. I did not quite like answering Mr.

Osborne's questions before this stranger; he

made me feel so disagreeably conscious of all

my own words and movements. I no longer

did anything easily, but became aware of every

step I made.

" Have you not seen him since that night ?"

said I, " it is quite a long time ago."

" That night—so it did make some impres

sion on my young debutante" said Mr. Os

borne, with a smile. " Do you know I have

been out of Cambridge for nearly three weeks,

VOL. I. L
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vou forgetful young lady ? Well, Hester, what

of that night ?"

"What of it, Mr. Osborne?" said I, with

some little indignation. " I suppose there was

nothing very extraordinary about it."

Mr. Osborne laughed, and I was provoked.

" There only was a crowd of people—there is

nothing remarkable in a crowd," said I, impe

tuously. " Why should I think about it—you

do not suppose that I take a party like that for

the world ?"

" What do you call the world then, Hester ?"

said Mr. Osborne.

" I do not know," said I, hesitating a little.

" I cannot tell," I repeated, after another pause,

" but I suppose there is as much of it here as

there was yonder. I think so, at least."

" So that is the verdict of youth, is it," said

Mr. Osborne. " Harry, my boy, what say

you?"

I could not help turning my head quickly

towards him, but I did not raise my eyes ; how

I wondered what he would say !
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" The party has sometimes more influence on

a life than the street can have," said the young

man, with hesitation ; " otherwise, I have no

doubt, a thronged and busy street in London

would look more like the world than a Cam

bridge drawing-room— but sometimes the

drawing-room makes a greater mark in a life."

" My good youth, you are less intelligible

than Hester," said Mr. Osborne, " but the

young lady has no metaphysical bias that I

know of, so we will not discuss the question.

So we were very prosy, were we the other night ?

and you were nearly smothered under the Pro

fessor's shadow, arid had nothing but pictures

to look at, poor child ! The next one will be

better, Hester—do not be dismayed." , >

I made no answer. I was piqued at Mrj

Osborne's mockery ; but I wondered over what/

the other had said—what did he mean by the

drawing-room making a mark in his life ? Had

it made any mark in mine ? why should it ?

and why was he walking along so quietly by Mr.

Osborne's side, without the least intention of

L 2
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going away ? I saw that he kept his eyes away

from me, as carefully as I kept mine from him ;

but we observed each other for all that. His walk

was rather slow and steady—he was not quick

and impetuous as I was ; I wanted to hasten

on, for I was embarrassed a little, not knowing

anything about " society," and being quite at a

loss to know whether I was acquainted with

this stranger or not ; but, of course, Mr.

Osborne continued his leisurely pace, and so

did his young companion. They made me im

patient, and almost irritated me—they went on

so quietly.

When we came to the door, I opened it

hastily, for it was an old-fashioned, unsuspicious

door, and opened from the outside. Then in

my awkwardness I went down the two steps

which led from it, and stood below in the close

waiting for Mr. Osborne. I was in a little

tremor of expectation—what was he going to

do?

" I think I may presume on your father and

yourself, Hester, so far as to ask my young
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friend to come in with me," said Mr. Osborne,

" for we have some business together. This is

Mr. Harry Edgar, Miss Southcote—will you

admit him within your precincts ?"

Of course I had to make a little awkward

bow to him, and I do not think his was much

more graceful; and then I hurriedly led the

way into the house. Mr. Osborne went directly

to the library, and I called Alice to show Mr.

Edgar up-stairs ; then I ran to my own room to

take off my bonnet. Must I go to the drawing-

room where he was sitting alone ? I thought it

was very unpleasant—I felt extremely confused

and awkward—yet I smoothed my hair, and pre

pared to go.

When I went into the room, he was looking

at the pictures—those dark, hard panel portraits

on the wall, and with some interest as I thought

—though when I came, he, too, grew a little

embarrassed like me. I went to my work-table

immediately to look out some work, for I could

not sit idle and talk to him. There were

countless little bits of work lying half com
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pleted in my work-table ; I had no difficulty in

finding occupation—and when I had selected

one, 1 sat down by the window and wished

for Mr. Osborne. He ought to know better,

than to leave me alone here.

There was nothing at all to keep us from the

necessity of talking to each other, for he imme

diately gave up looking at the portraits, and the

room was in fatal good order, and all the books

put away. After the first awkward pause, he

said something about the pictures : " They were

family portraits, no doubt."

" No," said 1, " that is, they are not South-

cotes ; they are portraits of grandmamma's

family, I suppose ; but we always count our

family on the other side."

Then we came to another dead pause, and

Mr. Edgar advanced to the window where I sat.

" How fresh and green your garden looks,"

he said, after the fashion of people who must

say something, " what a good effect the grass

has—are there really blossoms on the trees ?

how early everything is this year I"
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" We are well sheltered," said I, in the same

tone. " Our trees are always in blossom before

our neighbours."

" And that is old Corpus," he said, glancing

out at the little gleaming windows of the Col

lege, " all this youth and life out of doors, con

trasts strangely enough, I am sure, with the

musty existence within."

" The books may be musty, but I don't

think the existence is," said I, rashly ; " every

body ought to be happy that has something to

do."

"Yes. I always envy a hard student who

has an object," said Mr. Edgar, rather eagerly

seizing upon this possibility of conversation—

" he is a happy fellow who has a profession to

study for; otherwise it is vanity and vexation of

spirit."

Now I had a strong instinct of contradiction

in me—a piece of assertion always provoked

me to resistance.

" I do not know how that can be," said I.

" I suppose Mr. Osborne only lives for his
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books, and his spirit shows very little vexation

or vanity ; and Papa does nothing else but study,

and cannot have any object in it—I think a

good thing ought to be good for its own sake."

" Mr. Osborne is a very busy man—he has

a great many pursuits," said my new friend

" he is not a fair example. We have an enthu

siasm for books when we are young, and seek

inspiration from them—and then we come back

to them that they may deaden our own feelings

and recollections, after we have had a life of our

own—when we are old."

"You are not old, to be aware of that,"

cried I, though 1 secretly thought that, at least,

in my father's case, this might be true.

" I have lived a very solitary life," he said,

" which is almost as good as grey hairs."

After that we paused again, very conscious of

our silence, but finding conversation a very

difficult matter. I was more at my ease than I

had expected. I observed him, but not with

the same intense observation. A person I

knew by name, and spoke to in my father's
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house, was a less mysteriously interesting person

than the stranger who had attracted my notice

so much, where all were strangers. At last,

Mr. Edgar began to talk again—it was only to

ask me if I had seen the great author who was

at the party where he met me first—he did not

say " had the pleasure to meet."

" I saw him, but I did not speak to him—

nor even hear him speak," said I.

Another pause—what were we to say?

" Do you like his books ?" said the young man.

" I do not care for any books, but novels,"

said I bluntly. I am afraid I was not above a

wish to shock and horrify him.

Mr. Edgar laughed a little, and his colour

rose. I am sure I did what I could to give

him an unfavourable impression of me, in this

our first interview. He said—

" You are very honest, Miss Southcote—"

I cannot tell how it was, either that he pre

sumed so far, or that I suspected it—but I

certainly did think he had a great mind to

say Hester, instead of Miss Southcote, and only
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checked himself by an effort. It was very

strange—I felt haughty immediately, but I

scarcely felt displeased ; and I am sure there

was a consciousness in the deep colour that rose

upon his face, and in my tone as I answered him.

" I am only telling the truth," said I. " I

cannot help it j when books are only thoughts,

I would rather think myself. A story is

a different matter; I am very sorry for my

dullness, but I think there are no really pleasant

books except those which tell a story."

" Even that limit reaches to something more

than novels," said Mr. Edgar, " there is his

tory, and biography besides."

"Yes—but then I only care for them, for

the mere story's sake," said I, " and not because

they are true or good, or for any better reason.

I suppose a man's life is often more like a

novel than like anything else—only, perhaps,

not so well arranged. The misfortunes do not

come in so conveniently, and neither do the

pleasures. I think reading a novel is almost

next best to having something to do."
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" I am afraid some of us think it a superior

good, now and then," said my companion.

And so our talk came to an abrupt conclu

sion again. It was my turn to make a new

beginning, and I could not. I did not like to

ask him any question about himself—which was

his college, or if he was a Cambridgeshire man,

or any of the things I wished to know ; and,

as I glanced up at his thoughtful face, I once

more fell a-pondering what he could be think

ing of. I do not recollect that I had ever

much curiosity about other people's thoughts

before. My father always had a book before

him, which he read, or made a pretence of

reading, and my father's meditations were

sacred to me. I guessed at them with reve

rence, but it would have been sacrilege to

inquire into them. As my established right, I

claimed to know what Alice was thinking of,

and did not need to wonder ; but here, with the

full charm of a mystery which I could not in

quire into, came back upon me my first cu

riosity about this stranger. Either his face [did

not express what was in his mind, or I was not
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acquainted with its language. What was he

thinking of?—what did he generally think of?

I wondered over his thoughts so much that I

had no leisure to think of himself who was

standing beside me, though still I was strangely

aware of every movement he made.

Just then I heard my father and Mr.

Osborne ascending the stairs ; I was half sorry,

and yet altogether glad that they were coming—

and I was a little curious to see how my father

would receive my new acquaintance. My father

received him with stately politeness, distant

but not ungracious, and Mr. Osborne and

he took their usual places, and began their

ordinary conversation. When Mr. Edgar

joined in it, 1 discovered from what they said

that he was a student of Corpus, a close neigh

bour, and it amused me a little to watch the

three gentlemen as they talked ; of course, my

father and Mr. Osborne were in the daily

habit of talking, without any greater reference

to me, than if I had been a very little

girl with a doll and a pinafore. I was

not intellectual. I did not care for their
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discussions about books—and I expected no

share in their conversation, nor wished it. I

was quite pleased to sit by, with the ring of

their voices in my ear, doing my needlework—

I always worked at something, during these

times—and thinking my own thoughts. But

Mr. Edgar who was unused to this, and per

haps did not think me quite so little a girl as

my father and his friend did, was puzzled

and disconcerted as I saw, by my exclusion

from the stream of talk. I had a certain

pleasure in showing him how much a

matter of course this was. I had never known

a young man of my own rank and age before ;

but I had a perverse delight in making myself

appear something different to what I was. I

turned half aside to the window, and hemmed

as only demure little girls can hem, when grave

talk is going on over their heads. But I saw

very well how uncertainly he was regarding me—

how puzzled he was that I should be left out

of the conversation, and how he wanted to be

polite and amiable and draw me in.
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" How is the garden, Hester ?" said Mr.

Osborne at last, rising and coming towards me

with a subject adapted to the capacity of the

little girl, " what ! blossom already on that little

apple tree—what a sturdy little fellow it is !

Now, Southcote, be honest—how many colds

has Hester taken this winter in consequence of

your trap for wet feet—that grass crotchet of

yours?"

" Hester is a sensible girl in some respects,"

said my father, "she never takes cold—and

your argument against my grass is antiquated

and feeble. I will not plan my garden by your

advice, Osborne."

" My advice is always to be depended on,"

said Mr. Osborne, " you have taken it in more

important matters—and I think I know some

matters still in which it would be very well you

it again."

" That is my affair," said my father coldly.

" Advice is a dangerous gift, Mr. Edgar,", he

continued, with a somewhat sarcastic smile,

" every man who has the faculty thinks himself
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infallible—and when you bring yourself ill

fortune by following good advice and friendly

counsel, you are in a dangerous dilemma—to

hide your failure or to lose your friend."

" What do you mean, Southcote ?" cried Mr.

Osborne with a look of great surprise and al

most anxiety, in his face.

" Nothing but my old opinion," said my

father, " that every man must stand on his own

ground, consult his own discretion, and build

only upon his own merits. I have no faith in

the kindness and compassion of friends ; a kind

act, done with the noblest good intentions may

make a man's life miserable. No, no, justice,

justice'—what you deserve, and no galling boon

of pity—all is dishonest and unsatisfactory but

this."

Mr. Edgar and Mr. Osborne exchanged a

slight rapid glance, and I saw the colour

rise over the young man's broad white brow ;

but I was too much concerned and moved by

what my father said to observe the others

much. His friend even did not comprehend
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him—I alone knew what he referred to. I alone

could enter into his feelings, and understand

how deep the iron had gone into his soul.

After that Mr. Edgar was very silent, and

listened to what was said, rather than took part

in it—so that when Mr. Osborne spoke of

going away, the young man had subsided into

a chair, as humble and unconsidered as I was.

He did not come to talk to me—he sat quite

silent looking on—looking round at the pic

tures sometimes, with a quiet sweep of his eyes,

often looking at the speakers, and sometimes

examining curiously my work-table. I was

sitting close by it, but he never looked at me,

nor did I look at him.

When they were going away, my father,

to my great surprise, bade him return.

" Come again, I shall be glad [to see you,"

said my father. I looked up almost with

consternation, and Mr. Edgar, though he

looked gratified, was surprised too, I could

see—however, he answered readily, and they

went away.
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My father did not leave me immediately

after they were gone ; he walked up and

down the room for a while, pausing some

times to look at the ivy leaves which waved

and rustled as much as the fine tendrils

clasping the wall would let them, in the

fresh spring breeze. My father seemed to

have a certain sympathy with these clusters

of ivy—he always went to that window in

preference to this one where I was seated,

and which looked into the free and luxuriant

garden. After standing there for some time,

he suddenly turned and addressed me.

" Since you went out, Hester," said my father,

" I have had another letter from your perse

vering cousin. He is at Cottiswoode, and

would fain ' be friends' as he says, though I

will not permit him to be anything more. He

is of age—he has entered upon his inheritance—

though I hear no one has seen him yet ; and

he does us the honour to desire to become

acquainted with us, whom he calls his nearest

relatives. What do you say ?"

VOL. I. M
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" You will not let him come, papa," cried I,

" why should he come here ? Why should he

trouble us ? We do not want him—you surely

will tell him so."

" I am glad you agree with me so thoroughly,

Hester," said my father. " Osborne is a great

advocate for this young man. He has been

urging me strongly to receive him—and had

you been of his opinion, Hester, I am not sure

that I could have held out."

This was so singular a confession from my

father, that I looked up in alarm and dismay.

My opinion ! what was that in comparison with

his will?

He caught my look, and came towards me

slowly, and with a step less firm than usual—

then he drew a chair near me, and sat down.

" What I have to say, I must say in so many

words," said my father. " My health is

declining, Hester. I have exhausted my portion

of life. I do not expect to live long."

" Papa !" I exclaimed, starting up in sudden

terror—the shock was so great that I almost
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expected to see him sink down before me then.

" Papa ! shall I send for the doctor ? what

shall I do ? are you ill, father, are you ill ? oh !

you do not mean that, I know."

" Sit down, my love—I am not ill now—

there is nothing to be done," said my father ;

" only you must listen calmly, Hester, and

understand what I mean. You will not be

destitute when I die, but you will be unpro

tected. You will be a very lonely girl, I am

afraid, ignorant of society, and unaccustomed

to it ; and I have no friend with whom I could

place you. This was the argument which Mr.

Osborne urged upon me, when he advised me

to receive your cousin."

" Mr. Osborne was very cruel," I exclaimed,

half blinded by tears, and struggling with the

hysterical sobbing which rose in my throat.

" He knows nothing of me if he thinks— Oh !

papa, papa ! what would my life be to me if

things were as you say ?"

My father smiled upon me strangely. " Hester,

you will grieve for me, I know," he said, in his

M 2
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quiet, unmoved tones ; " but I know also the

course of time and nature ; and in a little while,

my love, your life will be as much to you, as if

I had never been."

I could not utter the passionate contradiction

which came to my lips. This composed and

philosophic decision struck me dumb. I would

rather he had thought of his daughter and of

her bitter mourning for him, than of the course

of time and nature. But I sat quite silent

before him, trembling a great deal, and trying

to suppress my tears. This doctrine that grief

is not for ever—that the heavy affliction which

it is agony unspeakable to look forward to, will

soften and fade, and pass away, is a great shock

to a young heart. I neither could nor would

believe it. What was my after life to me?

But for once, I exercised self-denial, and did

not say what I thought.

" Shall 1 say any more, Hester ? Can you

hear me ? or is this enough for a first warning ?"

said my father.

" Oh ! say all, papa, say all !" cried I.
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" I can bear anything now—anything after

this."

" Then I may tell you, Hester, plainly that it

would give me pleasure to see you ' settled,' as

people call it—to see you married and in your own

house, before I am removed from mine. Cir

cumstances," said my father, slowly, " have

made me a harsh judge of those romantic

matters that belong to youth. I am not sure

that it would much delight me to suppose my

daughter the heroine of a passionate love-story.

Will you consent to obey me, Hester, in an

important matter, as readily as in the trifling

ones of your childhood ? I have no proposal

to make to you. I only desire your promise

to set my mind at ease, and obey me when I

have."

My face burned, my head throbbed, my

heart leaped to my throat. Shame, pride,

embarrassment, and the deeper, desolate fear

of what was to happen to my father contended

within me. 1 could not give an assent to

this strange request. I could not say in
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so many words, that I gave up utterly to him

the only veto a woman has upon the fashion of

her life. Yet I could not refuse to do what,

under these circumstances, he asked of me. I

made him no answer. I clasped my hands

tightly over my brow, where the veins seemed

full to bursting. For an instant, I felt with a

shudder what a grand future that was, full of

all joyous possibilities, which I was called upon

to surrender. 1 had thought to myself often,

that my prospects were neither bright nor en

couraging ; at this moment, I saw by a sudden

light what a glorious uncertainty these prospects

were, and how I clung to them. They were

nothing, yet the promise of everything was in

them ; and my father asked me to give them

up—to relinquish all that might be. It was a

great trial ; and I could not answer him a

word.

" You do not speak, Hester," he said. " Have

you no reply then to my question."

" I want no protector, father," I cried, almost

with sullenness. " If I must be left desolate,
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let me be desolate. Do not mock me with

false succour. I want no home. Let Alice

take care of me. I shall not want very much.

Alice is fond of me, though I do not deserve

it. Let her take care of me till I die."

I was quite overcome. I fell into a violent

outbreak of tears as I spoke. I could command

myself no longer. I was not made of iron to

bear such a shock as this " with composure,"

as my father said. He rose and went away

from me towards the other window, where he

stood looking out. Looking after him through

my tears, I fancied that already I could see his

step falter, and his head droop with growing

weakness. 1 cried out : " Oh, my father, my

father !" with passionate distress. Perhaps he had

never seen me weeping before, since I was a

child. Now, at least, he left me to myself, as

I could remember him doing when I was a

little girl, when I used to creep towards him

very humbled and penitent after the fit was

over, and sit down at his feet, and hold his hand,

and after a long time, get his forgiveness. I
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could not do that now. I sat still, recovering

myself. I was no longer a child, and I had a

stubborn spirit. It wounded me with a dull

pain that he should care so little for my

distress.

He did not return to me. He left the room,

only saying, as he went away, " you will tell me

your decision, Hester, at another time ;" and

when the door closed upon him, I gave way to

my tears, and let them flow. If he had only

said a word of consolation to me—if he had

only said it grieved him to see my grief ! But

he treated it all so coldly. " The course of

time and nature !"—they were bitter in their

calmness, those dreadful words.

I wept long ; but my tears did not help me.

I did not feel it possible to make this promise.

To be given to somebody who would take care

of me, as if I was a favourite spaniel ! I could

not help the flush of indignation and discontent

which came over me at the thought. And then

I began to think of my father's real state of

health in this revulsion of feeling. He was
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mistaken—he must be mistaken. When I

thought over the subject, I could find no traces

of illness, no change upon him. He was just

as he had always been. The longer I considered,

the more I convinced myself that he was wrong ;

and somewhat relieved by this, I went to my

room to bathe my eyes, and arrange my dress

for dinner. How I watched my father while

we dined !—how tremulously I noted every

motion of his hand, every change of his posi

tion. His appetite was good—rather greater

than usual ; and he had more colour in his

face. I was sure he had been deceived. He

spoke very little during that meal. For the

first time, a sort of antagonism had risen

between my father and me. I could not consent

to what he asked of me ; and, even if I could

have consented, 1 could not be the first to enter

upon the subject again.

And when I crept into my window-seat in the

twilight, and watched as I had watched so often,

the lights gleaming in the windows of the

College, I wondered now with a strange sense
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of neighbourhood and friendship, which of

them shone upon the thoughtful face and dark

blue eyes of my new friend. I had made many

a story in my own mind about the lights ; and

there was a favourite one, which was lighted

sooner, and burned longer than any of the

others, which I immediately fixed upon as his.

I thought I could fancy him sitting within its

steady glow, reading books which I knew

nothing of, writing to friends unknown to me,

thinking thoughts which I could not penetrate.

As I sat still in the darkness, with my eyes

upon that little gleaming window, I found a

strange society and fellowship in looking at it.

If I had a brother now, like this student,

how much happier would I be ! As it was,

the idea of him was a relief to me. I

forgot my own perplexity as I wondered and

pondered about him.

My father came into the. drawing-room, as I

sat thus in the corner of the window-seat, lean

ing my cheek upon my hand, and looking out

upon the little shining windows of Corpus ;—he
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was displeased that the lamp was not lighted,

and rang the hell hurriedly ; and it was only by

some sudden movement I made, that with a start,

he discovered me. " So Hester, you are think

ing," he said, in a low tone. I started up

emboldened by my own thoughts.

" Papa—papa ! you were mistaken in what

you said this morning," I exclaimed eagerly,

" you are not ill—how firm your hand is ! and

I never saw your eyes so bright—you are mis

taken. I am sure you are."

" Do me justice, Hester," said my father, in

a voice which chilled me back out of all my

hopes, " I took care not to speak of this till I

was sure that I could not be mistaken. Trust

me, I have sufficient warrant for what I say."

His voice neither paused nor faltered—it was

a stoic speaking of the mortal pain he despised ;

but it was hard and bitter, and so cold—oh ! so

cold ! if he had no pity for himself, he might

have had pity for me.

I held his hand, grasped it, and clung to it ;

but I did not cry again, for I felt that he would
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have been displeased, and it was a long time

before his fingers closed upon mine with any

return of my eager clasp. " You have been

thinking, Hester, of what I said to you—what

have you to tell me now ?"

"I cannot do it, papa," I said, under my

breath.

He did not answer anything at first, nor

loose my hand, nor put me away from him.

But after a little while he spoke in his measured

low melodious tones. " You think it better to

risk your all upon a chance, do you, Hester ?

such a chance !—happiness never comes of it.

It is always an unequal barter—but you prefer

to risk that rather than to trust to me."

" I want to risk nothing—I need nothing !"

cried I, "while I have my father, I want no

other ; and do not bid me think of such misery—

do not, papa ! You will live longer than I

shall—oh ! I hope, I pray you will. Papa, do

not urge me, I cannot anticipate such a

calamity !"

" This is merely weakness—is it compassion
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for my feelings ?" said my father. " I tell you

this calamity, if it is a calamity, is coming

rapidly, and you cannot stay it. What will you

do then?"

"I do not care what I do then," I said,

scarcely knowing what my words were, " but I

would rather you left me desolate than gave me

to somebody to protect me. Oh, father ! I

cannot do it—I cannot consent."

He said nothing more, but turned away from

me, and went to his usual seat at the table,

and to his book. I sat still in my corner, once

more venturing to weep, and struck with a

hundred compunctions ; but I steadily resisted

the strong impulse which came upon me to go

to his feet and promise anything he wished. I

could not do this—it would kill the very heart

in me ; and surely I was right.
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THE SEVENTH DAY.

It was now nearly Midsummer, the crown of

the year. I was sitting in my own room by

the window, idly musing, when Alice came in

with some of my light muslin dresses to put

them away. 1 had neither book nor work to

veil my true occupation. I was leaning my

head upon both my hands, sometimes vacantly

looking out at the window, sometimes closing

my fingers over my eyes. I had both scenery

and circumstances in my dream—I wanted

nothing external to help me in the meditations

with which my mind had grown familiar

now.

."V
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I was not unaware of the entrance of Alice,

but I only changed my position a little, and did

not speak, hoping to be undisturbed. I saw,

with a little impatience, how careful she was

about the dresses—how she smoothed down their

folds, and arranged them elaborately, that they

might not be crushed in the drawer ; but she

certainly took more time than was necessary for

this simple operation, and though Alice had no

clue to my thoughts, I scarcely liked, I cannot

tell why, to continue them in her presence. But

when the drawers were closed at last, Alice still

did not go away—she came to the dressing-table,

and began to arrange and disarrange the pretty

toilette boxes which she kept in such good

order, and to loop up and pull down the muslin

draperies of the table and the mirror ; at last

she gathered courage and came close to me.

" May 1 speak to you, Miss Hester ?" said

Alice, but it was in a disturbed and nervous

tone.

Now I was annoyed to have my own thoughts,

which had a great charm for me at that time,
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interrupted and broken. I looked up with a

little petulance—" What is it, Alice ?"

She came still closer to where I was sitting,

and her bright good face was troubled. " Miss

Hester, my darling, I want to consult you " said

Alice, and I thought I saw a tear trembling in

her eye. " I am afraid your papa is ill. I am

afraid he is very bad. The doctor comes and

goes, and he never lets you know ; and I have

said to myself this three months back : " its

cruel to keep it from her—the longer she is of

knowing, the worse it will be. And now, dear,

I've taken heart and come myself to tell you.

He's very bad, Miss Hester, he has a deal of

trouble ; and it'll come hard—hard upon you."

I felt that my face was quite blanched and

white. "What a contrast was this to the tenor of

my own thoughts ! I shrank within myself with

a guilty consciousness, that while I had been

running in these charmed ways, my father

had suffered in secret, making no sign. I

cannot say I was startled—Alice's words fell

upon me with a dull heavy pang—I felt as
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if a blow which had long been hanging over

me had fallen at last.

" But Alice, Alice, I see no change in him,"

cried I, for a moment struggling against the

truth.

" If you went to him as I sometimes go, you

would see a change, Miss Hester," said Alice,

" it is not your fault, dear. Well I know that—

but the light in his eye, and the colour in his

cheek—hush—that's the hectic, darling—you've

heard of that," and Alice turned to me a glance

of fright, and sunk her voice to a whisper, as if

this was some deadly enemy lurking close at

hand.

And fear and faintness came upon me as

she spoke. I rose and threw up the window

for a moment's breath, and then 1 turned to

Alice, and cried upon her shoulder, and asked

her what I was to do—what I was to do ?

With her kind hand upon my head, and her

kind voice blessing her " dear child," Alice

soothed and calmed me—and the tears gave me

some relief, and I gradually composed myself.

vol. I. N
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" Do you think he will let me nurse him,

Alice. He told me he was ill long ago, but I

persuaded myself he was mistaken ; and you

think he is very bad—in great pain ? oh ! do

you think he will let me nurse him, Alice ?"

" I cannot tell, Miss Hester," said Alice, " but,

dear, you must try ;—did he tell you he was

ill !—and I was doing him wrong, thinking he

was too proud to let his own child see him in

weakness ; oh, we're hard judges, every one of

us. When was it, dear !"

" In spring, a long time ago ; and we were

not quite friends then," said 1, " I thought he

was cruel; he spoke to me about—about—I

mean he told me that I must soon be left alone,

and that he wanted to find some one to take

care of me. I cannot tell you about it, Alice ;

and I refused—I said no to my father ; and we

have never been very good friends since then."

" Do you mean that your papa wanted you to

marry, Miss Hester ? " asked Alice.

" I suppose so—yes !" I said, turning away my

head—she was looking full at me, and looking
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very anxiously—she had always been greatly

privileged. I felt I might have been ques

tioned, had she caught the expression of my

eye.

" And did he say who ? Was it M—? Was

it your cousin?" said Alice.

" No, it was not my cousin ; but why do

you speak of that. Alice, let me go to my

father," said I.

" He does not want you now, darling," said

Alice, detaining me. " Dear, Miss Hester, don't

you think it wrong of me—you're my own child.

I took you out of your mother's arms. Speak

to me just one word. Is there any one, darling,

any one ?—Miss Hester, you'll not be angry

with me?"

" Then do not ask me such questions, Alice,"

I said, in great shame and confusion, with a

burning flush upon my cheek, " does it become

us to speak of things like this, when my father

is so ill ?—why do you say he does not want me

now ? he may want me this very moment ; let

me go."

 

N 2
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"Dear, he's sleeping," said Alice, "he has

been very ill, and now he's at rest and easy, and

lying down to refresh himself—you can't go

now, Miss Hester, for it only would disturb

him, poor gentleman—won't you stay, dear, and

say a word to me ? "

" I have nothing to say to you, Alice," said

I, half crying with vexation and shame and em

barrassment, "why do you question me so?

I have done nothing wrong—you ought rather

to tell me how my father is, if you will not let

me go to see."

"The pain is here," said Alice, putting her

hand to her side, " here, at his heart. I know

what trouble at the heart is, Miss Hester, and

your papa has known it many a day, but it

isn't grief or sorrow now, but sickness, and if

the one has brought the other, 1 cannot tell. It

comes on in fits and spasms, and is very bad

for a time, and then it goes off again, and he is

as well to look at as ever he was. But every

time it comes he's weaker, and it's wearing out

his strength day by day. Yes, dear, it's cruel to

say it, but it's true."

t
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"And are you with him when he is ill,

Alice?" said I anxiously.

" He rings his bell when he feels it coming,"

said Alice, " though I know he has many a

hard hour all by himself; and anxiety on his

mind is very bad for him, dear," she continued,

looking at me wistfully, " and he is troubled in

his spirit about leaving you. If you can give

in to him, Miss Hester, dear—if it's not against

your heart—if you're fancy-free, and think no

more of one than of another—oh ! darling, yield

to him anything you can. He's a suffering

man, and he's your father, and pride is the sin of

the house ; every one has it, less or more ; and

there are only two of you in the world—and you

are his only child ! "

Alice ran breathlessly through this string of

arguments, while I listened with a disturbed

and a rebellious heart. No, if this was true—if

my father was slowly dying—if he would soon

be beyond the reach of all obedience and duty—

I would not deny him anything—not even this.

It was hard, unspeakably hard, to think of it.
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I could not see why he should ask such a hitter

sacrifice from me. I knew of no self-sacrifice

in his history—why should he think it was easy

in mine!

Alice left me like a skilful general, when she

had made this urgent appeal, and went away

down stairs, saying she would call me when my

father awoke. I remained at my window, where

I had been dreaming before—but a harsh

interruption had come to my dreams ;—the sun

shine without streamed down as full and bright

as ever over the trees and flowers, and fresh

enclosing greensward of our pretty garden ; half

an hour of time had come and gone, but it

might have been half a year for the change it

made in me. Alice had come to my Bower of

Bliss, like Sir Guyon, and driven me forth from

among the flowers and odours of the enchanted

land. My heart became very heavy, I could

not tell why. I resolved upon making my sub

mission to my father, if I had any opportunity,

and telling him to do what he would with me.

This was not a willing or tender submission, but
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a forced and reluctant one ; and I did not try to

conceal from myself that I felt it very hard,

though when I thought again of his recent

suffering and of the fantastic paradise of dreams

in which I was wandering, while he wrestled

with his mortal enemy, I felt suddenly humiliated

and subdued. My father ! my father ! I had

belonged to him all my life, I had no right to

any love but his ; I had lived at ease in his care,

and trusted to him with the perfect confidence

of a child. And now, when it was at last of

importance that I should trust him, was this the

time to follow my own fancies and leave him to

suffer alone ?

At that moment, Alice called me, and I

immediately went down stairs ; I went with a

tremulous and uncertain step, and an oppressed

heart—to make any sacrifice he wished or

asked—to do anything he desired of me.

When I entered the library, my father looked

up from his book with a momentary glance

of surprise and inquiry; and with a heart

beating so loud and so uneasily as mine, it

X
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was hard to look unembarrassed and natural.

I said breathlessly : " May I sit beside you,

papa? I want to read a little," but I did not

dare to look at him as I spoke. The calm

every day tone of his voice struck very strangely

upon my excited ear as he answered me:

" Surely, Hester," he said, with a slight quiet

astonishment at the unnecessary question. He

was perfectly unexcited—I could see neither

care, nor anxiety, nor suffering in his calm

and equable looks ; and he did not perceive

nor suspect the tumult and fever in my mind.

Prepared as I was to yield to him with reluctance,

and a feeling of hardship, I felt a shock of

almost disappointment when I found that

nothing was to be asked of me. I sank into

the nearest chair and took up the first book

I could find to cover my trembling and con

fusion. The stillness of the room overpowered

me—I could hear my heart beating in

the silence—and as my eye wandered over all

these orderly and ordinary arrangements, and

to the calm bright sunshine out of doors, and
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the shadow of the trees softly waving across

the window, I was calmed into quieter expect

ancy and clearer vision. My father sat in his

usual place at his usual studies, with the summer

daylight full upon his face, and everything

about him arranged with scrupulous propriety

and care; if any of his habitual accessories

had been disturbed—if he had occupied another

seat, or sat in a different attitude, or if I could

have detected the slightest sign of faltering or

weakness in his manner, I should not have felt

so strongly my sudden descent from the heights

of terror, anxiety, and expectation, to the every

day level of repose and comfort ; but there was

no change in his stately person or dress, no

perceptible difference in his appearance. He

was not old—at this present moment he looked

like a man in his prime, handsome, haughty,

reserved, and fastidious. As I observed him

under the shadow of my book, I felt like a

spy watching to detect incipient weakness—was

I disappointed that he did not look ill? Was

this the man who half an hour ago was sleeping
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the sleep of exhaustion after a deadly struggle

with his malady ? I could not believe myself, or

Alice ; she was mistaken—for it was impossible

to reconcile what she told me with what I saw.

But the stillness of the room and his steady

occupation influenced me like a spell—I did

not go away—and when a slight movement he

made startled me into a momentary fear that

he might perceive I was watching him, I began

to read in earnest the book which, all this

time, I had been holding in my hands. It had

been lying on the top of a pile of others, and

was quite a new book, not entirely cut up, a

very unusual thing here. My eye had already

travelled vacantly, two or three times, to the end

of the page, without knowing a syllable of the

lines which I went over mechanically—but now

I caught the name of the book, and it strangely

awed and startled me. I could almost have

cast it from me like a horrible suggestion when

I saw that title. It was a medical treatise, and

its subject was " Sudden Death ;"—the words

were like a revelation to me—this was why
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he sat so composed and stately, ready to meet

the last enemy like a brave man ; this was

why he suffered no trace of agitation or of

languor to come into this solemn room which

at any moment, as my excited fancy whispered,

might become the chamber of death. I could

almost fancy I saw the shadowy sword sus

pended over my father's head, and in another

instant it might fall.

My terror now, for himself and for him only,

was as insane and wild as it seemed visionary

and baseless ; for I had seen nothing as yet to

point to him as one of the probable victims of

this sudden conclusion. But the very name

of the book convinced me of what he thought

himself. I went on reading it, scarcely sensible

now how my hands trembled, nor how easily

he would find me out, if he happened to glance

at me. Yes ! here was abundant confirmation of

my fears. I read with a breathless and over

whelming interest cases and symptoms—to my

alarmed fancy, every one seemed to bear some

likeness to what I knew of his ; I never read a
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drama or a tale with such profound excitement

as I read this scientific treatise—there seemed

to be life and death in its pages—the authoritative

mandate which should forbid hope, or silence

fear.

" Hester !" said my father. I started violently

and looked up at him ; I felt the heat and flush

of my intense occupation upon my cheek, and I

almost expected to see him faint or fall as I

sprang towards him- He held up his hand

half impatient, half alarmed, at my vehemence.

" What are you reading ? what has excited you,

Hester?" he said.

I retired very rapidly and quietly to my

chair, and put my book away with nervous

haste. " Nothing, papa," I said, bending my

head to escape his eye.

" Nothing ! that is a child's answer," said my

father, and I felt that he smiled ; " I have been

watching you these five minutes, Hester, and I

know that 'nothing' could not make you so

earnest. What is it you have been reading—tell

me.
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" It is only a book—a new book," I said

slowly.

" I thought so—almost the only new book in

my library, is it not ?" said my father, in a

singular tone ; " what do you think of it,

Hester ?"

I lifted my hands in entreaty—I could not

bear to hear him speaking thus.

" It is true," he said quietly, " and you

perceive it does not disturb me—this is what

you must make up your mind to, Hester. It

will be a trial for you—but not a prolonged and

tedious one—and you must hold yourself pre

pared for it as I do."

" But father—father ! you are not ill. You

are not so ill—I cannot believe it." I cried,

scarcely knowing what I said.

" It will prove itself by and bye," he answered

calmly, and returned to his book as if we had

been speaking of some indifferent matter. I

could not think it so coolly—I cried : " Papa,

listen to me ! I will do anything, everything you

want—do you hear me, papa ?"
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He looked up at me for a moment—was it

suspicion ? he certainly seemed to have forgotten

that he had ever asked anything of me which I

had refused.

" 1 require nothing, Hester," he said,

" nothing, my love—and I perfectly believe in

your willingness to serve me. Lay down the

book—it is not for you—and go out and refresh

yourself. I am pleased that you know what

may come, but I shall not be pleased if you

brood upon it. Now leave me, Hester—but

come again when you will, and I will never

exclude you. Pshaw, child ! it is the common

lot. What do you tremble for ? what is it you

want to do ?"

" Is there nothing you wish, papa—nothing

I could do to please you ?" I said, under my

breath. I could not allude more plainly to the

former question between us.

" It is time enough to ask such questions,"

he said, with a momentary jealousy of my

intention, " I am not dying yet."

He did not understand me—he had for
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gotten ! I hurried out, grieved, overwhelmed,

yet in spite of myself relieved on this one

point. I thought myself the meanest wretch in

the world, to be able to derive satisfaction from

it at such a moment. Yet I was so ! I felt a

thrill of delight that I was free, in the midst of

my terror and dismay at the doom which hung

over our house. I tried to conceal it from

myself, but I could not. I was free to mourn

for my dear father for ever, and admit no

human consolation. I was not bound under a

promise to commit myself to somebody's hands

to be taken care of. I was afflicted, but at

liberty.

Alice waited eagerly to speak to me when I

came from the library, but I only could speak

two or three words to her, and then hastened

out, to relieve the oppression on my spirit if I

could. It was a dreadful thought to carry with

me and ponder upon—and when I was walking

fast along a lonely road, half a mile out

of Cambridge, it suddenly occurred to me what

danger there was in leaving home, even for an
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hour. Before I returned, the blow might fall—

it might be falling even now. I turned at once

and went hastily homewards, my heart sick with

anxiety and terror. When I had nearly reached

the house, I met Mr. Osborne ; though I knew

he would detain me, I was yet very anxious to

speak to him, for perhaps he would give me

some hope. He was speaking to some one,

but he saw that I waited for him, and im

mediately left his former companion and came

to me. " No other young lady in the world

would do me so much honour," said Mr.

Osborne, in the gay good-humoured tone which

was usual to him, but which jarred so much

upon my feelings. " Oh ! Hester, what's this ?

why do you look so much excited ? Have you

something important to tell me ? I have almost

expected it, do you know."

I was very sorry, but I could not help the

burning heat which came to my face ; and I

could not lift my eyes for the moment to meet

his saucy eyes which seemed to read my thoughts.

What had I to do with such thoughts ? I cast
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them from me with bitter self-indignation, and

looked up at him at last with a face so grave

that he smiled on me no more.

"I want to speak to you about papa, Mr.

Osborne," I said. " Will you tell me ?—you

must know. He thinks he is very ill. He

thinks—oh ! tell me if you think he is so bad

as that ?"

For an instant his face grew very serious.

" I am not qualified to give an opinion," he

said, first ; and then, regaining his usual look,

with an effort, he continued, " He is not well,

Hester ; but quite well and very ill are a long

way from each other. I do not think he is

very bad— I do not, indeed. I see no need for

your alarming yourself."

" But he speaks of danger and of sudden—"

I could not say the fatal word. " Has he any

foundation for it ; do you think he is right, Mr.

Osborne ?" I continued with a shudder.

" I do not think he is right, Hester. I think

that you ought not to be frightened with such a

ghastly doubt as this," said Mr. Osborne,

vol. i. o
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seriously, " your father has fancies, as every

man in weak health has ; but I know enough

of his illness, I think—I am almost sure

—to give you confidence on this point. If

anything sad should occur, it will not be

without long and abundant warning—a sudden

or immediate blow is not to be feared. I assure

you I am right, Hester—you may trust to me."

I did trust to him with gratitude, and a feeling

of relief. He walked home with me, moderating

my pace, and leading my mind to ordinary

subjects. He was very kind to me. He

said nothing to embarrass or distress ; but

calmed my excitement, and made me feel a

real confidence in him. When we got home,

nothing had happened. The quiet house was

as quiet and undisturbed as ever it had been.

Mr. Osborne went to the library ; and I went

up-stairs to the window-seat in the drawing-

room. And I do not venture to say that I did

not go back to my dreams.
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THE EIGHTH DAY.

Alice had sent me out to walk at sunset—

she said I was breaking her heart with my white

thin face, and woeful looks. I had spent all

that afternoon in the garden watching my father

at his window. I could do little else but watch

him, and listen, and wait near the library ; the

constant strain of anxiety almost wore me out

yet I had a fond persuasion at the bottom of

my heart, that my fears were groundless, and I

think I almost kept up my anxiety on purpose

as a sort of veil for this hope. Since I had

been so much afraid for him, he seemed to have

grown better every day—he had begun to take

O 2
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his walks again, and had never had another

attack since the time Alice warned me how ill

he was.

I obeyed her now tacitly and went out ;

though it was a beautiful night, few people were

walking where I went to walk, by the river side,

where the last rays of the sun were shining

gloriously through the half transparent leaves of

the lime-trees. The tender slanting golden light

was very sweet to see, as it touched upon the

green surface of the Cam at some single ripple

or eddy, and left all beside in the deep shadow of

the coming twilight. In those great trees over

head, the wind was sighing with a gentle rustle,

shaking the leaves against each other, swaying

the sunny branches into the shade, and thrusting

now and then a dark parcel of leaves into the

sunshine, where they suddenly became illumi

nated, and showed you all the life in their

delicate veins, quivering against the light. On

one bank of the river was a trim slope of

grass descending to the water, and on the

other, withdrawn over broad lawns of green
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sward, with shadows of trees lying on the grass,

and the light falling on it aslant and tardily,

stood the stately College buildings, noble and

calm in the sweet leisure of the evening rest.

I came here because I saw it solitary ; no one

interrupted me as I wandered along the broad

sandy footpath ; no one disturbed my thoughts

as I pursued my dream. Sometimes a bird

fluttered through the leaves from one branch to

another, going home ; and there was a low sweet

twittering of welcome from the tiny household

deep in the heart of the green lime, a forest

all bedewed and shining with the last smiles of

the sun ; but I heard no other sound except my

own footsteps, at which I sometimes could

almost have blushed and stepped aside, afraid

of some spectator of my maiden meditations, or

some passer by who might guess at the secret

of my dream.

When 1 first saw him coming on the same

solitary road, no one here but he and I, my

first impulse was to turn back and escape.

I trembled and blushed, and shrank with con
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scious conviction, believing he could read all my

thoughts whenever he met my eyes. Then I

paused and stumbled, and felt how ashamed

and hesitating my pace had become, and won

dered what he would think was the occasion

of this nervous foolishness. But I do not think

he took time to observe, for he was hastening

towards me, with an eager haste which only

made me shrink the more. I could not turn

back, I could not go steadily onward ; I almost

thought all nature which had made this scene

so beautiful, and all Cambridge who had left it

to us, were in a conspiracy against me. On

came his light active figure, pushing through

the trees—and I with my faltering steps advanced

slowly, going towards him, because I could not

help myself. When we met at last, he turned

and went on with me ; I was not able to object

to this, and even he did not say anything about

it, but merely turned by my side, subdued his

hasty pace to my slow one, and accompanied me,

as though it had been quite a matter of course.

I do not think we said much to each other. I
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do not recollect anything that passed between

us—I remember only the twittering of the birds,

the rustle of the leaves, the light stealing off

the dewy greensward and the darkening river—

all those soft sweet distant sounds that belong

to a summer's night were ringing with a

subdued and musical echo in the air around us ;

our own steps upon the path—the beating of

our own hearts—these, and not words from

each other were what we listened to.

When he suddenly seemed to rouse himself,

and began to speak—suddenly, in a moment,

when I was quite unprepared for it. I cannot

tell how I felt while I listened. We went on

mechanically, I am sure, not knowing nor caring

whither we went. He was speaking to me,

pleading with me, entreating me ; and I listened

with a vague, secret delight, half pain, half

pleasure. When his voice stopped at last, I

became aware how I was hanging upon it—

what a great shock and disappointment it was

that it should cease. But still, in my trance of

embarrassment, in my agitation and perplexity,

it never occurred to me that it was I who must
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speak now—that it was I who had to decide and

conclude upon this strange eventful question, and

that with still greater excitement than that with

which I had listened to him, he was waiting to hear

me.

I did not speak—I went slowly on with

the echo of his words ringing into my heart

— then came his voice again, agitated and

breathless. " Hester, have you nothing to say

to me ?"

I cannot tell why, at this moment, our first

conversation together, when he came to our

house with Mr. Osborne returned to my me

mory, I did not turn towards him nor lift my

eyes, but I asked in a tone as low and hurried

as his own. " Almost the first time you ever

spoke to me, you were going to call me Hester—

why was that ?"

He did not answer immediately. " Be

cause your name became the sweetest sound in

the world to me, the first time I heard it," he

said after a moment's pause. I believed him—I

was not vain of it—it seemed to be a merit in

him to think so, but no merit in me.
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"Not a word—not a word—must I go away

then—will you answer me nothing ?" he said at

last, after another interval, with other wild words

of tenderness, such as had never been said to

me before, and such as no woman can tell

again. I was roused by his outcry—I turned

for an instant to look at him—and then I

suddenly felt my face burn and my brow throb,

and then—it seemed he was satisfied, and

wanted no more words from me.

And we wandered on together, out from the

shadows of the trees, where the sun came

gleaming and glistening upon us like a friend

who had found us out. I think there never

was such a night of content and satisfaction,

and peace ; there was the calm of night, and the

flush of hope for another day upon the heavens ;

and the sweet light blessed the earth, and the

earth lay still under it in a great joy, too deep

to be expressed. I was leaning with my hand

upon his arm—I was leaning my heart upon

him, so that I could have wept for the delight

of this sweet ease and rest. Yes ! it was the
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love of the Poets that had overtaken us, and

put our hands together. As he clasped both

his hands over one of mine, he said it was for

ever and for ever—for ever and for ever, and

lingered on the words. I said nothing—but

the clasp of his hands holding me, stirred the

very depths in my heart. I was alone no

longer ; I wanted to tell him everything—my

secret thoughts, my fears—all that had ever

happened to me. I could not tell him my

fancies about himself, though I listened so

eagerly to all he said of me ; but all my life

came brightening up before me—I was eager to

show it all to him—I was jealous of having

anything in which he had no share.

We went up and down—up and down—the

same bit of enchanted ground—and it was only

when I felt a chill breath of air, and slightly

shivered at it, and when he put up my shawl

upon my shoulders, and drew it round me so

anxiously and tenderly, that I glanced up at the

sky to escape his eyes which were gazing full

upon me, and saw that it was getting quite
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dark, and must be late. " Is it late ?" I said,

starting suddenly at the thought of my father,

" they will wonder where I am—oh ! I must go

home."

" Time has not been to-night," he said, with

the smile upon his lip quivering as if the tears

were in his eyes as well as in mine. " Once

more, Hester, let me look at this glorious bit

of road that has brought me fortune. Here—

it was just here ; winter should never come to

this spot—and there is a faint timid footstep in

the sand. My sovereign lady was afraid of

me ! If you had but known what a poor coward

I was, how I trembled for those words which

would not come, and how you held my fate in

your hand, and played with it. Love is quite

bad enough—but Love and Fear ! how is a

single man to stand against them."

" I do not think you looked very much

afraid," said I.

" You cannot tell—you never vouchsafed me

a glance," said Harry, " and Fear is the very

soul of daring—when a man will rather hear
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the worst than hear nothing, Hester, his cou

rage is not very cool, I can tell you. And

how unmerciful you were !"

" Hush ! hush ! I am sure it is very late,"

said I, " I must go home."

"But not without me, Hester," said my

companion.

I did not want him to leave me certainly ;

but I was a little startled. My father ! what

would he say ? how would he receive this

unexpected accomplishment of his desires?

The idea agitated and excited me. I suddenly

felt as if this meeting of ours had been

clandestine and underhand. I did not know

what I could say to my father, and Alice

would be uneasy about myself already.

"You would not prolong my suspense,

Hester ?" said Harry, as we slowly took the

way home, "you know I cannot rest till I

have spoken to your father—have I a rival

then—do you see difficulties ? or is it that

you would rather tell him with your own

sweet lips what you have never yet told me ? "
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" No—no—I do not want to speak to him

first," said I, hurriedly, " but he is not well—

he is not strong—agitation hurts him ; yet

perhaps this would not agitate him," I

continued with involuntary sadness—" perhaps,

indeed, it is better he should know."

" I think it will not agitate him. I think,

perhaps, he will not be much surprised, except

indeed that I should have won what I have

long aimed at," said Harry. " I met his eye

the last time I saw him, Hester ! "

" And what then ?" I asked eagerly.

"Nothing much, except that I think he

knew the sad condition I was in," said Harry

with a smile, " and remembered somebody who

was the light of his eyes in his own youth—

for I think he did not look unkindly on me."

" But he never could suspect anything,"

said I.

" Did you never suspect anything, you

hard heart ?" he said, " you would not shake

hands with me. You would not look at me.

You never would come frankly out into the
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garden where a poor fellow could see you.

Do you mean to tell me now that you were

not afraid of me, and did not feel that I was

your fate ? "

" Hush ! hush !" I repeated again. " And

Mr. Osborne and Alice—you do not mean that

everybody knew?"

" You must not be angry with me, if I

confess, that Mr. Osborne was in my confi

dence," said Harry, looking into my face, with

some alarm, as 1 thought. "I was shy of

whispering my name of names to any other

man ; but I betrayed myself once by saying

Hester to your old friend. Hester—Hester !

Homer never knew the sweet sound of these

two syllables, yet they used to glide in upon his

page, and no more intelligence was left in it.

Ah ! you do not know what you have to answer

for. And Alice !—Alice loves you too well not

to suspect everybody who approaches you, Hester.

She has been very curious about me for a long

time. I think she approves of me now at last."

" It is very strange," I said, with a little
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pique and offended dignity, " everybody seems

to have been aware except—"

I paused, being too sincere to imply what

was \ not true. Had not I been aware?

or what were all my dreams about for many

a day ?

" Except the person most concerned ? I

suppose it is always so," said Harry. " But do

not blame me for that. If my queen was not

aware of her devoted servant's homage—it was

no fault of mine. Ah ! Hester ! so many

jealous glances I have given to this closed

door."

For we had reached home ; and with a beating

heart, I opened the door, and entered before

him. It was so dark here in the close, that I

could only hear, and could not see, the ivy

rustling on the wall ; and the air was chill,

though it was August ; and I trembled with a

nervous shiver. He held me back for a moment

as I was about to hasten in. " Hester, give

me your hand, give me your promise," he said,

in a low, passionate tone. " Your father may
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not be content with me ; but you—you will

not cast me off? You will give me time to

win him to my side ? Say something to me,

Hester—say a kind word to me !"

I could see, even in the darkness, how he

changed colour ; and I felt his hands tremble.

I gave him both mine very quietly ; and I said :

" He will consent." Then we parted. I

hurried in, and called Alice to show Harry to

the drawing-room where my father was ; and,

without pausing to meet her surprised and

inquiring look, I ran up-stairs, and shut myself

into my own room. I wanted to be alone. It

was not real till I could look at it by myself,

and see what it was.

Yes ! there was the dim garden underneath,

with the trees rising up solemnly in the parle

summer night, and all the colour and the light

gone out of this flowery little world. There

were the lights in the little gleaming windows

of Corpus like so many old friends smiling at

me. I had come home to my own familiar

room ; but I was not the same Hester South
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cote, who had lived all her life in this environ

ment. In my heart, I brought another with

me into my girlish bower. The idea of him

possessed all my thoughts—his words came

rushing back—I think almost every one of them

—into my ears. I dropped upon my seat with

the shawl he had placed there, still upon me,

without removing my bonnet or doing anything.

I sat down and began to live it over again, all

this magical night. It stood in my memory

like a picture, so strange, so beautiful, so true ?

could it be true? Did he think me the first,

above all others ? and all these words which

sent the blood tingling to the very fingers he

had clasped, had he really spoken them, and I

listened ? all this wonderful time had been

since I left the little dark room, where I had

come now again to look at my altered fate. All

the years before were nothing to this single night.

And then I remembered where he was, and

how occupied now. He was telling my father—

asking my father to give up his only child.

My father was ill—in danger of his life—

VOL. i. p
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and was I willing to leave him alone ? but then

the proud thought returned to me—not to leave

him alone—to add to him a better companion

than I, a friend, a son, a man of nature as lofty

as himself; but I was not willing to enter into

details, and as I thought upon the interview

going on so near me, I grew nervous once

more. Then I heard a step softly approaching

my door. Then a light gleamed underneath,

and I went to open it with a great tremor. It

was Alice, and she said my father had sent for

me to come to him now.

Alice did not ask me why I sat in the dark

with my bonnet on ; instead of that she helped

me to take off my walking dress, and kept her eyes

from my face, in her kindness—for she must

have seen how the colour went and came, how

I trembled, and how much agitated I was.

She brushed back my hair with her own kind

bands, and took a rose out of a vase on the

table, and fastened it in my dress.

I had been so full of my own thoughts that I

had not observed these roses, but I knew at once
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when she did this. They were from my own tree

at Cottiswoode. I did not ask Alice how she

got them, yet I had pleasure in the flower. It

reminded me of my mother—my mother—if I

but had a mother now !

" They are waiting for you, Miss Hester,"

said Alice ;—they ? how strange the combination

was—yet I lingered still. I could not meet

them both together. I could have borne to

hear my father discuss it afterwards; but to look

at each of them in the other's presence, was

more than I thought I could endure. I went

away slowly—Alice lingering over me, holding

the light to show me the way 1 knew so

well, and following me with her loving ways.

My Alice, who had nobody but me ! I turned

round to her suddenly, for a moment, and leaned

upon her breast, and sought her kiss upon my

cheek—then I went away comforted. It was all

the mother-comfort I had ever known.

When my hand touched the drawing-room

door, it was suddenly thrown open and there

he stood to receive me, with such joy and

p 2
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eagerness that I shrank back in terror; for my

father—my father was not there.

" We are alone," said Harry, " your father

would not embarrass you, Hester—and he gives

his consent under the most delightful of all

conditions. Do you think me crazy ? indeed, I

will not answer for myself; for you belong to

me, Hester, you are lawfully made over—my

wife !"

I was almost frightened by his vehemence ;

and though I had feared it so much, I was

sorry now that my father did not stay. " Did

it trouble him ? was he disturbed ? what did he

say ?" I asked eagerly.

" I am not to tell you what he said—he will

tell you himself," said Harry, " but the con

dition—have you no curiosity to hear what this

condition is ?"

" No," I said ; " it seems to please you. I am

glad my father cared to make conditions ; and

you are sure he was not angry ? What did he

say?"

" I will tell you what I said," was all the
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answer I got ; " but all the rest you are to

hear from himself. Now, Hester," he continued,

pleadingly, holding my hands and looking into

my face, " don't be vexed at the condition. I

don't expect you are to like it as well as I do ;

but you will consent, will you not ? You can

trust yourself to me as well as if you knew me

another year ? Hester ! don't turn away from me.

There is your father coming ; and I promised to

leave you when I heard him. It is very hard

leaving you ; but I suppose I must not break

my word to him. I am to come to-morrow. You

will say good-night to me, surely—good-night to

your poor slave, princess—good-night !"

My father was just at the door, when at last

he left me. There was a brief leave-taking

between them ; and then I heard his rapid

step descending the stair, and my father entered

the room. I had gone to my usual seat at the

table, and scarcely ventured to look up as he

came in. I thought he hesitated for a moment,

as he stood at the door looking in upon me.

Perhaps he thought of giving me a kinder

greeting ; but, if he did, he conquered the
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impulse, and came quietly to his chair opposite

me, and, without saying a word, took his place

there, and closed the book which had been lying

open upon the table. Then he spoke. My

heart beat so loud and wild that it almost took

away my breath. He was my father—my

father ! and I wanted to throw myself at his

feet, and pour out all my heart to him. I

wanted to say that I never desired to leave him

—never ! and that I would rather even give up

my own happiness than forsake him now.

He gave me no opportunity ; he spoke in that

grave, calm tone of self-possessed and self-

commanded quietness, which chilled me to the

heart. " Hester 1" he said, " I have been listening

to a young man's love-tale. He is very fervid,

and as sincere as most youths are, I have no

doubt. He says he has thought of nothing

but how to win you, since we first admitted him

here ; and he says that you have promised him

your hand, if he can gain my consent. I have no

doubt you recollect, Hester, the last conversation

we had on this subject. You have chosen for

yourself, what you would not permit me to
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choose for you, and I hope your choice will be

a happy one. I have given my consent to it.

What he says of his means seems satisfactory ;

and I waive the question of family, in which

his pretensions, I presume, are much inferior to

your own. But I earnestly desire that you

should have a proper protector, Hester ! and I

give my consent to your marriage, on con

dition—" he paused, and I glanced up at him,

I know not with what dismayed and appre

hensive glance ; for his solemn tone struck me

with terror : " on condition," he continued,

with a smile. " Do not fear—it is nothing

very terrible—on condition that your marriage

takes place within three weeks from this time."

" Papa !"

I started to my feet, no longer shrinking and

embarrassed. Oh ! it was cruel—cruel ! To

seize the first and swiftest opportunity to thrust

me from him, while he was ill, perhaps dying,

and when he knew how great my anxiety was.

I could not speak to him ; I burst into a passion

ate fit of tears. I was wounded to the heart.
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" I suppose it is natural that you should dislike

this haste, Hester," said my father in a slightly

softened tone, " I can understand that it is

something of a shock to you ; but I cannot

help it, my love. The circumstances are hard,

and so is the necessity. I yield to you in the

more important particulars; you must yield to

me in this."

" Papa ! I cannot leave you. Do not bid

me," I cried, eagerly, encouraged by his tone ;

" to go away now would kill me. Father,

father ! have you no pity upon me ? you cannot

have the heart to send me away !"

" I have the heart to do all I think right,

Hester !" said my father, sternly. " I am the

last man in the world to speak to of pity.

Pity has ruined me ; and I will do what is right,

and not a false kindness, to my only child.

This lover of yours is your own choice—

remember at all times he is your own choice.

I might have made a wiser selection. I might

not have made so good a one. The probability

is in your favour; but, however, it happens,
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recollect that this is your own election, and that

I wash my hands of the matter. But I insist

on the condition I have told you of. What we

have to do, we must do quickly. There is time

enough for all necessary preparations, Hester."

I had taken my seat again in the dull and

mortified sullenness of rejected affection and

unappreciated feelings. Preparations ! was it

that I cared for ? I had no spirit to speak again.

I rather was pleased to give up with a visible

bad grace all choice and wish in the matter.

" You do not answer me," said my father.

" Is my substantial reason too little to satisfy

your punctilio, Hester ? are you afraid of what

the world will say ?"

" No ! I know no world to be afraid of," said

I, almost rudely, but with bitter tears coming

to my eyes ; " if you care so little for me, I do

not mind for myself, if it was to-morrow."

"I do not choose it to be to-morrow,

however," said my father, with only a smile at

my pique, " there are some things necessary

beforehand besides white satin and orange
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flowers. Alice has arranged your dress before—

you had better consult with her, and to-morrow

I will give you a sum sufficient for your equip

ment. That is enough I think, Hester—neither

of us seem to have any peculiar delight in the

subject. I consider the matter settled so far

as personal discussion between us goes—the

lesser arrangements we can manage at our

leisure."

He drew his book to him, and opened it as

he spoke. When he began to read, he seemed

to withdraw from me into his retirement,

abstracted and composed, leaving me in the

tumult of my thoughts to subside into quietness

as I best could. I sat still for some time,

leaning back in my chair, gnawing at my heart ;

but I could not bear it—and then I rose up to

walk up and down from window to window,

my father taking no note of me, what I did.

As I wandered about in this restless and

wretched way, I saw the lights in the college

windows, shining through the half-closed cur

tain. He was there, brave, generous, simple
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heart ! I woke out of my great mortification

and grief, to a delight of rest and relaxation.

Yes, he was there ; that was his light shining

in his window, and he was sitting close by it

looking out upon this place which enclosed me

and mine. I knew his thoughts now, and what

he was doing, and I knew he was thinking of

me.

When my heart began to return to its

former gladness, 1 went away softly to my own

room, thinking that no one would hear me,

and that I might have a little time to myself;

but when I had just entered, and was standing by

the window leaning my head upon it, looking

out at his window, and shedding some quiet

tears, Alice once more appeared upon me, with

her candle in her hand. She did not speak at

first, but went about the room on several

little pretences waiting for me to address her;

then she said, " Shall I leave the light, Miss

Hester ?" and stood gazing at me wistfully from

beside the dressing-table. I only said, " Stay,

Alice," under my breath, but her anxious ear
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heard it. She put down the light at once, and

went away to a distant corner of the room,

where she pretended to be doing something ; for

she would not hasten me though she was very

anxious—it was pure love and nothing else, the

love of Alice.

" Alice !"

She came to me in a moment. I had just

drawn down the blind, and I crept close to her,

as I used to do when I was a child. " Do

you know what has happened, Alice V" I

said.

" Dear, I have had my thoughts," said Alice,

" is it so then ? and does your papa give his

consent ?"

" Oh ! papa is very cruel—very cruel 1" cried

I bitterly, " he does not care for me, Alice. He

cares nothing for me ! he says it must be in

three weeks, and speaks to me as if punctilio

and preparations were all I cared for. It is

very hard to bear—he will force me to go away

and leave him, when perhaps he is dying.

Oh ! Alice, it is very hard."
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" Yes my darling—yes my darling !" said

Alice vaguely ; " and shall I live to dress another

bride ? oh ! God bless them—God bless them !

evil has been in the house, and distress, and

sorrow—oh! that it may be purged and

cleansed for them."

" What do you mean ? what house, Alice ?"

I cried in great astonishment.

Alice drew her hand slowly over her brow

and said ; " I was dreaming ; do not mind me,

Miss Hester. I dressed your mamma, darling,

and you'll let me dress my own dear child."

" No one else shall come near me ; but think

of it !" cried I in despair, " in three weeks—

and it must be. I think it will kill me. My

father used to care for me, Alice, but now he is

only anxious to send me away."

" Miss Hester, it is your father's way ; and

he has his reasons," said my kind comforter ;

" think of your own lot, how bright it is, and

your young bridegroom that loves you dearly ;

think of him."

" Yes, Alice," I said very humbly ; but I could
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not help starting at the name she gave him—it

was so very sudden : every time I thought of

it, it brought a pang to my heart.

But then she began to talk of the things we

must get immediately—and I was not very old

nor very wise—I was interested about these

things very soon, and regarded this business of

preparation with a good deal of pleasure ; the

white silk dress, and the veil, and the orange-

blossoms—it may be a very poor thing to tell

of myself, but I had a flutter of pleasure thinking

of them ; and there we sat, full of business,

Alice and I, and Alice went over my wardrobe

in her imagination, and began to number so

many things that I would require—and it was

so great a pleasure to her, and I was so much

softened and cheered myself, that when I rose

after she had left me, to wave my hand in the

darkness, at the light in his window, I had

almost returned to the deep satisfaction of my

first joy.

But when I returned to the drawing-room—

returned out of my own young blossoming life,
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with all its tumult of hopes, to my father, sitting

alone at his book, all by himself, abstracted and

solitary, like one whom life had parted from and

passed by, I could not resist the sudden revulsion

which threw me down once more. But now

I was very quiet. I bent down my head into my

hands where he could not see me weeping. I

forgot he had wounded or injured me—I said,

" my father ! my dear father !" softly to myself;

and then I began to dream how Harry would

steal into his affections—how we would woo him

out of his solitude—how his forsaken desolate

life would grow bright in our young house ;

and I began to be very glad in my heart,

though I did not dry my tears.

When we were parting for the night, my

father came slowly up to me, and with a gesture

of fondness put his hands on my head.

" Hester," he said, in a low steady voice, " you

are my only child ;"—that was all—but the

words implied everything to me. I leaned upon

his arm to hide my full eyes, and he passed his

hand softly over my hair—" my only child ! my
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only child I" he repeated once or twice, and

then he kissed my cheek, said, " God bless you,

my love !" and sent me away.

I was very sad, yet I was very happy when I

lay down to rest. The blind was drawn up,

and I could see the light still shining in Harry's

window ; and I was not afraid now to put his

name beside my father's when I said my prayers.

It was very little more than "saying" my

prayers, with me. I had known no instruction,

and in many things I was still a child. Just when

I was going to sleep, some strange association

brought into my mind what Alice had told me

of my father; how rejoiced he looked on the

day of his betrothal, and how she never saw

him look happy again—it was a painful thought,

and it came to me as a ghost might have come

to my bedside ; I could not get away from it.

I had no fear for myself, yet this haunted me.

Ah, my dear father! how unhappy he had

been !
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THE NINTH DAY.

It was the first of September, a brilliant

sunshiny autumn day. The light streamed

full into my chamber window, and upon the

figure of Alice standing before it, with her

white apron and her white cap, so intensely

white under the sunshine. She was drawing

out rolls of white ribbon, and holding them

suspended in the light for me to see. They

were dazzling in their silken snowy lustre.

It was difficult to make a choice while this

bright day glorified them all.

The room was not in disorder, yet it was

VOL. I. Q
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littered everywhere with articles of dress.

On my dressing-table was a little open jewel

case with the bit of gold chain, and the little

diamond pendant which I had worn the first

time I saw Harry—and the jewels were sparkling

quietly, to themselves, in the shade. There

were other ornaments, presents from him,

lying beside this ; and they made a subdued

glow in the comparative dimness of that

corner of the room. On my bed, catching

a gleam of sunshine, lay my bridal dress, its

rich full folds and white brocaded flowers

glistening in the light. On the little couch

near the window were all the pretty things

of lace which graced my trousseau—the veil

arranged by Alice's own hand over a heap of

rich purple silk which lay there for my approval,

and which brought out to perfection the delicate

pattern of the lace. And this was not all,

for every chair held something—boxes of artificial

flowers, so beautifully made, that it was

impossible not to like them, exquisite coun

terfeits of nature—boxes of gloves, in delicate
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pale colours, fit for a bride—and last of all,

this box of snowy white ribbons, from which

we found it so difficult to choose.

People speak of the vanity of all these

bridal preparations. I have heard often how

foolish was all this display and bustle about

a marriage. I do not think it. It is the

one day in a woman's life when everything

and every one should do her honour. As I

stood with Alice in my bright room, half

blinded with the intense light upon the white

ribbons, I was pleased with all the things

about me. I had leisure to like everything,

and to be interested with all the additions to

my wardrobe. Only once in one's life can

one be a bride. And all these white, fair,

shining dresses—all these flowers, and draperies

of lace, and pretty ornaments—they are not

tokens of vanity always, but expressions of

a natural sentiment—and they were very

pleasant to me.

" I'll come out of the light, Miss Hester—here,

dear, you can see them better now ; though I

Q 2
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like to see them shining in the sunshine. There

is a beauty ! will this one do ?"

" Do you think that is the best ?" said I,

" then I will take it, Alice ; and some for your

cap, now ; here is a satin one, and here is gauze

—but I must choose these myself; and you are

to have your silk gown made and wear it—you

are not to put it away in your drawer."

Alice looked down at her dark green stuff

gown, hanging quite dead and unbrightened even

in that fervid sunshine, and shook her head with

a smile of odd distress. " It is much too fine

for me—I was never meant to be a lady," said

Alice, " but I'd wear white like a girl, sooner

than cross you, my darling ; and that is for me

—bless your dear heart ! that is a ribbon fit for

a queen !"

" The queen is not to be here," said I,

" so you must wear it, Alice ; but I do not want

you to be without your apron. I like that great

white apron. I wonder if I will like to lay

down my head upon it, Alice, when I am

old?"
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" When you are old, Alice will not be here,

Miss Hester," she said, with a smile, " you are

like other young things, you think you will not

be a young lady after you are married ; but

my darling, married or not married, the years

take their full time to come."

" Ah, I will never be a girl again," said I,

sighing with one of the half mock, half real

sentimentalities of youth. " Alice, do you think

after all my father is pleased ?"

" I think—" she began, but she stopped and

paused, and evidently took a second thought ;

" yes, Miss Hester, I think he is pleased," she

said, " he has every reason—yes, dear, don't fear

for your papa ; it is all good—all better that

anybody could have planned it—I know it is."

"Do you know that you speak very oddly

sometimes, Alice ?" said I; " you speak as if you

were a prophet, and knew something about us,

that we did not ourselves know."

" Don't you think such things, Miss Hester,"

said Alice hurriedly, and her face reddened, " I

am no gipsy nor fortune-teller either—not a bit."
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" Are you angry ?" said I, " angry with me,

Alice?" I was a little surprised-—and it was

quite true that two or three times, I had been

at a loss to know what she meant.

" Angry with you—no, darling, nor never was

all your life," said Alice, " for all you have your

own proud temper, Miss Hester—and I never was

one to natter. Shall I send the box away ? look

dear, if you have got all."

I had got all that we wanted, and when

she went away, I drew my chair to the

window, and began a labour of love. Alice

never changed the fashion of her garments,

and while she laboured night and day for

me, I was making a cap for her, and braid

ing a great muslin apron, which she was to wear

on the day. I was very busy with the apron,

doing it after a fashion of my own, and in a

pattern which Alice would think all the more of,

because it was my own design—though I am not

very sure that it gained much in effect by that

circumstance. I drew my seat near to the open

window, into the sunshine, and began to work,
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singing to myself very quietly but very gladly, as

the pattern grew under my fingers. My heart

rejoiced in the beautiful day, and in its own

gladness ; I do not think even that its joy was

less pleasant for the tremor of expectation, and

the flutter of fear, which my strange new cir

cumstances brought me. And when I glanced

from the window, hearing a step in the garden,

there was Harry, wandering about, looking up

at me.

When he caught my eye, he began to beckon

with all his might, and tempt me to come down

to him. I had seen him already this morning

—I knew it was not because he had anything

to say—so I shook my head, and returned to

my work. Then he began to telegraph his

despair, his impatience, his particular wish to

talk to me—and kept me so occupied smiling at

him, and answering his signals, that the apron

did not make much more progress than if

I had gone down. At last, however, Alice

came back, and I looked from the window

no more, but went on soberly with my occu
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pation. I had no young friends to come to

see my pretty bings—so Alice began to put

them away.

A fortnight was gone, since that day when

we were " engaged " as Alice called it ; and in

a week—only a week now—the other day was

to come.

" You have never told me yet, Miss Hester,"

said Alice, as she passed behind me, "where

you are going, after—"

I interrupted her hurriedly. I was frightened

to hear this dreadful ceremony mentioned in so

many words ; and the idea of going away was

enough to overset my composure at any time.

I who had never left home before—and such a

going away as this !

" We are to go abroad," I answered hurriedly ;

" but only for a few weeks—and then to have a

house in Cambridgeshire, if we can find one

very near at hand, Alice."

" Yes," answered Alice.

There was so much implied in this " yes "—it

seemed so full of information and consciousness,
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as if she could tell me more than I told her,

that I was annoyed and almost irritated. In

the displeasure of the moment I could not con

tinue the conversation ; it was very strange what

Alice could mean by these inferences, and why

she looked so much offended when I spoke to

her about them. I saw that Harry was still in

the garden, looking up, and beckoning to me

again, when he saw me look out—so I put away

my work, and went down to hear what he had

to say.

He had not anything very particular to say ;

but it was not disagreeable, though there was

little originality in it, and I had heard most of

it before ; and he helped me with some flowers

in the green-house which had been sadly neg

lected, and we cut some of the finest of those in

the garden, for the vase upon my little table

upstairs ; and he told me I ought to wear

flowers in my hair, and said he would bring me

a wreath of briony. " I should like to bind

the beautiful clustered berries over those brown

locks of yours, Hester," he said, " I will tell

you some day how I came to know the briony
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first, and fell in love with it—it was one of the

first incidents in my life."

" Tell me now then," said I.

But he shook his head and smiled. " Not

now—wait till I can get a wreath of it fresh

from a Cambridgeshire hedgerow, and then I

will tell you my tale."

" I shall think it is a tale about a lady, if you

speak of it so mysteriously," said I—and when

I turned to him, I saw he blushed. " It was so

then," I said, with the slightest pique possible ;

I was not quite pleased.

" There never was but one in the world to

me, Hester," he said—and I very soon cast

down my eyes—"so it could not be about a

lady, unless it happened in a dream, and the

lady was you."

I looked at him with a strange perplexity—

he was almost as hard to understand as Alice

was—but he suddenly changed the conversation,

and made me quite helpless for any further

controversy by talking about what we were to

do next week, after—I was always silenced in

a moment by a reference to that.
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Then my father looked out from the library

window and called to us. My father had been

a good deal occupied with Harry, and I pleased

myself with thinking that he began to like him

already. They seemed very good friends, and

Harry showed so much deference, and was so

anxious to follow papa's wishes in everything,

that I was very grateful to him ; all the

more, because I thought it was from his own

natural goodness he did this, fully more than

from a wish to please me.

We went in together to the library. My

father was reading papers—some of those long

straggling papers tied together at the top, which

always look so ominous, and are so long-winded.

His book was put away, and instead he had pen

and ink and his great blotting-book before him.

My father had been writing much and reading

little, during these two weeks ; the occupation

of his life was rudely broken in upon by our

arrangements, and though I could not under

stand how it was that he had so much business

thrown upon him, the fact seemed to be certain.
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There was more life even in the room—it was

less orderly—and there was a litter of papers

upon the table. My father looked well, pale

and self-possessed, but not so deadly calm, and

he called Harry to him with a kind and familiar

gesture. I had not yet overcome the em

barrassment which I always felt when I was

with them both—and when I saw my father

pointing out sundry things in the papers to

Harry—that they were consulting together about

these, and that I was not a necessary spectator—

I glanced over some books for a few minutes, and

then I turned to go away. When he saw me

moving towards the door, my father looked up.

" Wait a little, Hester, I may want you by and

bye," he said. I was obedient and came back,

but I did not like being here with Harry. I

did not feel that our young life and our bright

prospects were fit to intrude into this hermit's

room—and I wondered if it would look drearier

or more solitary—if my father would feel any

want of me in my familiar place—when I went

away.
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But I had very little reason to flatter myself

that he would miss me. He conducted all

these matters with a certain satisfaction, I

thought. He was glad to have me " settled ;"

and though I think he had been kinder than

usual ever since that night, he had never said

that it would grieve him to part with me, or

that the house would be sad when I was

gone.

There was a pause in their consultation. I

heard, for I did not see, because I had turned

to the window, and they were behind me ; and

then my father said—" Come here, Hester ;

we have never talked together of these arrange

ments—sit down by me here, and try, if it

will not distress you too much, to go over the

programme of the drama in which you are to

be a principal actor — here is a chair, sit

down."

I turned, and went slowly to the seat he

pointed out to me. I was very reluctant, but

I could not disobey him, not even though I

saw Harry's face bending forward eagerly to

know if this was disagreeable to me.
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" In the first place," said my father with

a smile, " it is perhaps well that Hester is

no heiress, as she once was supposed to be.

Had my daughter inherited the family estate,

her husband must have taken her name, and

that is a harder condition than the one I

stipulated for."

As there was no answer for a moment, I

glanced shyly under the hand which supported

my head, at Harry. To my great surprise, he

seemed strangely and painfully agitated. There

was a deep colour on his face. He did not

lift his eyes, but shifted uneasily, and almost

with an air of guilt, upon his chair; and he

began to speak in an abrupt manner, and with

an emotion which the subject surely did not

deserve.

" Hester is worth a greater sacrifice than

that of a name like mine," he said, " it would

give me pleasure to show my sense of the

honour you do me by admitting me into your

family. I have no connexions whom I can

grieve by abandoning my own name, and I have

no love for it, even though Hester has made
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it pleasanter to my ear. Let me be called

Southcote. I should have proposed it myself

had I thought it would be agreeable to you.

You have no son. When you give Hester

to me, make me altogether your representative.

I shall feel you do me a favour. Pray let us

settle it so."

My father looked at him with scruti

nizing eyes—"When I was your age, young

man, not for all the bounties of life, would I

have relinquished my name."

Once more Harry blushed painfully. I too,

for the moment would rather that he had not

made this proposal—yet how very kind it was

of him ! I could not but appreciate the sacri

fice which he made for me.

" Your name was the name of a venerable

family, distinguished and dear to you," he said,

after a little pause. "I am an orphan with

no recollections that endear mine. Nay Mr.

Southcote, do not fear. I have no antecedents

which make me ashamed of it ; but for Hester's

sake and yours, I will gladly relinquish the
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name I bear. If you do not wish it, that is

another question."

There was a suppressed eagerness in his

tone which impressed me strangely. I could

understand how, in an impulse of generosity,

he might make the proposal; but I could not

tell why he should be so anxious about it.

It was very strange.

"I have not sufficient self-denial to say

that," said my father. " I do wish it. It

will gratify me more than anything else can—

and I do not see indeed why, being satisfied

on every other point, I should quarrel with

you for proposing to do what I most desire;

but regard for his own name is so universal

in every man—I confess in other circumstances

I should have been disposed to despise the

man who accepted my heiress and her name

with her. You, of course, are in an entirely

different position. I can only accept your

offer with gratitude. It is true as you say, I

have no son—you shall be my representative—

yes, and I shall be glad to think," said my
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father, with a momentary softening, and in a

slow and lingering tone, " that she is Hester

Southcote still."

Ah, those unfrequent touches of tenderness,

how they overpowered me ! I did not wish

to let my father see me cry, like a weak

girl ; but I put my hands on my eyes to

conceal my tears. He did care for me,

though he expressed it so little; and when

he said so much, I was glad too, that I was

still to bear my father's name—glad of this

new proof of Harry's regard, and proud of

the self-relinquishment—the devotion he

showed to me.

There was a considerable pause after that—

we did not seem at our ease, any one of us,

and when I glanced up again, Harry, though

he looked relieved, was still heated and

embarrassed, and watched my father eagerly.

He cleared his voice a great many times,

as if to speak—changed his position—-glanced

at me ; but did not seem able to say

anything after all. My father had a faint

VOL. I. R
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smile upon his face—though it was a smile,

I did not think it a pleasant one—and I was

quite silent, with a vague fear of what was

to follow.

But nothing followed to confirm my alarm.

When my father spoke again it was quite in his

usual tone.

" Then, with this one change—which, by the

bye, requires our instant attention as to the

papers and everything necessary—our arrange

ments stand as before ; and you leave Cambridge

on Tuesday, and return in a month, either here

or to some house which Mr. Osborne may find

for you. Osborne is your agent, I understand ?

You leave these matters in his hand ? Now, I

must know the hour you will leave me—how

you are to travel—and where you will go first ;

and if I may depend certainly on the time of

your return ?"

" We will fix it for any time you choose,"

said Harry, quickly, and with an air of relief.

" I shall be only too proud to bring Hester home,

and to see her in our own settled house ; but
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you must give us our moon ; we have a right

to that—I have a right to that. You will not

grudge us our charmed holiday. I shall be

content to have no other all my life."

My father looked at him with a smile, almost

of scorn—but it soon settled into a fixed and

stern gravity. " I will not grudge your pleasure

—no," he said, in the tone of a monitor who

means to imply ' it is all vanity'—" but I wish

to have your assurance that I may trust you.

And you, Hester, are you nearly ready to go

away from me ?"

" Oh ! papa, papa !" I cried. Was he dis

posed to regret me at last ?

" Nay, nay, child, we must have no lamen

tations," said my father, " no weeping for the

house you leave behind. On the verge of your

life be sparing of your tears, Hester—if you

have not occasion for them all, one day or another,

you will be strangely favoured. Are you ready ?

tell me. I have been hard upon you sometimes ;

I am not a man of genial temper, and what

kindness was in me was soured. There—I

R 2
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apologize to you, Hester, for wounding your

sensibilities—they distress me ; and now answer

my question."

" I shall be ready," I said. This dreadful

coldness of his always drove me into a sullen

gloom.

" Very well ; you have chosen each other,"

said my father gravely ; " and now you are

about to begin your life. I am no dealer in

good advice or moral maxims. I only bid you

remember that it is of your own free will you

bind yourselves in this eternal contract. This

union on which you are entering, has a beginning,

but no end. Its effects are everlasting; you

can never deliver yourselves from its influences,

its results. On the very heart and soul of each

of you will be the bonds of your marriage ; and

neither separation, nor change, nor death, can

obliterate the mark they will make. 1 do not

speak to discourage you. I only bid you think

of the life before you, and remember that you

pursue it together of your own free choice."

" We do not need that you should use such
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solemn words ; they are not for us, father," said

Harry, advancing to my side, and drawing my

hand within his arm. He was afraid that I

could not bear this, when he saw me drooping

and leaning on the chair from which I had just

risen. He did not know what a spirit of

defiance these words roused in me. " Hester

trusts me and does not fear that I will make

her life wretched ; and, as for me, my happiness

is secure when I claim the right to stand

by her, and call her mine. There are no dark

prognostics in our lot—think not so. We will

fear God, and love each other ; and I desire to feel

the bonds of my marriage in my very soul and

heart. I do not care to have a thought that is

not hers—not a wish that my wife will not

share with me. Say gentler words to us, father !

Bless us as you bless her in your heart. She

is a young, tender, delicate woman. She

trembles already ; but you will not speak

only such words as make her tremble

more ?"

My father stood by himself, stooping slightly,
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eaning his hands upon the table before him,

and looking at us. Harry's firm voice shook a

little as he ended ; his eyes were glistening, and

there was a noble, tender humility about his

whole look and attitude, which was a very great

and strange contrast to the cold, self-possessed

man before him. I saw that my father was struck

by it. I saw that the absence of any thought

for himself—that his care and regard for me

moved with a strange wonder my father's un

accustomed heart. The young man's generous

life and love, the very strength of all the youth

ful modest power of which he would make no

boast—his entire absence of offence, yet firm and

quiet assertion of what was due to our young

expectations, and hopes, and perhaps the way in

which we stood together, my arm in his, leaning

upon him, impressed my father. He looked at

us long with a steady, full look ; and then he

spoke :

" You are right—it does not become me to

bode evil to my own child, nor to her bride

groom. God bless you 1 I say the words
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heartily ; and now leave me. I am weary, and

will call you if I need you, Hester—I am not ill,

do not fear for me."

He took our hands, Harry's and mine, and

held them tightly within his own ; then he said

again, " Children, God bless you !" and sent us

away.

We went up to the drawing-room together ;

Harry had spent almost all the day with us

for at least a week past, and even now he did

not seem disposed to go away. When I told

him that I had something to do, he bade me

bring it and work beside him—he would like to

see me working ; so I did what he said—and

while I was busy with Alice's apron, he talked

to me, for I did not speak a great deal myself.

My mind was somewhat troubled by what

my father said. I had an uneasy sense of

something doubtful and uncertain in our cir

cumstances, of some secret or mystery, though

I could not tell what it was. I do not think I

was pleased that Harry should be so willing to

resign his name. It was one of those concessions
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which a woman does not like to have made to her.

A true woman is far happier to receive rank

than to confer it. When she is placed in these

latter circumstances, she is thrown upon the false

expedient of undervaluing herself, and what she

has to bestow. I would much rather have felt

that Harry was quite superior to me in all ex

ternal matters—then we could have stood on our

natural ground to each other, and I should have

been proud of his name ; but it was not a

pleasant idea to me that he himself thought

it unworthy, and that he was to adopt mine.

" You are very grave, Hester—are you think

ing of what your father said ?" he asked me

at last.

" I do not quite know what I am thinking

of," I said with a faint sigh.

" No, it is a summer cloud," said Harry,

" something floating over this beautiful sky of

our happiness; but it will not last, Hester.

I know you may trust yourself—your sweet

young life and all its hopes—I think you need

not fear to trust them with me."
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" I have no fear—it is not that," said I ; "do

not mind. I cannot tell what it is that

troubles me."

He bent down upon his knee to see my face,

which was stooping over Alice's apron, and he

put his hand upon mine, and arrested my

fingers, which were playing nervously with the

braid. " Do you remember the compact you

made with me, Hester ? Cannot tell is for other

people; but what troubles you should trouble

me also."

"Nay, I would not have that," said I

hurriedly, " that would be selfish ; but indeed

I don't know what it is—I rather feel as if there

was something that I did not know—as if

there was a secret somewhere which somebody

ought to tell me ; I cannot guess what or where

it is, but I think there is surely something. Do

you know of anything, Harry ?"

He continued to kneel at my knee, holding

my hand, and looking up in my face, and I

gazed at him wistfully, wondering to see the

colour rise to his very hair. He did not remove
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his eyes from me—what could it be that brought

that burning crimson to his face ?

But I did not wait for his answer. In my

womanish foolishness, afraid that I was grieving

him, I took away the opportunity—that oppor

tunity—what misery it might have saved me !

and spoke myself, wearing the time away till

he had quite recovered himself. " I do not

think you would hide anything from me, Harry,

which I ought to know ; my father scarcely

knows that I am a woman now ; it is hard for

him to get over the habit of thinking me a

child ; but you are no older than I am ; we are

equal there—and you would not surely use me

as if 1 was unfit to know all that concerns us

both?"

" We are equal there," he said, repeating my

words hurriedly, yet without any answer to the

meaning of them ; " but I do not think we are

nearly equals in anything else, Hester. Your

sincere heart—if I begin to speak of that though,

I shall soon make myself out a very poor fellow,

and I would rather you did not think me so
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just yet. Equal ! why I am justly entitled to

call myself your superior in that particular at

least—for you know I am two or three years

older than you are."

" I was not speaking of that," said I gravely.

" I know you were not speaking of that,"

said Harry, " you were speaking of the summer

cloud. See, Hester, there is another on the sky ;

look how it floats away with the sunshine and

the wind. There shall be neither secret or

mystery between us, trust me. I want your

help and sympathy too much for that."

" There shall be," I said to myself in an under

tone. I was not quite satisfied ; this promise was

future, and Harry did not say : " there is none."

But at this moment we heard the door open

below, and Mr. Osborne's voice asking for my

father.

I rose in great haste and ran up stairs. I

forgot everything of more importance, and only

remembered how embarrassed and uncomfortable

I should be, if Mr. Osborne came in and found

us together. I went back again to my room
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with my heart beating quick. The vague and

uncertain doubtfulness which had taken posses

sion of me did not prompt any distrust of

Harry. It was not that I feared he was

deceiving me, or that I dreamed of such a

possibility. The utmost length to which my

suspicions went, was a little jealousy of

something which I did not know, and was not

told of—and when I reflected over it in my

own room, I found no particular foundation for

these doubts of mine ; but still I should have

much preferred that Harry had not offered to

take our name. It was generous, like himself.

I was no heiress that he should have done it for

the land, or for the rank I brought him. Instead

of that, he did it for pure love ; but I was

perverse still, and I was not pleased.

When I wtjnt down stairs, I found that Mr.

Osborne was to dine with us, and that Harry

had not gone away ; and after a little time I

found that I was very glad of Mr. Osborne's

presence at table. My father spoke very little,

and seemed more abstracted than usual. Harry
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was almost talkative, on the contrary, but he

was less easy than I had seen him ; and as for

me, I said nothing, but watched them with a

strange fascination, as if I was the spectator of

some drama of which I must find out the secret.

It was a relief to see Mr. Osborne's uninter

rupted spirits, his usual manner and bearing.

I wonder if they are happier than other people,

those men who have nobody to disturb their

equanimity, no one to put them out of temper,

or break their hearts—but at any rate, it was a

comfort to look at Mr. Osborne, and to see,

whatever change might be in us, that there was

none in him.

After dinner, Harry left us, though only for

a time and I had been by myself in the drawing-

room for nearly an hour, when Mr. Osborne

came in, and approached me with something in

his hand. When he opened it, it turned out to

be another little gold chain with something

hanging from it, very much like my little

diamond ornament ; but this was a very small

miniature of a very young sweet face, so smiling
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and loving, and gentle, that it was pleasant to

look at it. " I think this is the fittest present I

can make you," said Mr. Osborne. " You know

who it is, Hester ?"

" No," I said ; though from the look he

gave me, I guessed at once.

" It is very like her," he said in a low voice ;

" like what she was when I had a young man's

fancy for that pretty sweet young face. No,

Hester, you need not glance at me so wistfully—

she did not break my heart ; but I love you the

better, my child, that she was your mother."

" And this is my mother !" I said ; it was

younger than I, this innocent simple girlish

face—my heart was touched by its gentleness,

its happiness, the love and kindness in its sweet

eyes—my tears began to fall fast upon the

jewelled rim—this was my mother ! and it was

not a face to make any one unhappy. I did

not think of thanking Mr. Osborne, I only

thought of her.

" She must have been very happy," I said,

softly ; we sank our voices speaking of her.
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" She was very happy then," said Mr.

Osborne, " the sunshine was her very life,

Hester ; and when it faded away from her, she

died."

These words recalled me to myself. I could

not permit him to go on, perhaps to blame my

father—so I interrupted him to thank him very

gratefully for his present.

" She used to wear an ornament like this ;

and the miniature is from a sketch I myself

made of her in her first youth," said Mr.

Osborne. " I know your father has no por

trait, but there is one in the possession of her

friends."

" Her friends ! has she friends living ?" I

asked eagerly, " I do not know what it is to

have relations. I wonder if they know anything

of us."

" You have one relation at least, Hester,"

said Mr. Osborne ; " is it possible after all his

attempts to become acquainted with you, that

you have never given a kind thought to your

cousin ?"
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" I do not know my cousin, Sir," I answered

rather haughtily, " I do not wish to know him—

we have nothing in common with each other,

he and I."

" How do you know that ?" said my com

panion. " Hester, when you do know him, do

him justice. I have seen Edgar Southcote—

I know few like him—and he ill deserves un-

kindness or distrust, or resentment at your

hands. Now hear me, Hester; I have given

you this portrait of your mother, because I

loved her in my youth, and because you are as

dear to me as if you were my own child ; but I

give it you also as a charm against the cruel

injustice, the suspicion, and the pride of your

race. A false conception of her motives,

obstinately held and dwelt upon, killed

your poor mother. Yes ! I do not want to

mince words. It made her wretched first, and

then it killed her. Hester, beware ! your hus

band's happiness depends as much on you as

yours does on him. He is himself a noble

young man, worthy the regard of any woman ;
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and I have had a higher opinion of yourself

ever since I saw that you valued him. When

you leave your father's house, take this Sweet

counsellor with you. Remember the cause that

broke her young heart, and left you without a

mother in the world. Let the glance of these

sweet frank eyes teach you a woman's wisdom,

my dear child. Forgive what is wrong—foster

what is right. Hester ! I am making a long

speech to you. It is the first and last preach

ment you will hear from an old friend."

I had risen while he was speaking, and stood

before him a little proud, a little indignant,

waiting till he should come to an end. Then

I said : " Mr. Osborne, I cannot hear you blame

my father."

" I am not blaming your father, Hester. I

am warning you," he answered ; " and I do it

because you are as a child to me."

I thanked him again, kissed the little minia

ture, and put it round my neck. But Mr.

Osborne would not suffer this. " Time enough,"

he said, " when you go away. Do not awake

vol. I. s
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too strongly your father's recollections. He

is not in a fit state for that."

" He is not worse ?" I exclaimed eagerly.

" No, Hester, he is not worse—but he is not

strong, you know. Now go and put this away,

and remember my words, like a good child."

When I took it up stairs, Alice was in the

room—and when she saw it, Alice wept over it,

and exclaimed how like it was. Then she

clasped it on my neck, and kissed me, and cried,

and said how glad she was that I should have

such a token of my mother ; and then Alice,

too, began to admonish me. " Oh ! think of

her sometimes, Miss Hester ! Think how her

young life and all her hopes were lost. It was

no blame of her's, my sweet young lady ! Oh !

think of your mother, dear child." I was

strangely shaken by all these admonitions. I

did not know whether to reject them indignantly,

or to sit down on the floor, and ery with mor

tification and annoyance. What occasion had

they all to be afraid of my spirit or temper ? I

put away the beautiful little portrait, at last, with

a vexed and sullen pain. Why did everybody
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preach to me on this text? I had never

harmed my mother—and how could my cir

cumstances possibly resemble those she was

placed in ? If this sweet, gentle smile of hers

was to be a perpetual reproach to me, how could

I have any pleasure in it ? I was annoyed and

vexed with everybody, and though in the rebound,

my heart clung still more to my father, I could

not go to him to seek for sympathy. I wandered

out into the garden, into the twilight, thinking

with a deeper pity of his disappointed heart.

I forgave him all his hard words and coldness,

thinking mysteriously of the darkness which had

fallen over all his life ; and I could not be patient

with my advisers who had been warning me by

his example. How could they tell what he had

suffered ? What was it to them that he had

looked for love, and had not found it? In

imagination, I stood by my father's side, vin

dicating and defending, and said to myself with

indignant earnestness : " Nobody shall blame

him to me !"

I was not even satisfied with Harry. He

s 2
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had not answered me plainly, and he had gone

away. I paced up and down the springy,

fragrant grass with short, impatient steps. I

forgot that the night -wind was chill, and that I

had nothing to protect me from it. I was not

at all in a sweet or satisfactory mood of mind ;

and when I thought of the continual happy

smile of the miniature, it rather chafed and

annoyed than calmed me. While I was thus

wandering in the garden, at issue with

myself and every one around, I suddenly

heard a step behind, and as suddenly felt a great,

soft shawl thrown over me. I resisted my first

impatient impulse to throw it off, and submitted

to have myself wrapped in it, and a fold of it

thrown over my head like a hood—the warmth

and shelter it seemed to give, had something

strangely pleasant in them. I was soothed

against my will—and Harry drew my arm

through his, and we continued our walk in

silence. It was pleasant to be taken possession

of so quietly—it was pleasant to feel that some

one had a right to take care of me, whether I

would or no.
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And then Harry had all the talk to himself

for a long time, though it was not the less

agreeable on that account ; and then my

troubled mood went away, and I told him of

Mr. Osborne's present, and how they had been

cautioning me on his behalf—and, indeed, made

a confession of the temper I was in when he

came to me; things were very different now.

I perceived it was a beautiful dewy Autumn

night, with a young moon in the sky, and pale

silvery stars half lost in the mist of the milky

way—and there was a breath of faint fragrance

in the air, and one by one the lights were

beginning to shine in the college windows—

these friendly lights which I had watched so

long ; then my father's lamp was lighted in the

library. In the stillness and darkness we

wandered through the garden, speaking little

finding no great necessity to speak. Out of all

the agitation of the day, it happened to me now

to become very quiet, and very happy ; my

heart beat quick, yet softly—I no longer felt the

chill evening breath, nor chafed at what had been
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said to me ; what mattered all that had been

said to me ? When Harry and I were together,

I knew nothing could ever step in between us.

Nobody else understood me as he did. No

body else, like me, trusted in him.
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THE TENTH DAY.

It was my marriage day.

I awoke when the morning was breaking

with its chill harmony of tints in the east. I

went to my window, to watch the rosy

touches rising upon the grey of dawn ; to look

upon those long wide lines of cloud which

seemed to stretch out their vain ineffectual

barriers to keep down the rising day. I lingered

till the early sunshine came down aslant upon

the topmost boughs, and woke the birds to

twitter their good-morrow—till the darkness in

the garden paths underneath yielded and fled

before this sweet invasion ,and took a momen
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tary refuge in the depths of dreamy shadow, under

the three elm trees at the boundary wall. No

one was astir but I—there was not a sound

but the chirp of little housewives in their leafy

nests, up betimes to seek the day's provision.

I saw nothing but the sky, the clouds, the early

light, the dew glistening on the trees, the

sunshine touching the little deep-set windows of

Corpus, and the morning mist just clearing from

the brown outline of its wall.

It was my wedding-day—the first grand

crisis of my life—and I had no lack of material

for my thoughts ; but I was not thinking as I

knelt by the window in my white dressing-

gown, vacantly looking out upon the rising day.

My mind was full of a vague tumult of im

agination. I myself was passive and made no

exertion, but looked at the floating pictures

Defore me, as I might have looked in a dream.

My fancy was like the enchanted mirror, in

the story; out of the mists, scenes and figures

developed themselves for a moment, and faded

into vapour once more. The scenes were those
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of my girlish life ; so many recollections of it

came back upon me ; so many glimpses I had

of that careless sunshine—those unencumbered

days ! When I was a child at Cottiswoode—

where I was the young lady of the Manor,

and knew all these lands over which I looked in

my frank girlish pride to be our own—then the

time when the new heir came—and then all those

years and hours which had gone over me here. I

saw myself in the garden on which I was

looking now with dreamy eyes—rl saw myself

in the corner of the window-seat looking out

upon the twinkling lights of Corpus, and making

friends to myself, in my silence and solitude, of the

owners of these lights ; and then Harry glided

in upon my dreams, and I woke with a startling

flush of consciousness to remember what day

this was, and to know that I myself was a

bride !

Yes, a bride ! to go away from my father's

house in a few hours never to come back to

it again as to my home. To take farewell of all

my girlish loneliness and retirements, and wild
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fancies—to give over all the involuntary romanc-

ings and possibilities, the uncommunicated and

self-contained life of my youth. I almost

fancied, with a sudden shrinking and tremor,

that this was the last hour of all my life in which

I should be alone. I buried my face in my

hands at the thought—though there was no one

there to see me I felt my face burn with a

hot heavy glow. I had in me a restless sense

of excitement, a reluctant haste, and yet a

passive consciousness of certainty, of necessity,

of something fixed and absolute, from which

there was neither way nor means to recede.

A thing which must be, always rouses a little

defiance, a little resistance—and the morning of

a bridal is seldom a time of perfect happiness

to anybody concerned. I lay with my head

upon the cushion of my chair, kneeling before

it. I tried to say my prayers, but my thoughts

wandered off from the familiar words. My

thoughts seemed wandering everywhere, and

would not be composed into steady attention

for a moment—and after 1 had said the words,
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I knew with a certain shock and distress that I

had meant nothing by them, and that these

childish sentences that claimed sincerity more

than the most elaborate compositions could have

done, were only a cover for a tumult of agitating

thoughts. After this, in real distress at my

involuntary mocking of prayer, I spoke aloud,

and trembling, with my face still hidden, what

plain words I could think of, asking for a

blessing. " Oh, Lord, bless us, bless us !" I

almost think that was all that I could keep my

mind to—and after I had made this child's out

cry, I lay still, kneeling, hiding my face, in this

little pause of vacant time, on the threshold of

my fate.

When I heard some one stirring below, and

after an interval, when Alice's step approached

my door, I rose up hurriedly, that she might

not see me thus. Alice could not tell whether

to smile or to cry, as she came towards me. It

was a true April face, beaming and showery

that stooped towards me as she kissed my cheek.

" Bless you, my darling !" said Alice, and with
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the words the tears fell; but she recovered

immediately and set me down in the old-

fashioned easy chair, and drew a little table

before me, and brought me some tea; and

henceforward 1 delivered myself up into the

hands of Alice, and was served and waited upon

as if I had been a child.

It was still only seven o'clock, and there was

no haste, yet we began my solemn toilet

immediately. I became quite calm under the

sway of Alice. When she brushed my hair

over my shoulders, I shook it round me like

a veil, and defied her to reduce it into order.

I was relieved and eased by her company—I

had no longer the opportunity of bewildering

myself with my own thoughts—and as Alice

brushed and braided, she told me stories, as she

had been used to do, of many another

bride.

" For nobody makes much account of the

bridegroom, Miss Hester," said Alice ; " though

the wedding wouldn't be much of a wedding

without him, and though a handsome young
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gentleman like our Mr. Harry is a pleasure to

see in the day of his joy ; but even if it's a poor

country maid, instead of a young lady, every

one wants a look of the bride. The married

folks think of their young days, and the young

folks of what's to come, and I think there's

never a mortal, unless he's quite given over to

the evil one, but has a kind thought for a

bride."

To this I answered nothing, but only played

with a superb bracelet Harry had given me,

sliding it on and off my arm, and watching the

glitter of the light in the precious stones.

" But my darling, you havn't half the

company you should have had," continued

Alice, smoothing my hair with her large kind

hand, in a caressing motion. " Half a dozen

pretty young bridesmaids, at the least, ought

to have gone with you—all in their pretty gowns

and their white ribbons ; and now there's only

Mr. Osborne's niece, just for the name

of the thing, and not another woman but

me."
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"That is because I know no one, Alice/'

said I.

"But you should have known some one,

dear," said Alice. " It's not in nature for

a young thing to be so lonesome ; but that's

all to be mended now. You'll not make light

of the country people, Miss Hester, as your

papa did ? promise me now ; my dear young

lady had friends amongst them, and you'll

think well of them, for her sake, when you

get home ?"

" What country people, Alice ? I don't

suppose we shall be rich enough to keep company

with great people," said I ; " but you always

speak as if you knew quite well where I was

to live, when the truth is, that nobody knows,

and that Mr. Osborne is to find a house for

us, if he can."

Alice made no immediate reply. I liked

her pleasant talk, and recollections, and I did

not like to bring them to an end, so I resumed

the conversation by a question." I never asked

you, Alice, how you got those roses from
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Cottiswoode ; that night—you remember, three

weeks ago?"

" I have some more to-day, Miss Hester,"

said Alice.

" Have you ? how did you get them ? I

hope the master of the house does not think

that his flowers are stolen for us," said I, with

a little indignation. " You ought to take care,

Alice, that you do not compromise my father

and me."

" There is no fear, Miss Hester," said

Alice, almost with a little bitterness. " The

young Squire, your cousin, would never believe

your papa nor you to stoop out of your pride

for a fancy like that. No, a friend brought me

the flowers for my own pleasure—and if you'd

rather not have them, I'll take them back to

my own room."

" Why Alice, how foolish you are !" said I,

turning back in surprise to look at her. " I

wonder now why you should care for my

cousin. I don't see how he can be anything

to you."
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" Kindness is a deal to me, dear—I never

like to see a kind meaning despised," said

Alice.

" You natter me, Alice," said I with some

pique ; " you think it was ' a kind meaning' that

my cousin should propose to share his new

inheritance with me; perhaps you think it is

a kind meaning which moves Harry too ?

" Oh, Miss Hester !" cried Alice, with a

subdued groan, " don't talk in that way !—it's

just as your papa did. You'll break my

heart!"

" Alice, you don't know—no one knows, what

papa has had to suffer," said I. " He gave her

all his heart, and she took it, because she was

sorry for him ! Never say that to me again ;

I would rather die—I would rather die, than

be so bitterly deceived ! "

Again I heard the groaning sigh with which

Alice had answered me, but this time she did

not say anything. I was somewhat excited.

I did not now attempt to resume our talk again.

I was annoyed and disturbed to have my
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cousin's "generous" proposal brought before

me this morning. 1 felt myself humiliated by

it. I felt as if it were a scoff at Harry to

say that any one had entertained compassion

for his bride—and it occurred to me, that I

would like to meet Edgar Southcote, perhaps,

in a year or two, and show him how far I

was from being such a one as he could pity.

This idea possessed me immediately, and I said

in the impulse of the moment—" By and bye,

Alice, I shall have no objection to see my

cousin."

Why or for what reason, I could not

imagine, but I felt the hand of Alice tremble

as she arranged the last braids of my hair ;

and she answered me in the strangest,

subdued, troubled, voice, "And when you

know him, Miss Hester—when you know

him—oh ! be kind to the poor young

gentleman—if it were only for your mother's

sake."

" For my mother's sake ! are you crazy,

Alice ? " I said, turning round upon her with

VOL. I. T
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utter amazement, " how is it possible that

you can connect my mother with him?"

Alice seemed greatly disconcerted at my

sudden question. She retreated a step or

two, as if I had made a real attack upon

her, and said in a faltering apologetic voice,

" I'll maybe never have to wait upon you,

and talk to you another morning, Miss

Hester—you oughtn't to be hard on poor

old Alice to-day."

" Why should you never wait upon me,

and talk to me again?" I said, "you are

full of whims this morning, Alice ! Shall I

not find you here when we come back

again? you do not mean that you will refuse

to come to me ? "

" I never will leave your papa while

he has need of me, dear," said Alice,

humbly.

" Ah ! he will permit you to stay with

him—he will not permit me," said I, " but

papa will get strong, and then you must

come. I wish you would not be mysterious,
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Alice. I wish you would forbear these

prophetic warnings. Do you really think I

have such a dreadful temper? — am I to

make everybody unhappy ? or what do you

mean ? "

"It's not that, Miss Hester," said Alice,

hurriedly, retreating once more before me, and

taking out of its folds, the dress which I was

about to put on.

" Because if you think so," I said,

recovering from my momentary anger, " you

should not speak to me about it—you ought

to warn the person most concerned."

I smiled at the thought—to warn Harry

of my hereditary pride and my faulty

character—to caution him how to deal with

me !—with a proud assurance which warmed

my very heart, I smiled at the thought.

Yes ! I was secure and blessed in my firm

persuasion of what I was to Harry. I was

his lady of romance—his perfect ideal

woman—his first love—and I rejoiced in

him because he thought so. It did not

T 2
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make me vain, but it made him the ideal

lover, the true knight.

But just then there came a message to the

door that my father was in the dining-room

and wished to see me. I was fully dressed.

Can a bride forget her ornaments? I thought

they were very dazzling as I saw them in

my mirror. I could not help pausing to

look at myself, at the lustre of my dress,

and the glow of Harry's bracelet on my arm

—and I was about to go away so, to see

my father; but Alice stopped me to wrap a

large light shawl over my splendour—" dear,

he'll feel it," said Alice. I was struck with

the delicacy which both Alice and Mr.

Osborne, though they condemned him,

showed to my father and his feelings. I

wrapped the shawl closer over my arms,

and with a subdued step left my own

room. I wondered what he was thinking of.

I wondered if this day recalled to him the

freshness of those hopes which had been

dead and withered for many a year—and
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when I went in at last, I went very softly

and humbly, like a timid child.

He was pale and his eyes were hollow—he

looked rather worse than usual to-day—and

before I reached the door of the room, I

had heard his slow measured footsteps pacing

from window to window. He very seldom

did this, and I knew it was a sign of

some excitement and agitation in his mind.

I was pleased it should be so — I was

pleased that he did not send me away

with his perfect cold self-possession, as if I

had been a book or a picture. He turned

towards me when I went in, but did not

look at me immediately ; and when I met

his eye, I saw by his momentary glance of

relief, that he was glad not to see me in

my full bridal dress. But this was only for a

moment—then he came towards me steadily,

and with his own hands removed the shawl.

1 drooped my head under his full serious

gaze. I felt the colour burning on my

cheek and the tears coming to my eyes. A
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few hours and I should be away from him.

A few hours, and it might be, I should

never see him again.

But my tears were checked by the touch of

his cold firm hand upon my head. " God

bless you, Hester !" he said, slowly ;—" my own

life has been unfortunate and aimless. I think

all my better ambition died on my wedding

day. I gave myself over to the bitterest feeling

in the world, a sense of wrong and injury,

while I was still young, and reckoned happy.

You are a woman, Hester, you will exact less,

and win more. I would fain hope your life is

to be happier than mine has been ; but in any

case, do not follow my example. I care not

who blames or justifies me—but I have not

made so much by my experiment that I should

recommend it to my child; forgive when you

are wronged—endure when you are misun

derstood—if you can, at all times be content.

I believe a woman finds it easier to attain these

passive heroisms, and heaven knows I have

profited little by my resistance to the mild
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fictions of ordinary life. Remember, Hester,

what I say—take whose example you will to

form your life by—only do not take mine."

I cannot tell how this strange repetition of

the advice which I had already heard so often,

overpowered me. Where was the opportunity

for me to follow my father's example ? I saw

no circumstances at all like his in the promise

of my life. I could not suspect any compassion

in Harry's regard for me. It was pure, manly

affection, and no feigning. I felt as if all this

was a conspiracy to drive me into the very

suspiciousness which they sought to guard me

against. What temper must I be of when every

body thought these cautions necessary ! I felt

humiliated and degraded by the constant counsel.

The tears gathered in my eyes—large tears of

mortification and bitterness—but my pride was

roused at the same time, and they did not

fall.

All this while when I was swallowing down

as I best could, the sob in my throat, my father

looked at me steadily ; then he suddenly threw
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the shawl over me again. " I did not think,

Hester, that you had been like your mother,"

he said, in a voice so cold and rigid that I saw

at once it was the extreme control he exercised

over some violent and passionate emotion which

alone could express itself in these tones—and

then he stooped, kissed my forehead gently, and

began once more with hasty and irregular steps

to pace the room from end to end. I stood

where he had left me for a moment, and then I

left the room and retired to my own.

The sun was rising higher—the world was

all astir—it was very near the time. I went

back and sat down at my chamber window to

wait for the hour. Alice would not leave me—

she remained in the room wandering about in

a restless state of excitement, dressed and

ready, but she did not speak, nor disturb my

thoughts ; and Harry had now arrived and

was with my father she told me—but that

made no impression on my abstracted mood.

I sat as in a dream, looking out upon all

these familiar objects— there seemed to me a
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languid pause of expectation upon everything.

I myself, as still as if I had been in a

trance, watched at the window ; but my senses

were nervously quick and vivid. I thought

I heard every step and movement below—and

long before anybody else heard them, I felt

that this was Mr. Osborne and the young

lady, who was to be my bridesmaid, who

alighted at the outer door, and came gaily

talking through the close—then I knew that

the time of my reverie was over. When

Alice left me to bring Miss Osborne up

stairs, I tried to shake myself free from my

lethargy—it required an effort. I felt like

the enchanted lady in the tale, as if I had

been fixed in that magic chair, and could

have slept there for a hundred years.

I was abruptly disturbed by the entrance

of Miss Osborne—she was older than I, and

used to such things—she did not understand

the intense secret excitement which I had

reached to by this time. She came up to me

in a flutter of silk, and lace and ribbons—she
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laid cordial hands upon me and kissed me.

Having neither mother, sisters, nor female

friends, I was very shy of the salutations

which are current among young ladies. I

felt myself shrink a little from this kiss, and

my colour rose in spite of myself. Miss

Osborne laughed and was astonished, and

tried to encourage me. " Don't give way,

there's a dear; poor little thing, how nervous

you look ! come, lean on me, love, and get

ready ; where's some gloves ? and her hand

kerchief? she must keep up her heart now,

must she not ?"

This was addressed in a half-satirical tone

to Alice, and Alice as well as myself was

considerably discomposed by the cool activity

and gaiety of our visitor. " Dear, there is

the carriage waiting for you at the door,"

whispered Alice in my ear. " Don't tremble,

darling—don't now—it'll be all over before

you know."

And then I went down stairs ; I did not see

either Harry or Mr. Osborne, though I suppose
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they were both there ; I saw only my father's

white thin hand take mine and lead me away—

and then we drove from the door. I recollect

quite well seeing the people in the streets as we

drove along, and being struck with a vague

wonder whether this day was really the same

as any other day to all those strangers. Then

came the church, a confused and tremulous

picture—and then a voice addressed us, and I

had to say something and so had Harry, and

the scene suddenly cleared up, and became

distinct for an instant before me, when with a

shock and start I found my hand put into his

hand ; and by and bye all was over, and we

came away.

And now we were again at home—at home—

no longer home to me. And Alice with her

silk gown and her great white muslin apron

which I had braided for her, with the cap of

lace and white ribbons that I had made,' and

her little white shawl fastened with a brooch

which Harry had given her, and which con

tained some of my hair—Alice stood by my
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chair, sometimes forgetting that she had to

attend to the party at table, and only remem

bering that she had to cry over, and comfort,

and encourage me. Harry was in wild spirits,

too joyous, almost flighty—like a man who has

just achieved some wonderful triumph, but is

scarcely quite aware of it yet. His name was

Southcote now, and my name was unchanged.

My father sat at the head of the table, beside

us—he was grave, but much calmer than he

had been in the morning, and I thought he

watched Harry, and Harry avoided his eye in a

manner which was strange to me. Mr.

Osborne and his niece were a great relief to us—

this event which was so momentous to us was

nothing to them, but a little occasion of

festivity to which they had to contribute a

reasonable portion of good spirits. They came

to rejoice with those who did rejoice, and they

were certainly the most successful in the com

pany. The table was gay with flowers, and

there were the sweet pale Cottiswoode roses,

like friends from home, with dew upon their
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leaves, and their faint fragrance stealing through

the room. I wondered once more where Alice

had got them—for my own part I was not now

excited, I had fallen into a lull of composure,

and was watching everybody. I remember the

little speech Mr. Osborne made — full of

real kindness, but with a little mock formality

in it, as if a large party had been present—when

he drunk our healths ; and I remember the glow

upon Harry's face, and the gleam in his eyes,

when he without any mockery stretched out his

hand to him, and thanked him. Miss Osborne

sat by me in her rustle and flutter of finery,

whispering jokes and kind words into my ear;

telling me not to look so pale—not to blush so

much—to compose myself—and a great many

other young-lady-like sayings ; and I began to

think that though it was not very comfortable,

it might be very good to be " supported " by

Miss Osborne, since I carefully strove to banish

all trace of feeling from my face, that I might

be saved from her criticisms. We sat at table

an unmercifully long time ; but though I could
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see Harry was as impatient as I was, and

though he was constantly looking at his watch,

and whispering that it would soon be time to

go away, no one else seemed disposed to release

us. At length, my father rose and we all went

into the drawing-room where the table was

covered with cards and envelopes. My father

lifted one of the little packets, and took a note

from it to show to me. It was addressed to

my cousin, and very formally and politely in

formed him of what had taken place to-day. " I

thought it right to let him know—what do you

think, Harry ?" said my father, turning round to

him somewhat sharply. Harry came up to see

what it was, " It is to Hester's cousin, once a

pretender for her hand. I ought to let him know

it is disposed of, ought I not ?" said my father—

and he lifted the cover which was addressed to

" Edgar Southcote, Esq., Cottiswoode." My

father was looking full at him, and I saw once

more that burning flush rise to Harry's hair,

and cover his whole face. Their eyes met—I

do not know, and have never known what was
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in that glance—but Harry never spoke ; he

turned to me immediately, and took my hand,

and said hoarsely with an extraordinary sup

pressed emotion, " Hester—my wife ! Hester—

it is time to go away." I thought he rather

wished to draw me from my father's side, to

keep me from much conversation with him ;

but he looked up again at me with recovered

composure, and turned boldly to my father.

"All this only agitates and distresses her," he

said, holding out his hand, " let me take her

away, it is our time."

My father slowly extended his hand to him.

" Take her away!" he said, " she is yours, and I

do not dispute with you the triumph you have

gained. Hester, my love, go and get ready—I

will detain you no longer. Osborne, take leave

of her, she is going away."

Then Mr. Osborne came forward and took

both my hands and looked into my face ; I was

surprised to see that a tear twinkled in his

sunny bright gray eye. " So you are going

away," he said, " well, it is the course of nature ;
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but Cambridge will be all the duller, Hester,

when you are not to be met with in the streets.

Good-bye, my dear child ! I wished for this, but

it costs me a pang notwithstanding. Good-bye,

Hester ! and don't let anything persuade you

to be offended with your old friend."

With an old-fashioned graceful courtesy, he

kissed my hand—I think I never felt so strong a

momentary impulse to cling to any one, as at

that time I did cling to him. He said it

grieved him that 1 should go away ; but alas !

there was no tear for me in my father's thought

ful eye. I had to restrain whatever I felt ;

my eyes were blinded with tears ; but Miss

Osborne rustled forward to support me and

give me her arm upstairs, and I would not call

forth her common-place condolences. Should

I not even have ten minutes with Alice, all by

ourselves ?

But Alice contrived that we should be alone,

and as I changed my dress, wept over me. " The

house will be desolate—desolate, darling," said

Alice, " but I see nothing but happiness for you.
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It makes my heart light to think on what's before

you. He's a noble young gentleman, Miss

Hester—I never saw one was equal to him.

Now, darling, you're ready—and here's the

picture, my sweet young lady's sweet face, to be

your counsellor, my own child; and blessing

and prosperity and joy be with you ! Farewell,

farewell ! no, I'll not cry, I won't then ! I'll not

shed tears on the threshold the bride steps over

—and there's himself waiting for you."

Yes ! there he was, without the door, standing

waiting for my coming forth. I came out of

my pretty room, the bower of my youth, and

gave my husband my hand. Still my eyes

were blind with tears, but I did not shed them,

and in the close was my father, walking quickly

up and down, waiting to take leave of me. He

took me in his arms for a moment, kissed my

forehead again—said once more, " God bless

you, my love—God bless my dear child !" and

then put my hand again in Harry's. I was

lifted into the carriage—I caught a last glimpse

of the face of Alice, struggling with tears, and

vol. I. u
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smiling; and then I fell into a great fit of

weeping, I could control myself no longer.

Harry did not blame me ; he said I had been a

hero, and soothed and calmed and comforted

me, with some bright moisture in his own eyes

—and I awoke to remember him, and think of

myself no longer ; and this was how I left my

home.

END OF VOL. I.
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of Mr. Hunt, to the company of the wits and beauties of past generations. We very warmly

recommend these pleasant volumes to the attention of our readers."—Chronicle.

" A more agreeable and entertaining book has not been published since Boswell produced

his reminiscences of Johnson."—Observer.

THE LITERATURE AND ROMANCE OF NORTHERN

EUROPE ; constituting a complete History of the Literature of Sweden,

Denmark, Norway, and Iceland, with copious Specimens of the most cele

brated Histories, Romances, Popular Legends and Tales, Chivalrous Ballads,

Dramas, National Songs, Novels and Scenes from the Life of the Present

Day. By WILLIAM and MARY HOWITT. 2 vols, post 8vo. 21s.

•- A most charming and valuable work, by means of which the great majority of the reading

public will he, for the first time, made acquainted with the rich stores of intellectual wealth

long garnered in the literature and beautiful romance of Northern Europe. The songs and

ballads are translated with exquisite poetic beauty."—Sun.
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THE LIFE OF MAKIE DE MEDICIS, QUEEN OF

FRANCE, Consort of Henry IV., and Regent under Lodis XIII.

By MISS PARDOE, Author of " Louis XIV, and the Court of France, in

the 17th Century," &c. Second Edition. 3 large vols. 8vo. with fine

Portraits.

MEMOIRS OF THE BARONESS D'OBERKIRCH,

Illustrative of the Secret History of the Courts of France,

Russia, and Germany. Written by HERSELF, and Edited by Her

Grandson, the COUNT DE MONTBRISON. 3 vols, post 8vo. 15s.

The Baroness d'Oberkirch being the intimate friend of the Empress of Russia,

wife of Paul I., and the confidential companion of the Duchess of Bourbon, her

facilities for obtaining information respecting the most private affairs of the

principal Courts of Europe, render her Memoirs unrivalled as a book of interest

ing anecdotes of the royal, noble and other celebrated individuals who flourished

on the continent during the latter part of the last century. Among the royal per

sonages introduced to the reader in this work, are Louis XVI., Marie Antoinette,

Philip Egalite, and all the Princes of France then living—Peter the Great, the

Empress Catherine, the Emperor Paul, and his sons Constantine and Alexander,

of Russia—Frederick the Great and Prince Henry of Prussia—the Emperor

Joseph Il. of Austria—Gustavus III, of Sweden—Princess Christina of Saxony

—Sobieski, and Czartoriski of Poland—and the Princes of Brunswick and

Wurtemburg. Among the most remarkable persons are the Princes and

Princesses de Lamballe, de Ligne and Galitzin—the Dukes and Duchesses de

Choiseul, de Mazariu, de BoufSers, de la Valliere, de Guiche, de Penthievre, and

de Polignac—Cardinal de Rohan, Marshals Biron and d'Harcourt, Count de

Staremberg, Baroness de Krudener, Madame Geoffrin, Talleyrand, Mirabeau, and

Necker—with Count Cagliostrc, Mesmer, Vestris, and Madame Mara ; and the

work also includes such literary celebrities as Voltaire, Condorcet, de la Harpe,

de Beaumarchais, Rousseau, Lavater, Bernoulli, Raynal, de l'Epee, Huber,

Gothe, Wieland, Malesherbes, Marmontel, de Stael and de Genlis ; with some

singular disclosures respecting those celebrated Englishwomen, Elizabeth Chud-

(eigh, Duchess of Kingston, and Lady Craven, Margravine of Anspach.

PAINTING AND CELEBRATED PAINTERS, AN-

CIENT and MODERN ; including Historical and Critical Notices of the

Schools of Italy, Spain, France, Geonany, and the Netherlands. Edited by

LADYJERVIS. 2 vols, post 8vo. 12s. bound.

" This book is designed to give to the general public a popular knowledge of the History

of Painting and the characters of Painters, with especial reference to the most prominent

among those of their works which are to be seen in English galleries. it is pleasantly written

with the intention of serving a useful purpose. it succeeds in its design, and will be of real

use to the multitude of picture seers. As a piece of agreeable reading also, it is unex

ceptionable."—Examiner.

** This useful and well-arranged compendium will be found of value to the amateur, and

pleasing as well as instructive to the general reader ; and, to give it still further praise, the

collector will find abundance of most useful information, and many an artist will rise from

the perusal of the work with a much clearer idea of his art than he had before. We sum up

its merits by recommending it as an acceptable handbook to the principal galleries, and a

trustworthy guide to a knowledge of the celebrated paintings in England, and that this

information is valuable and much required by many thousands is a well-proven fact."—

Sunday Timet.
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MY EXILE. BY ALEXANDER HERZEN. 2 Vols.

post 8vo. 21s. bound.

" From these admirable memoirs the reader may derive a clear Idea of Russian political

society. Mr. Henen's narrative, ably and unaffectedly written, and undoubtedly authentic, is

indeed superior in interest to nine-tenths of the existing works on Russia."—Atherueum.

"The author of these memoirs Is one of the most distinguished writers of his nation.

A politician and historian, he scarcely reached manhood before the Emperor Nicholas

feared and persecuted him as an enemy. He was twice arrested, twice exiled. In this

English version of bis memoirs, he presents a highly characteristic view of Russian

official society, interspersed with sketches of rural life, episodes of picturesque adventures,

and fragments of serious speculation. We gain from this narrative of persecution and exile

a better idea of the governing system in Russia, than from any previous work. It is rich in

curious and authentic detail."— The Leader.

THE MOSLEM AND THE CHRISTIAN; OR, ADVEN-

TURES IN THE EAST. By SADYK PASHA. Revised with original

Notes, by COLONEL LACH SZYRMA, Editor of "Revelations op

Siberia." 3 vols, post 8vo. 15s. bound.

.' Sadyk Pasha, the author of this work, is a Pole of noble birth. He is now commander

of the Turkish Cossacks, a corps organised by himself. The volumes on the Moslem and

the Christian, partly fact and partly fiction, written by him, and translated by Colonel

Szyrma, display very well the literary spirit of the soldier. They are full of the adventures

and emotions that belong to love and war; they treat of the present time, they introduce

many existing people, and have tbe Danubian principalities for scene of action. Here are

sources of popularity which tbe book fairly claims."—Examiner.

HOME LIFE IN RUSSIA. REVISED BY COL. LACH

SZYRMA, Editor of " Revelations of Siberia." 2 vols. post8vo. 12s.

"This work gives a very interesting and graphic account of the manners and eustoms of

the Russian people. The most interesting and amusing parts of the work will be found to be

those interior scenes in the houses of the wealthy and middle classes of Russia upon which

we have but scanty information, although they are some of the most striking and truthful

indications of the progress and civilization of a country. As such we recommend them to the

study of our readers."—Observer.

REVELATIONS OF SIBERIA. BY A BANISHED

LADY. Third and cheaper Edition. 2 vols, post 8vo. 16s.

" A thoroughly good book. II cannot be read by too many people...—Household Words,

" The authoress of these volumes was a lady of quality, who, having incurred the

displeasure of tbe Russian Government for a political offence, was exiled to Siberia. The

place of her exile was Bereiov, the most northern part of this northern penal settlement ; and

In it she spent about two years, not unprontably,as the reader will find by her interesting

work, containing a lively and graphic picture of the country, the people, their manners and

customs, &c. The book gives a most important and valuable insight into the economy of

what has been hitherto the terra incognita of Russian despotism."—Daily News.

" Since the publication of the famous romance the ' Exiles of Siberia,. we have had

o account of these desolate lands more attractive than the present work."—Globe.
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THE JOURNALS AND CORRESPONDENCE OF

GENERAL SIR HARRY CALVERT, Bart., G.C.B. and G.C.H., Ad

jutant-General OF THE FORCES UNDER H.R.H. THE DURE OF YORK,

comprising the Campaigns in Flanders and Holland in 1793-94; with an

Appendix containing His Plans for the Defence of the Country in case of

Invasion. Edited by His Son, SIR HARRY VERNEY, Bart. 1 vol. royal

8vo., with large maps, 14s. hound.

" Both the journals and letters of Capt. Calvert are full of interest. Sir Harry

Verney has performed his duties of editor very well. The book is creditable to all parties

concerned in its production."—Athenceum.

EECOLLECTIONS OF MY MILITARY LIFE. BY

COLONEL LANDMANN, Late of the Corps op Royal Engineers,

Author of " Adventures and Recollections." 2 vols, post 8vo. 12s. bound.

" Much as has been written of late years about war and Wellington, we know of nothing

that contains so striking a picture of the march and the battle as seen by an individual, or so

close and homely a sketch of the Great Captain in the outset of the European career of Sir

Arthur Wellesley."—Spectator,

" The deserved popularity with which the previous volumes of Colonel Landmann's

adventures were received will be increased by the present portion of these interesting and

amusing records of a long life passed in active and arduous service. The Colonel's

shrewdness of observation renders his sketches of character highly amusing."—Britannia.

COLONEL LANDMANN'S ADVENTURES AND Re

collections. 2 vols, post 8vo. 12s. bound.

11 Among the anecdotes in this work will be found notices of King George III., the Dukes

of Kent, Cumberland, Cambridge, Clarence, and Richmond, the Princess Augusta, General

Garth, Sir Harry Mildmay, Lord Charles Somerset, Lord Edward Fitzgerald, Lord Heath-

field, Captain Grose, &c. The volumes abound in interesting matter. The anecdotes are

oine and all amusing."—Observer.

ADVENTURES OF THE CONNAUGHT RANGERS.

Second Series. By WILLIAM GRATTAN, Esa., late Lieutenant

Connaught Rangers. 2 vols. 21s. bound.

"In this second series of the adventures of this famous regiment, the author extends

his narrative from the first formation of the gallant 88th up to the occupation of Paris. All

the battles, sieges, and skirmishes, in which the regiment took part, are described. The

volumes are interwoven with original anecdotes that give a freshness and spirit to the whole.

The stories, and the sketches of society and manners, with the anecdotes of the celebrities of

the time, are told in an agreeable and unaffected manner. The work bears all the character

istics of a soldier's straightforward and entertaining narrative."—Sunday Times.

NARRATIVE OF A RESIDENCE AT NEPAUL. BY

CAPTAIN THOMAS SMITH, late Assistant Political-Resident at

Nepaul. 2 vols, post 8vo. 12s. bound.

"No man could be better qualified to describe Nepaul than Captain Smith; and his

concise, but clear and graphic account of its history, its natural productions, its laws and

customs, and the character of its warlike inhabitants, is very agreeable and instructive

reading. A separate chapter, not the least entertaining in the book, is devoted to anecdotes

of the Nepaulese mission, of whom, and of their visit to Europe, many remarkable stories

are told."—Post.
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ART AND NATURE, AT HOME AND ABROAD. BY

G. W. THORNBURY. Eaa. 2 vols, post 8vo. 21s. bound.

"This ii the best book Mr. Tbornbory has written. Being an artist, he writes about

art; as a Londoner, with quick eyes and a cultivated taste, he writes of London; as an

artist who has travelled he tells anecdotes and dwells on scenes of his past life abroad. All

this he does in a frank, genuine way."—Examiner.

"This is a hook belonging to the tribe of which Geoffrey Crayon is patriarch. Mr.

Thornbury's drawing may be less accurate than crayon drawing, but it is richer in colour,

and wider and more versatile in the choice of subjects. A3 a whole, Mr. Thornbury's

volumes are lively, pictorial, and various."—Athenceum.

" We have not met with so original a work for many a day as these two volumes by Mr.

Thornbury. They have the freedom and freshness of genius. Acute observation is com

bined with great research ; yet the style is so dashing, that the last thing we think of is the

variety and the extent of knowledge which these sketches evince. Mr. Thornbury's volumes

contain matter to please alt tastes. He is grave and gay, picturesque and reflective ; and in

all moods and on all subjects he is vivacious and amusing."—The Press.

"Of all Mr. Thornbury's contributions to the literature of the day, his Sketches

entitled 'Art and Nature ' are the best."—Morning Post.

CLASSIC AND HISTORIC PORTRAITS. BY JAMES

BRUCE. 2 vols, post 8vo. 12s. bound.

This work comprises Biographies of the following Classic and Historic Per

sonages :—Sappho, jEsop, Pythagoras, Aspasia, Milto, Agesilaus, Socrates, Plato,

Alcibiades, Helen of Troy, Alexander the Great, Demetrius Poliorcetes, Scipio

Africanus, Sylla, Cleopatra, Julius Caesar, Augustus, Tiberius, Germanicus,

Caligula, Lollia Paulina, Caesonia, Boadicea, Agrippina, Poppaea, Otho, Commodus,

Caracalla, Heliogabalus, Zenobia, Julian the Apostate, Eudocia, Theodora,

Charlemagne, Abelard and Heloise, Elizabeth of Hungary, Dante, Robert Bruce,

Tgnez de Castro, Agnes Sorrel, Jane Shore, Lucrezia Borgia, Anne Bullen, Diana

of Poitiers, Catherine de Medicis, Queen Elizabeth, Mary Queen of Scots,

Cervantes, Sir Kenelm Digby, John Sobieski, Anne of Austria, Ninon del'Enclos,

Mile, de Montpensier, the Duchess of Orleans, Madame de Maintenon, Catherine

of Russia, and Madame de Stael.

" We find in these piquant volumes the liberal outpourings of a ripe scholarship, the

results of wide and various reading, given in a style and manner at once pleasant and pictu

resque."—AtheruBum.

SCOTTISH HEROES IN THE DAYS OF WALLACE

AND BRUCE. By the Rev. A. LOW, A.M. 2 vols, post 8vo. 21s.

"We may say with confidence that it would not be easy to find a more enjoyable and

instructive book in the whole range of biographical and historical literature. Never before

has full justice been done to the Scotch heroes of the days of Wallace and Bruce, and

there is not a southron among us who will not read with deep and sympathetic interest

this graphic and authentic narrative of their gallant exploits."—Morning Post.
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MEMOIRS AND CORRESPONDENCE OF MAJOR

GENERAL SIR W. NOTT, G.C.B., Commander of the Army of

Candahar, and Envoy at the Court of Lucknow. 2 vols. 8vo.T

with Portrait. 16s. bound.

M These highly interesting volumes give a valuable contribution to the history of India

and an admirable portrait of a most distinguished officer."—John Bull,

"The volumes form a valuable contribution to the biographical stores of the age. To

the young soldier, in particular, they will form a most valuable guide, worthy to be placed

by the side of the Despatches of the great Duke of Wellington."—Messenger.

" We know not a book, after the Wellington Despatches, more deserving of the study of

a young officer. It might be made one of the standard manuals of military education.'.

—Literary Gazette.

" One of the most interesting records of military life that we possess, and a genuine me

morial of one who has achieved a right to be reckoned among England's greatest men."—

Daily News.

MILITARY LIFE IN ALGERIA. BY THE COUNT P.

DE CASTELLANE. 2 vols, post 8vo. 12s. bound.

" We commend this book as really worth perusal. The volumes make us familiarly

acquainted with the nature of Algerian experience. St. Arnaud, Canrobert, Changarnier,

Cavaignac, Lamoriciere, are brought prominently before the reader."—Examiner.

AUTOBIOGRAPHY OF AN ENGLISH SOLDIER IN

THE UNITED STATES' ARMY. 2 vols, post 8vo. 12s. bound.

" The novelty characterising these interesting volumes is likely to secure them many

readers. The author went through the Mexican campaign with General Scott, and his volumes

contain much descriptive matter concerning battles, sieges, and marches on Mexican

territory, besides their sketches of the normal chronic condition of the United States' soldier

In time of peace..'—Daily News.

CANADA AS IT WAS, IS, AND MAY BE. BY THE

late LIEUTENANT-COLONEL SIR R. BONNYCASTLE. With an Account

of Recent Transactions, by SIR J. E. ALEXANDER, K.L.S., &c. 2 vols.,

post 8vo. with maps, &c, 12s.

ATLANTIC AND TRANSATLANTIC SKETCHES. BY

CAPTAIN MACKINNON, R.N. 2 vols, post 8vo. 12s. bound.

"Captain Mackinnon's sketches of America are of a striking character and permanent

value. His volumes convey a just impression of the United States. They are light, ani

mated, and lively, full of racy sketches, pictures of life, anecdotes of society, visits to re

markable men and famous places, sporting episodes, &c, very original and interesting."—

Sunday Times.

SPAIN AS IT IS. BY G. A. HOSKINS, ESQ.

2 vols, post 8vo. 21s.

HISTORY OF CORFU; AND OF THE REPUBLIC

OF THE IONIAN ISLANDS. By LIEUT. H. J. W. JERVIS, Royal

Artillery. 1 vol. post 8vo. 6s.
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ORIENTAL AND WESTERN SIBERIA. A NAR-

rative of skven years* explorations and adventures in slberia,

Mongolia, Daouria, the Kirghis Steppes, Chinese Tartary, and

Part or Central Asia. By THOMAS WITLAM ATKINSON. Dedi

cated, by Permission, to His Imperial Majesty, Alexander II., Emperor of

AH the Rnssias, &c. Preparing for Publication, in one large volume,

royal 8vo., Price £2 2s., elegantly bound. Embellished with numerous

beautifully coloured plates, and woodcuts, from drawings by the Author,

and a map.

Extract from tub " Examiner," October 25, 1856.—'* Mr. T. W. Atkinson, an artist

of extraordinary merit, in pursuit of the picturesque, has ventured into regions where,

probably, no European foot, save his, has ever trodden. Mr. Atkinson's travels embrace

Oriental and Western Siberia, Mongolia, Daouria, the Kirghis Steppes, Chinese Tartary,

and portions of Central Asia, and occupied him for the space of seven years, time which he

has turned to admirable account. Tt argues no slight devotion to Art, to have undertakes

the task of giving to civilised Europe a transcript of what is at once most beautiful and

most wonderful in nature, in countries so remote, so difficult of access- and, in many

instances, so dangerous to the traveller, whose enterprise led him there. The public may

really feel grateful to Mr. Atkinson for thus widely extending our knowledge of this hitherto

unknown but most interesting part of the globe."

Extract from the "Atbbnjium," October 11, 1856.—"Mr. Atkinson's sketches

were made by express permission of the late Emperor of Russia, during seven years* hunting',

sketching, and travelling in the plains and mountains of Oriental and Western Siberia,

Mongolia, Daouria, the Kirghis Steppes, Chinese Tartary, and Central Asia. Perhaps, no

English artist wsb ever before admitted into this enchanted land of history, or provided with

the talisman and amulet of a general passport; and well has Mr. Atkinson availed himself

of the privilege. Mr. Atkinson's encampments lead ns away into forests, gorges of moun

tains, where the thunder shakes the ground and the lightning strikes, like God's sword-blade,

among the trees—where the Tartars cower in their felt hut, and the tea-drinkers grow silent

round the red logs. Rivers to swim, torrents to pass, became trifles to this adventurous

traveller, who has brought us records of places never, perhaps, before visited; for no

Englishman has been there—no Russian traveller has written of them."

NARRATIVE OF A JOURNEY ROUND THE WORLD,

Comprising A Winter Passage across the Andes to Chili, with a

Visit to the Gold Regions of California and Australia, the South

Sea Islands, Java, &c. By F. GERSTAECKER. 3 vols. 31s. 6d.

** Starting from Bremen for California, the author of this Narrative proceeded to Rio,

and thence to Buenos Ayres; where he exchanged the wild seas for the yet wilder Pampas,

and made his way on horseback to Valparaiso across the Cordilleras—a winter passage full of

difficulty and danger. From Valparaiso he sailed to California, and visited San Francisco,

Sacramento, and the mining districts generally. Thence he steered his course to the Sout i

Sea islands, resting at Honolulu, Tahiti, and othergems of the sea in that quarter, and from

thence to Sydney, marching through the Murray Valley, and inspecting the Adelaide district.

From Australia he dashed onward to Java, riding through the interior, and taking a general

survey of Batavia, with a glance at Japan.and the Japanese. An active, intelligent, observant

man, the notes he made of his adventures are full of variety and interest. His descriptions of

places and persons are lively, and hlsremsrks on natural productions and the phenomena of

earth, sea, and sky are always sensible, &nd made with a view to practical results. Those

portions of the Narrative which refer to California and Australia are replete with vivid

sketches ; and indeed the whole work abounds with living and picturesque descriptions of

men, manners, and localities."—Globe.
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LAKE NGAMI; OR EXPLORATIONS AND DIS-

COVERIES DURING FOUR YEARS. WANDERINGS IN THE WlLDS OF

South-Western Africa. By CHARLES JOHN ANDERSSON. 1 vol.

royal 8vo., with Map and upwards of 50 Illustrations, representing Sport

ing Adventures, Subjects of Natural History, &c. Second Edition, 30s.

handsomely bound.

"This narrative of African explorations and discoveries 1b one of the most important

geographical works that have lately appeared. It contains the account of two journeys

made between the years 1850 and 1854, in the first of which the countries of the Damarai

and the Ovambo, previously scarcely known in Europe, were explored; and in the second

the newly-discovered Lake Nguml was reached by a route that had been deemed imprac

ticable, but which proves to be the shortest and the best. The work contains much scientific

and accurate information as to the geology, the scenery, products, and resources of the

regions explored, with notices of the religion, manners, and customs of the native tribes.

The continual sporting adventures, and other remarkable occurrences, intermingled with

the narrative of travel, muke the book as interesting to read as a romance, as, indeed, a

good book of travels ought always to be. The illustrations by Wolf are admirably designed,

and most of them represent scenes as striking as any witnessed by Jules Gerard or Gordon

Cumming."—Literary Gazette.

" Mr. Andersson has made no hackneyed excursion up the Nile and back again, but a

painful journey, something between a pilgrimage and a wild-beast hunt, which might have

tried the patience of a fakir and the pluck of a gladiator. Such narratives are agreeable

changes in our day, and take hold of attention like the old travels. Mr. Andersson is a

good-natured and cheerful writer; and his book may be read with as much pleasure as

profit. For the details of a romantic and laborious journey,—for particulars about the

ostrich, the hippopotamus, the lion, and the hyeeita,—for curious illustrations of savage

life,—for that kind of interest which is awakened by dangers bravely, and by fatigues stoutly

borne—readers would do well to consult the book itself. The printers and engravers have

done Mr. Andersson justice ; and we think the reading public will go and do likewise."—

Athenceum,

" This handsome book Is one for everybody to read. As a record of travel, every page is

fascinating, while the naturalist and the geographer will be delighted with the new facts it

reveals. The sporting adventures of Mr. Andersson, too, are not less wonderful than those

of preceding African travellers. The plates are numerous and admirable."—The Press.

THE OXONIAN IN NORWAY; OR, NOTES OF

Excursions in that Country. By the Rev. F. METCALFE, M.A.,

Fellow of Lincoln College, Oxford. 2 vols., post 8vo., with Illustrations,

21s., bound.

"'The Oxonian in Norway . Is replete with interest, Is written in an animated style

and Is one of those books which cannot fail to be at the same time amusing and instructive

Mr. Metcalfe visited places where an Englishman was a rarity ; nnd all who take an interest

in customs practised by various peoples, will welcome his book for the accounts of Nor

wegian manners and customs which have not been touched upon before. Numerous inte

resting and exciting anecdotes, in connexion with the author's excursions in pursuit of

fishing and shooting, pervade throughout."—Chronicle.

"Mr. Metcalfe's book is as full of facts and interesting information as it can hold, and

is interlarded with racy anecdotes. Some of these are highly original and entertaining.

More than this, it is a truly valuable work, containing a fund ot information on the statistics

politics, and religion of the countries visited."—Blackwood's Magazine.
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SPORTING ADVENTURES IN THE NEW WORLD;

OR, DAYS AND NIGHTS OF MOOSE HUNTING IN THE PINE

FORESTS OF ACADIA. By CAMPBELL HARDY, Royal Artillery.

2 vols, post 8vo. with illustrations, 21s. bound.

" ThlBbook is replete with interest. The adventures, which are striking and romantic,

are most graphically described."—Bell's Life.

"A spirited record of sporting adventures, very entertaining and well worthy the atten

tion of all sportsmen who desire some fresher field than Europe can afford them. The

forests of Nova Scotia abound in moose, cariboo, bears, wolves, partridge, snipe and wild

duck, while the rivers are teeming with salmon and other fish, so that Lieutenant Hardy's

sport was of the best kind, and in the details which he has given us there is much to

interest and amuse. He is a thorough sportsman, patient, skilful, and active, and relates

his adventures with the gusto of a man who enjoys the life."—The Press,

TRAVELS IN EUROPEAN TURKEY: THROUGH

Bosnia, Servia, Bulgaria, Macedonia, Rolmei.ia, Albania, and

Epirus j with a Visit to Greece and the Ionian Isles, and a Home

ward Tour through Hungary and the Sclavonian Provinces op

Austria on the Lower Danube. By EDMUND SPENCER, Esq.

Author of " Travels in Circassia," etc. Second and Cheaper Edition, in

2 vols. 8vo., with Illustrations, and a valuable Map of European Turkey

from the most recent Charts in the possession of the Austrian and Turkish

Governments, revised by the Author, 18s.

" These important volumes describe some of those countries to which public attention

is now more particularly directed: Turkey, Greece, Hungary, and Austria. We cordially

recommend Mr. Spencer's valuable and interesting volumes to the reader."— IT. S. Mag.

A TOUR OF INQUIRY THROUGH FRANCE AND

ITALY, Illustrating their Present Social, Political, and Religious

Condition. By EDMUND SPENCER, Eso.., Author of "Travels in

European Turkey," " Circassia," &c 2 vols, post 8vo. 21s.

ARCTIC MISCELLANIES, A SOUVENIR OF THE

LATE POLAR SEARCH. By the OFFICERS and SEAMEN op the

EXPEDITION. Dedicated by permission to the Lords op this

Admiralty. Second Edition. 1 vol., with Illustrations. 6s.

" This volume is not the least interesting or instructive among the records of the late

expedition in search of Sir John Franklin, commanded by Captain Austin."—Times.

A PILGRIMAGE INTO DAUPHINE. BY THE REV.

G. M. MUSGRAVE, A.M., Oxon. Author of "A Ramble through Nor

mandy," etc. 2 vols, with Illustrations. (Just Ready.)
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A SUMMER IN NORTHERN EUROPE; INCLUD-

ing Sketches in Sweden-, Norway, Finland, the Aland Islands,

Gothland, etc. By SELINA BUNBURY, Author of " Life in Sweden,"

etc., 2 vols, post 8vo., 21s. bound.

•' All readers of the works of lady-travellers will be glad to know that they are favoured

again by Miss Bunbury with an account of her experience in Northern Europe, including

much of the seat of the late war—Finland, for example, and the Aland Isles. The book

Is a very welcome contribution to the reading of the season."—Examiner.

" A very lively and agreeable book of travels, full of sketches of national character and

descriptions of scenery given in a pleasing and entertaining style. To all who wish for a

gay and varied panorama of northern life ami scenery, and for a work full of information and

entertainment, we recommend these volumes as among the most lively and generally attrac

tive travels that have lately appeared."—Sun.

THE WABASH; OK, ADVENTURES OF AN ENG

LISH GENTLEMAN'S FAMILY IN THE INTERIOR OF AMERICA.

By J. R. BESTE, Esa. 2 vols, post 8vo. 21s.

" Mr. Beste's book is interesting. In literary merit it is above the majority of books of

travel. It deserves consultation from all who may wish to receive a candid, sensible, and

fair account of the author's experience."—Athenceum.

AUSTRALIA AS IT IS : ITS SETTLEMENTS, FARMS,

AND GOLD FIELDS. By F. LANCELOT, Mineralogical Sur

veyor in the Australian Colonies. Second Edition. 2 vols. 12s.

" This is an unadorned account of the actual condition in which these colonies are found,

by a professional surveyor and mineralogist, who goes over the ground with a careful glance

and a remarkable aptitude for seizing on the practical portions of the subject. On the

climate, the vegetation, and the agricultural resources of the country, he Is copious in the

extreme, and to the intending emigrant an invaluable instructor. As may be expected from

a scientific hand, the subject of gold digging undergoes a thorough manipulation. Mr.

Lancelot dwells with minuteness on the several indications, stratifications, varieties of soil,

and methods of working, experience has pointed out, and offers a perfect manual of the new

craft to the adventurous settler. Nor has he neglected to provide him with information as to

the sea voyage, and all its accessories, the commodities most in request at the antipodes, and

a general view of social wants, family management, &c, such as a shrewd and observant

counsellor, aided by old resident authorities, can afford. As a guide to the auriferous regions,

as well as the pastoral solitudes of Australia, the work is unsurpassed."—Globe.

A LADYS VISIT TO THE GOLD DIGGINGS OF

AUSTRALIA. By MRS. CLACY. 1 vol. 6s. bound.

"The most pithy and entertaining of all the books that have been written on the gold

diggings."—Literary Gazette.

"Mrs. Ciacy's book will be read with considerable interest, and not without profit.

Her statements and advice will be most useful among her own sex."—Athenceum.

LIGHTS AND SHADOWS OF AUSTRALIAN LIFE.

By MRS. CLACY. 2 vols, post 8vo. 12s. bound.

"While affording amusement to the general reader, these 'Lights and Shadows of

Australian Life,. are full of useful hints to intending emigrants, and will convey to friends at

borne acceptable information as to the country where so many now have friends or relatives."

—Literary Gazette.
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TRAVELS IN PERSIA, GEORGIA, AND KOOR-

DISTAN, with Sketches of the Cossacks and the Caucasus. By

Dr. MORITZ WAGNER. 3 vols., post 8vo.

" We have here learning without pedantry, acute and close observation without the

tedium of uninteresting details, the reflections of a philosopher intermixed with the pleasant

stories and graphic sketches of an accomplished traveller."—Literary Gazette.

" A book which abounds in varied and useful information. We doubt whether anywhere

the reader can find a more trustworthy and satisfactory account of the Eoords of Persia, or of

the Cossacks of the Caucasus, than in these interesting volumes."—Post.

FOREST LIFE IN CEYLON. BY W. KNIGHTON, M.A.,

formerly Secretary to the Ceylon Branch Royal Asiatic Society.

Second Edition, 2 vols, post 8vo. 21s.

" A very clever and amusing book, by one who has lived as a planter and journalist many

years lu Ceylon. The work Is filled with interesting accounts of the sports, resources, pro.

duclions, scenery, and traditions of the island. The sporting adventures are narrated in a

very spirited manner."—Standard.

"We have no recollection of a more interesting or instructive work on Ceylon and the

Cingalese than that which Mr. Knighton has just given to the world. It displays a great deal of

acuteness and sagacity in its observation of men and manners, and contains a vast deal of

useful information on topics, historical, political, and commercial, and has the charm of a

fluent and graphic style."—Moming Post.

TROPICAL SKETCHES; OR, REMINISCENCES OF

AN INDIAN JOURNALIST. BY W. KNIGHTON, M.A., Author of

" Forest Life in Ceylon." 2 vols, post 8vo. 12s. bound.

" When Mr. Knighton's pleasant volumes on Ceylon were published, we freely gave his

publication the praise which it appears to have well deserved, since another edition has been,

called for. Amongst the writersoftheday.weknowofnone who are more felicitous in hitting off

with an amusing accuracy, the characters he has met with, and his descriptive powers are first-

rate. Take his Sketches up and open where you will, he touches upon topics of varied

nature now political, anon historical or commercial, interspersed with traits of society and

manners, every page teeming with information, combined with lively detail. His style, indeed,

is eminently attractive. There Is no weariness comes over the reader with Mr. Knighton's

work before him—all is vivacity. The Tropical Sketches contains the result of the author's

experience in the East in various capacities, but he is chiefly at home when he enters upon

the narrative of his mission as a journalist. In short, Tropical Sketches may be set down

as the work of a man of education and refinement, gifted with a keen observation for all

that is passing around him ; such a publication cannot fail in being both amusing and in

structive."— Sunday Times.

FIVE YEARS IN THE WEST INDIES. BY CHARLES

W. DAY, Esq.. 2 vols, post 8vo. 21s.

M It would be unjust to deny the vigour, brilliancy and varied interest of this work, the

abundant stores of anecdote and incident, and the copious detail of local habits and peculiarities

in each island visited in succession."—Globe.
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THE WANDERER IN ARABIA. BY G. T. LOWTH,

Esa. 2 vols, post 8vo. with Illustrations. 21s. bound.

"An excellent book, pervaded by a healthy enthusiasm, novel and varied in its incidents,

picturesque in its descriptions, and running over with human interest."—Sun.

" Mr. Lowth has shown himself in these volumes to be an intelligent traveller, a keen

observer of nature, and an accomplished artist. The general reader will find in his descrip

tions of his wanderings in Arabia, and among the most interesting monuments of old

Christian lands, a great deal that cannot fail to interest and amuse him.—Post.

" Mr. Louth's book is the work of a cultivated and thoughtful mind, and will give

pleasure to most people. His account of Arabia is full of interest."—Globe.

EIGHTEEN YEARS ON THE GOLD COAST OF

AFRICA; including an Account of the Native Tribes, and their

intercourse with Europeans. By BRODIE CRUICKSHANK, Member

of the Legislative Council, Cape Coast Castle. 2 vols, post 8vo. 21s.

"This is one of the most interesting works that ever yet came into our hands. it

possesses the charm of introducing us to habits and manners of the human family of which

before we had no conception. Mrs. Beecher Stowe's work has, indeed, made us all familiar

with the degree of intelligence and the disposition of the transplanted African ; but it has-

been reserved to Mr. Cruickshank to exhibit the children of Ham in their original state, and

to prove, as his work proves to demonstration, that, by the extension of a knowledge of the

Gospel, and by that only can the African be brought within the pale of civilization. We

anxiously desire to direct public attention to a work so valuable. An incidental episode in

the work is an affecting narrative of the death of the gifted Letitia Elizabeth Landon (L. E. L.)

written a few months after her marriage with Governor Maclean."—Standard.

THE HOLY PLACES: A NARRATIVE OF TWO

YEARS' RESIDENCE IN JERUSALEM AND PALESTINE. By

HANMER L. DUPUIS. With Notes on the Dispersed Canaanite

Tribes, by JOSEPH DUPUIS, late British Vice-Consul in Tripoli and

Tunis. 2 vols, with Illustrations, 21s. bound.

" This book contains excellent matter, and as it takes the Holy Places in succession

giving of each a pretty full account, from personal acquaintance with them, and the history

attached to them, is of a kind to be welcomed not only by the exclusively religious, but the

more miscellaneous class of readers in this country. There is in the second volume a good

deal of interesting information on the Tribes."—Examiner.

EIGHT YEARS IN PALESTINE, SYRIA, AND ASIA

MINOR. By F. A. NEALE, Esa., Late Attached to the Consular

Service in Syria. Second Edition, 2 vols, with Illustrations, 12s.

KHARTOUM AND THE NILES. BY GEORGE MELLY,

Esa. Second Edition. 2 vols, with Maps and Illustrations, 12s. bound.

TRAVELS IN BOLIVIA; WITH A TOUR ACROSS

THE PAMPAS TO BUENOS AYRES. BY L. HUGH DE BONNELI.of

Her Britannic Majesty's Legation. 2 vols, post 8vo. 12*. bound.
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RULE AND MISRULE OF THE ENGLISH IN

AMERICA. By the Author of "SAM SLICK." 2 vols, post 8vo. 21s.

** We conceive this work to be by far the most valuable and important Judge Haliburton

has ever written. While teeming with interest, moral and historical, to the general reader,

it equally constitutes a philosophical study for the politician and statesman. it will be found

to let in a fl.iod of light upon the actual origin, formation, and progress of the republic of

the United States."—Naval and Military Gazette.

SAM SLICK'S NATURE AND HUMAN NATURE

2 vols, post 8vo. 24s. bound.

" Since Sam Slick's first work he has written nothing so fresh, racy, and genuinely

humorous as this. Every line of it tells some way or other; instructively, satirically,

jocosely, or wittily. Admiration at Sam's mature talents, and laughter at his droll yarns,

constantly alternate, as with unhalting avidity we peruse these last volumes of his. They

consist of 25 Chapters, each containing a tale, a sketch, or an adventure. in every one of

them, the Ciockmaker proves himself the fastest time killer a-going."—Observer,

SAM SLICK'S WISE SAWS AND MODERN

INSTANCES ; or, What he Said, Did, or Invented. Second Edition.

2 vols, post 8vo. 21s.

" We do not fear to predict that these delightful volumes will be the most popular, as

beyond doubt, they are the best, of all Judge Haliburton's admirable works. The 'Wise

Saws and Modern instances* evince powers of imagination and expression far beyond what

even his former publications could lead any one to ascribe to the author. We have, it is true

long been familiar with his quaint humour and racy narrative, but the volumes before us

take a loftier range, and are so rich in fun and good sense, that to offer an extract as a

sample would be an injustice to author and reader. it is one of the pleasantest books we

ever read, and we earnestly recommend it."—Standard.

"The humour of Sam Slick is inexhaustible. He is ever and everywhere a welcome

visitor ; smiles greet his approach, and wit and wisdom hang upon his tongue. The present

is altogether a most edifying production, remarkable alike for its racy humour, its sound

philosophy, the felicity of its illustrations, and the delicacy of its satire. We promise our

readers a great treat from the perusal of these 'Wise Saws and Modern instances,' which

contain a world of practical wisdom, and a treasury of the richest fun."—Morning Post.

THE AMERICANS AT HOME; OR, BYEWAYS

BACKWOODS, AND PRAIRIES. Edited by the Author of "SAM

SLICK." 3 vols, post 8vo. 31s. 6d.

" in the picturesque delineation of character, and the felicitous portraiture of national

features, no writer of the present day equals Judge Haliburton. * The Americans at Home '

will not be less popular than any of his previous works."—Post.

TRAITS OF AMERICAN HUMOUR. EDITED BY

the Author of " SAM SLICK." 3 vols, post 8vo. 31s. 6d.

'* No man has done more than the facetious Judge Haliburton, through the mouth of

the inimitable * Sam,' to make the old parent country recognize and appreciate her queer

transatlantic progeny. His present collection of comic stories and laughable traits is a

budget of fun full of rich specimens of American humour."—Globe,
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THE DRAMATIC WORKS OF MARY RUSSELL

MITFORD. Author of" Our Village/' " Atherton," &c. 2 vols, post 8vo.

with Portrait of the Author and other Illustrations. 21s.

" We recommend Miss Mi tford's dramas heartily to all by whom they are unknown. A

more graceful addition could not be made to any collection of dramatic works."—Blackwood.

"Miss Mitford has collected into one chaplet the laurels gathered in her prime of author

ship, and she has given it to the world with a graceful and loving letter of reminiscence and

benediction. Laid by the side of the volume of dramatic works of Joanna Baitlie, these

volumes suffer no disparagement. This Is high praise, and it Is well deserved."—Athenaum.

44 Miss Mitford's plays and dramatic scenes form very delightful reading."—Examiner.

" The high reputation which Miss Mitford has acquired as a dramatist will insure a

hearty welcome to this collected edition of her dramatic works."—John Bull.

THE MONARCHS OF THE MAIN; OR, ADVEN-

TURES OF THE BUCCANEERS. By GEORGE W. THORNBURY,

Esq. 3 vols, post 8vo. I5s. bound.

" An unwritten page of the world's history Is not to be met with every day. The author

of these volumes has discovered one, and has supplied the deficiency. The deeds of alter

nate violence and heroism of the wild adventurers, who soon after the discovery of America,

started forth in search of plunder, and sometimes of territorial conquest—now sweeping the

main with their piratical vessels—now surprising and sacking some rich and flourishing

town—now fortifying themselves in some strong Island-hold, where they could bid defiance

to a world in arms against them—form the subject of a narrative rich in variety of incident,

and replete with striking exhibitions of life and character. To the lover of maritime ad

venture, these pages offer a fund of infinite amusement, doubly attractive from the novelty

of the theme."—John Bull.

DARIEN; OR, THE MERCHANT PRINCE. BY ELIOT

WARBURTON. Second Edition. 3to1s. post 8vo.

"The scheme for the colonization of Darien by Scotchmen, and the opening of a com

munication between the East and West across the Isthmus of Panama, furnishes the founda

tion of this story, which is in all respects worthy of the high reputation which the author of

the . Crescent and the Cross' had already made for himself. The early history of the ' Merchant

Prince' introduces the reader to the condition of Spain under the Inquisition ; the portraitures

of Scottish life which occupy a prominent place in the narrative, are full of spirit i the scenes

in America exhibit the state of the natives of the New World at that period ; the {taring deed*

of the Buccaneers supply a most romantic element in the story t and an additional interest

Is infused into Et by the introduction of the various celebrated characters of the period, such

as Law, the French financier, and Paterson, the founder of the Bank of England. All these

varied ingredients are treated with that brilliancy of style and powerful descriptive talent, by

which the pen of Eliot Warburton was so eminently distinguished."—John Bull.

PEN AND PENCIL PICTURES. BY THOMAS

HOOD. 1 vol. with numerous Illustrations, by the Author, 10s. (id. bound.

THE AUTOBIOGRAPHY OF A MISSIONARY. BY

THE REV. J. P. FLETCHER. 2 vols, post 8vo. 12s.

THE ANSYREEH AND ISMAELEEH: A VISIT TO

THE SECRET SECTS OF NORTHERN SYRIA. BY THE REV. S.

LYDE, M.A., Late Chaplain at Beyrout. 1 vol. 6s. bound.
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FAMILY ROMANCE; OR, DOMESTIC ANNALS OF

THE ARISTOCRACY. BY SIR BERNARD BURKE, Ulster Kino of

Arms. 2 vols, post 8vo. 21s.

Among the many other interesting legends and romantic family histories com

prised in these volumes, will be found the following :—The wonderful narrative

of Maria Stella, Lady Newborough, who claimed on such strong evidence to be

a Princess of the House of Orleans, and disputed the identity of Louis Philippe—

The story of the humble marriage of the beautiful Countess of Strathmore, and

the sufferings and fate of her only child—The Leaders of Fashion, from Gramont

to D'Orsay—The rise of the celebrated Baron Ward, now Prime Minister at

Parma—The curious claim to the Earldom of Crawford—The Strange Vicissitudes

of our Great Families, replete with the most romantic details—The story of tho

Kirkpatricks of Closeburn (the ancestors of the French Empress), and the re

markable tradition associated with them—The Legend of the Lambtons—The

verification in our own time of the famous prediction as to the Earls of Mar—

Lady Ogilvy's escape—The Beresford and Wynyard ghost stories correctly told—

&c. &c.

" It were impossible to praise too highly as a work of amusement these two most in.

teresting volumes, whether we should have regard to its excellent plan or its not less ex

cellent execution. The volumes are just what ought to be found on every drawing-room table.

Here you have nearly fifty captivating romances with the pith of all their interest preserved

in undiminished poignancy, and any one may be read in half an hour. it is not the least of

their merits that the romances are founded on fact—or what, at least, has been handed down

Cor truth by long tradition—and the romance of reality far exceeds the romance of fiction.

Each story is told in the clear, unaffected style with which the author's former works

have made the public familiar, while they afford evidence of the value, even to a work of

amusement, of that historical and genealogical learning that may justly be expected of the

author of ' The Peerage.' "—Standard.

" The very reading for sea-side or fire side in our hours of idleness."—Athenamm.

THE ROMANCE OF THE FORUM; OR, NARRA

TIVES, SCENES, AND ANECDOTES FROM COURTS OF JUSTICE.

SECOND SERIES. BY PETER BURKE, Esa., of the Inner Temple,

Barrister-at-Law. 2 vols, post 8vo. 21s.

PRINCIPAL CONTENTS :—Lord Crichton's Revenge—The Great Douglas

Cause—Lord and Lady Kinnaird—Marie Delorme and Her Husband—The

Spectral Treasure—Murders in Inns of Court—Matthieson the Forger—Trials

that established the Illegality of Slavery—The Lover Highwayman—The

Accusing Spirit—The Attorney-General of the Reign of Terror—Eccentric

Occurrences in the Law—Adventuresses of Pretended Rank—The Courier of

Lyons—General Sarrazin's Bigamy—The Elstree Murder—Count Bocarme and

his wife—Professor Webster, &c.

" We have no hesitation in recommending this, as one of the most interesting works

that have been lately given to the public."—Morning Chronicle,

" The favour with which the first series of this publication was received, has induced

Mr. Burke to extend his researches, which he has done with great judgment. The incidents

forming the subject of the second series are as extraordinary in every respect, as those which

obtained so high a meed of celebrity for the first. Some of the tales could scarcely be believed

to be founded in fact, or to be records of events that have startled the world, were there not

the incontestable evidence which Mr. Burke has established to .prove that they have

actually happened."—Messenger.
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BY MRS. TROLLOPE.

LIFE AND ADVENTURES

OF A CLEVEE WOMAN.

FASHIONABLE LIFE ;

Ok, PARIS AND LONDON. 3 vols.

M A very amusing novel."—Standard.

1 1 The book has among its merits the

invaluable one of being thoroughly read

able."—Examiner.

"These volumes abound with graphic

pictures of society."—U. S. Mag.

GERTRUDE;

Or, FAMILY PRIDE. 3 vols.

" A wonderfully interesting and original

novel."—Herald.

" The publication of this work will add

to Mrs. Trollope's high reputation as a

novelist."—Post.

BY MRS. GORE,

A LIFE'S LESSONS.

3 vols.

•'• A Life's Lessons. is not exclusively

a tale of fashionable life. The romantic

element predominates in it, and in the

first volume especially we have sketches of

secluded village life and wild scenery

which Miss Bronte might have penned.

The spirit of the tale is admirable. Mrs.

Gore writes more like a woman who knows

the world, than a woman of the world.

Her literary talents, which are conside

rable, and her social experience, which is

wide, are here combined to produce a

pleasing fiction, suitable to the taste of the

whole world of novel readers." — The

Press.

BY THE AUTHOR OF MARGARET MAITLAND.

LILLIESLEAF.

Being the Concluding Series of

" Passages in the Like of Mrs. Mar

garet Maitland."

Cheaper Edition, 1 vol. Gs.

"The concluding series of passages in

the ' Life of Mrs. Margaret Maitland. is,

to our thinking, superior to the begin

ning ; and this we take to be about the

most satisfactory compliment we can pay

the authoress. There is a vein of simple

good sense and pious feeling running

throughout, for which no reader can fail

to be the better."—Athenaum.

" 1 Lllliesleaf ' is a sequel to the charm

ing ' Passages in the Life of Mrs. Margaret

Maitland,' told also by herself in her own

quaint way, and full of the same touching

grace which won the hearts of so many

people, young and old. It is to be said

but rarely of a sequel that it possesses so

much beauty, and so much sustained

interest, as the tale of " Lilliesleaf."—

Examiner'

3 vols.

" The ' Clever Woman . is of the same

class with the ' Vicar of Wrexhill,' and

'Widow Barnaby.' No person can fairto

be amused by it."—Critic.

UNCLE WALTER.

3 vols.

"An exceedingly entertaining novel.

It assures Mrs. Trollope more than ever

in her position as one of the ablest fic

tion writers of the day."— Post*

MAMMON; OR, THE HARD-

SHIPS OF AN HEIRESS.

"Mrs. Gore lias not produced a more

clever, sparkling and amusing novel than

• Mammon.' "—Critic,

PROGRESS & PREJUDICE.

3 vols.

" This entertaining and clever novel

is not to be analysed, but to be praised*

and that emphatically."—Examiner*

MAGDALEN HEPBURN;

A STORY OF THE SCOTTISH REFORMATION.

3 vols.

" ' Magdalen Hepburn will sustain the

reputation which the author of . Margaret

Maitland' has acquired. It is a well

prepared and carefully executed picture

of the society and state of manners in

Scotland at the dawn of the Reforma

tion.' .—Athenceum .

HARRY MUIR.

Second Edition. 3 vols.

"We prefer 'Harry Muir' to most of

the Scottish novels that have appeared

since Gait's domestic stories."—Athe*

nceum.

ADAM GRAEME,

OF MOSSGRAY. 3 vols.
M A story awakening genuine emotions

of interest and delight by its admirable

pictures of Scottish life and scenery."—

Post.
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ROSA GREY.

By the Author of " Anne Dysart. 3 v.

ISABEL;

THE YOUNG WIFE. AND THE OLD

LOVE.

By J C. Jeafhreson, Author of " Cun

Rise." 3 vols.

WILDFLOWER.

Br the Author of "The House of El-

1IOKK." 3 VOU.

THE GENERAL'S

DAUGHTER.

By Cai'T. Knight. 3 vols.

EDGAR BARDON.

By \V. Knighton, M.A. 3 vols.

" The story of . Edgar Bardon. fs in every

way worthy of the author's reputation. It

Is a remarkable performance, distin

guished for beauty and freshness of style,

originality of conception and skilful con

st ruction. It is full of exciting incidents,

romantic situations, and graphic descrip

tions."—Post.

MR. ARLE.

JOHN HALIFAX,

GENTLEMAN.

2 vols.

11 . Mr. Arle . Is a work of a very high

order, and we are offering it no light

tribute when we say that, in style and

conception, it reminds us of the writings

of Mrs. Gaskell."—John Bull.

"The book is much above the general

run of novels in thought and freshness."—

Spectator.

MARGARET

AND HER BRIDESMAIDS.

By the Author of " Woman's Devotion."

3 vols.

"We recommend all who are in search

of a fascinating novel to read this work.

There are a freshness and an originality

about it quite charming, and there is a

certain nobleness in the treatment, both

of sentiment and incident, which is not

often found."—Athenceum.

HORATIO HOWARD

BRENTON.

By Capt.Sir E.Bblcher, R.N., C.B. 3 v.

" A naval novel of the most genuine and

natural kind. It bears throughout the

stamp of real life and actual character,

while the incidents with which it deals

are sufficiently interesting and exciting to

satisfy the demands of the most ennuye-e

novel reader."—Chronicle.

By the Author of "The Head op the

Family." 3 vols.

"This Is a very good and a very inte

resting novel. It Is designed to trace the

career from boyhood to age of a perfect

man — a Christian gentleman, and it

abounds in incident both well and highly

wrought. Throughout it is conceived in

high spirit, and written with great ability,

better than any former work, we think, of

its deservedly successful author."—Ex

aminer.

THE YOUNG LORD.

By the Author of "Tub Discipline op

Life," &c. 2 vols.

11 This new novel by Lady Emily Pon-

Bonby is interesting as a story, and still

more to be commended for the profitable

lessons it inculcates."—Lit. Gaz.

EVELYN MARSTON.

By the Author of " Emilia Wyndham."

. 3 vols.

" The author has made in . Evelyn

Marston ' a considerable advance over her

later fictions. She has chosen a new field

for the subject of her tale, and conceived

her principal actors with her pristine

skill, as well as executed them with her

pristine finish."—Spectator.

ARTHUR BRANDON.

2 vols.

" . Arthur Brandon ' abounds in free,

vigorous sketches, both of life and scenery,

which are dashed off with a freshness and

vitality which the reader will feel to be

charming-. The pictures of Rome and of

artist-life in Rome are especially good."—

Athenatum.

" This novel has merits of a very high

order. We bear willing testimony to its

fine wit and fervid fancy. The adventures

are narrated with spirit, and the interest

of the story is cleverly sustained through

out."—Post.

OUT ON THE WORLD.

By Henry Owgan, L.L.D. 3 vols.

" The interest of the novel is kept up,

from beginning to end, without the

slightest intermission."—Post,

" The thoughts and observations of Dr.

Owgan's 'Out on the World,. are of a

fresh and racy kind, and very different

from the generality of novels."—Spectator,

EUSTACE CONYERS.

By Jambs Hannay, Esq. 3 vols,

" Mr. Hannay's ablest, wisest, and

maturest work."—Athenceum.
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RACHEL GRAY.

By Julia Kavanagh,

Author of "Nathalie," &c. 1 vol.

"Rachel Gray is a charming and touch

ing story, narrated with grace and skill.

No one can read the story and not feel

a good influence from it. The characters

are vigorously sketched, and have a life

like reality about them. We heartily re

commend this story, and shall rejoice

when Miss Kavanagh will give us an

other equally good."—Athenaum.

LADY WILLOUGHBY;

Or, THE DOUBLE MARRIAGE.

By Mrs. La Touche. 3 vols.

"An exceedingly brilliant novel. Full

of interest."—Chronicle.

THE HOUSE OP ELMORE ;

A FAMILY HISTORY. 8 Vols.

"A splendid production. The story,

conceived with great skill, is worked out

in a succession of powerful portraitures,

and of soul-stirring scenes."—John Bull.

MILLICENT;

Or, THE TRIALS OF LIFE.

By the Author of "The Curate of

Overton." 3 vols.

"This novel is one of the most beauti

fully-written and powerfully-conceived

works that has ever come under our no

tice."—HeraId.

PERCY BLAKE;

Or, THE YOUNG RIFLEMAN.

By Capt. Rafter. 3 vols.

" A capital novel, of the ( Charles

O.Malley ' school, full of dashing adven

ture, with scenes of real history cleverly

introduced in the narrative."—Lit. Gaz,

MODERN SOCIETY

IN ROME.

By J. R. Beste, Esq. 2nd Edition, 3 v.

"This work is singularlyinteresting. It

contains striking narratives of most of the

principal events that occurred from the

accession of Pio Nono to the occupation

of Rome by the French, with spirited and

truthful sketches of the leading characters

who took part in the politics of that memo

rable period."—Lit. Gaz.

THE LADY OF FASHION.

By the Author of

"The History of a Flirt," &c. 3 vols.

"A striking picture of social existence.

The story has the merit of originality, and

talent has stamped it with an undeniable

impress. The field chosen is not a new

one, but the vigorous descriptions, the

brilliant touches, and the life-like por

traits impart lustre to its pages."—Sun.

THE SORROWS OF

GENTILITY.

By Miss Jbwsbury. 2 vols.

"A remarkably good novel."—Examiner.

" In a tale extremely simple in idea and

perfectly natural in execution, Miss Jews-

bury has contrived to exhibit a choice

moral with her accustomed grace and

power. We advise our readers to send for

1 The Sorrows of Gentility."—Athenceum.

OUR OWN STORY.

By Selina Bunbury.

Author of "Lipe in Sweden." 3 vols.

"A work of unquestionable genius. The

story Is full of interest."— Chronicle.

"An exceedingly instructive and Im

proving book,"—John Bull.

CONSTANCE HERBERT.

By Miss Jewsbury. 3 v.

"A powerful, highly interesting narra

tive."—Times,

"'Constance Herbert" is a poem in its

beauty and Us lofty purpose ; a romance

in its variety and fascination. The tale

as a tale, is deeply interesting, full of

quiet pathos, and a calm and beautiful

morality. It will be read with rare plea

sure and remembered with healthful inte

rest."—Athenceum.

VEILED HEARTS.

By the Author of " The Wife's Trials."

3 vols.

u t Veiled Hearts ' will be widely read

and immensely admired."—Sunday Times,

THE NEXT DOOR

NEIGHBOURS.

By Mrs. Gascoione. Authorof " Temp-

tation, &c. 3 vols.

" The author has successfully por

trayed the manners of the day in one of

the best novels that have lately appeared."

—Herald.

DIANA WYNYARD.

By the Authorof "Alice Wentworth."

3 vols.

" A powerfully-written tale, from which

useful lessons in life may be drawn."—

Lit, Gaz.

THE YOUNG HUSBAND.

By Mrs. Grey, Author of "The Gam

bler's Wipe," &c. 3 vols.

"In this fascinating novel Mrs. Grey

has surpassed her former productions*

talented and powerful as they were."—

John Bull.



THE ARMY AND THE NAVY.

COLBUKN'S UNITED SERVICE MAGAZINE, AND

NAVAL AND MILITARY JOURNAL. Published on the first of every

month, price 3s. 6d.

This popular periodical, which has now been established a quarter of a century,

embraces subjects of such extensive variety and powerful interest as must render

it scarcely less acceptable to readers in general than to the members of those pro

fessions for whose use it is more particularly intended. Independently of a suc

cession of Original Papers on innumerable interesting subjects, Personal Nar

ratives, Historical Incidents, Correspondence, etc., each number comprises

Biographical Memoirs of Eminent Officers of all branches of service, Reviews of

New Publications, either immediately relating to the Army or Navy, or involving

subjects of utility or interest to the members of either, full Reports of Trials

by Courts Martial, Distribution of the Army and Navy, General Orders, Circulars,

Promotions, Appointments, Births, Marriages, Obituary, etc., with all the Naval

and Military Intelligence of the month.

OPINIONS OF THE FRESS.

"This is confessedly one of the ablest and most attractive periodicals of which the

British press can boast, presenting a wide field of entertainment to the general as well as

professional reader. The suggestions for the benefit of the two services are distinguished

by vigour of sense, acute and practical observation, an ardent love of discipline, tempered by

a high sense ofjustice, honour, and a tender regard for the welfare and comfort of our soldiers

and seamen."—Globe.

"At the head of those periodicals which furnish useful and valuable information to

their peculiar classes of readers, as well as amusement to the general body of the public,

must be placed the ' United Service Magazine, and Naval and Miliary Journal.' it numbers

among its contributors almost all those gallant spirits who hare done no less honour

to their country by their swords than by their pens, and abounds with the most interesting

discussions on naval and military affairs, and stirring narratives of deeds of arms in all

parts of the world. Every information of value and interest to both the Services is culled

with the greatest diligence from every available source, and the correspondence of various

distinguished officers which enrich its pages is a feature of great attraction. in short, the

* United Service Magazine* can be recommended to every reader who possesses that attach

ment to his country which should make him look with the deepest interest on its naval and

military resources."—Sun,

" This truly national periodical is always full of the most valuable matter for professional

men."—Morning Herald.

** To military and naval men, and to that class of readers who hover on the skirts of the

Service, and take a world of pains to inform themselves of all the goings on, the modes and

fashions, the movements and adventures connected with ships and barracks, this periodical

is indispensable. it is a repertory of facts and criticisms—narratives of past experience, and

fictions that are as good as if they were true—tables and returns—new inventions and new

books bearing upon the army and navy—correspondence crowded with intelligence—and

sundry unclaimed matters that lie in close neighbourhood with the professions, and contribute

more or less to the stock of general useful information."—Atlas.
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